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I NTR.ODUCT I ON 
INTRODUCTION 
The material contained in this manual presents the reporting concept 
encompassed by the Department of Transportation Financial Management 
Control System. This system was developed in conjunction with 
emphasis placed on reporting concepts adopted by its management's 
philosophy,of accounting and reporting and incorporating it into 
different systems. 
Accounting has often been characterized as the language of business. 
It is the language used to communicate financial information. There 
is a wide variety of reasons why such financial information is 
sought. The Department of Transportation Management needs to know 
about the financial status of its enterprise as well as its outlook 
for the future .. 
It is through Accounting that Management is kept informed of the 
operations of its enterprise. Division or office management levels 
may be familiar with all operations and financial details and hence 
requires comparative information However, as the size of a business 
increases management loses its direct contact with day-to-day 
transactions .. At the same time·all lervels of management must be 
supplied with timely information and about various aspects of 
operations 
The Offices of Accounting and Budget have multiple responsibilities 
in that they must keep track of essential financial information 
affecting the DOT organization and interpret this information in 
terms of success or failure and help plan the course for future 
actions .. 
Accounting has been defined as the art of recording, classifying, 
summarizing and interpreting in a significant manner and in terms 
of money, transactions and events which are, in part, at least, of 
a financial character, and interpreting the results thereof. 
A. RECORDING - Commits the transaction and event to writing. 
The recording may take the form of entries or notations made 
by hand, or it may be accomplished by various mechanical or 
electronical devices. As a result, "WRITING" includes 
information recording in various magnetic media, such as tape 
or disk .. 
B.. CLASSIFYING - Involves sorting the many transactions in an 
orderly and systematic manner. A mass of isolated transactions 
conveys little meaning when considered by itself; the data 
becomes useful only when grouped according to predetermined 
categories 
c.. SUMMARIZING - Brings the financial data together in a form 
that further enhances its usefulness. It is not a single 
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business act, but rather the sum total of all the operations 
of a day, week, month or a year that has the greatest 
significance. Because of this, operating summaries such as 
income statements and balance sheets are prepared at regular 
intervals. 
D. INTERPRETING - The results of the operation once they have 
been summarized is an essential part of the accounting 
function. Interpretation frequently takes the form of 
percentages, analyses and ratios. Comparison between different 
periods of time often reveals a significant trend. 
The DOT organization's future cannot be adequately charted without 
reference to its past decisions and differences. Both operating and 
financial must be able to reference comparative data in order to 
detect significant trends and deviations. 
The financial management control system is designed to provide 
comparative data requirements for an in-depth management analysis 
by maintaining up to 24 months of information for each general 
ledger or statistical memo account for historical segment. In 
addition, the financial management control system allows management 
to project assets, liabilities and capital accounts as well as 
income, expenses, and statistics at regular time intervals. 
4 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
SYSTEM OBJECTIVES 
The Financial Management Control System is designed to collect, 
classify, summarize and report all budgetary (objective or activity), 
accounting (automated general ledger, appropriation control, plus 
data reporting and reconciliation to the State Comptroller's Office, 
State Auditors and the Federal Highway Administration), and other 
financial information needed relating to the Iowa Department of 
Transportation. 
The primary purpose of the financial management control system is to 
unify and integrate the gathering and accumulation of costs for 
budgetary and accounting activities into one system, which services 
all functional groups and managerial levels of the DOT. 
The following are major objectives of the system: 
le Meets all legal requirements and conforms to recognized 
accounting principles and procedures applicable to governmental 
accounting. 
2. Provides a universal and uniform chart of accounts which 
enables distinct appropriation or fund identification in 
correlation to the appropriation status system. 
3. Simplicity is the keynote to the system, plus being adequate 
in the face of mounting transactions with minimum attendant 
overhead cost. 
4. The system is designed to alleviate costly reprogramming 
in that the broad base design is receptive to change and 
maintenance procedures are simplified. 
5. The system provides a complete audit trail of a financial 
transactio,n to trace or readily reconstruct transactions. 
6. The internal controls are inherent to providing appropriate 
checks and balances prior to being applied to respective 
accoun·ts. 
The general ledger and the financial reports that are produced by 
the system demand the highest degree of accuracy: accuracy in 
summaries of great masses of the standard transaction detail, in 
the shortest possible time. So, the general ledger and financial 
reports to management demand accuracy, efficiency and speed. 
These are the significant facts in summary form, supplemented by 
comparative and historical data These are the facts management can 
use to analyze past performance, evaluate present conditions and 




The intergrated, computerized, financial management control 
system is based on the concept that each financial transaction 
enters the system as an individual entity which can be summarized 
by an account classification associated with that entry@ 
ACCOUNT CLASSIFICATION 
To provide for financial recording and management reporting, 
it was essential that a uniform account classification be 
established: 
general ledger control accounts applicable to all 
assets, liabilities, revenues and expenditure. 
- fund code applicable to all appropriations and/or 
funds 
- fiscal year designation for fiscal period reference. 
- object code designation for all revenue and expenditures 
as to their physical or service characteristics. 
- function code designation for all revenue and expendi-
tures as to the major purpose, reason or principal 
activity a 
cost center the device through which costs will be 
related to work done and to results achieved. 
TRANSACTION IDENTIFICATION: 
The transaction code concept was utilized by the establish-
ment of a transaction code structure which instructs the computer 
on how the transaction will be handled within the system. The 
basic concept was the double entry principle. Where there is 
a debit entry to an account, there must .be a credit entry in an 
equal amount. Each entry may be made in one amount or in a number 
of amounts. However, to maximize the capability of computerization, 
the procedure was adopted to identify a debit and a credit to a 
single transaction by relating a transaction code to a single 
dollar amount which was recorded as a "debit" and "credit" to 
control accounts in the financial master file. Each transaction 
processed will affect at least two account balances of the 
financial master file. A majority of the transactions do occur 
at infrequent intervals during normal operations. Approximately 
twenty percent of the transaction codes created are used eighty 
percent of the time. There are instances of special situations 
which cannot be anticipated by establishment of transaction codes. 
Therefore, a special transaction code is provided which can be 




The control accounts are established to reflect a debit 
and credit entry which provides assurance through equality of 
the account balances in total, and that the same cost values have 
been charged to the associated financial master records. 
The use of a uniform standard transaction format for 
classifying and recording every accounting transaction has 
provided the foundation needed for building an intergrated 
financial management control system. This uniform method of 
recording data, combined with the information retrieval capability 
of the computer, provides an almost unlimited potential for 
reporting and controlling financial data. Under this system, 
only the most useful reports are produced on a routing basis and 
at the same time the potential exists to reconstruct audit trails 
from this detail. 
The system is applicable to expanded cost accumulation and 
budgetary activities. It provides financial and budgetary 
management information for the Department of Transportation and 
incorporates applicable accounting principles, policies, and 
procedures. 
Output reports from the financial management control system 
summarize information for the offices of Accounting and Budget 
according to their particular informational needs. The reports 
are designed to answer the needs of all functional groups and 
managerial levels of the organizational structure. To overcome 
the continuing change usually associated with management reports, 
the system has been designed so that.the financial master base 
record contains substantially more information than is usually 
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ACCOUNTS WITHIN THE FINANCIAL MASTER FILE. 
1 NPU T: 




VSAM DISK FILE 
jJ .U T P U T : ... _ . . __ .... _ . 
V344.P3440lUO.CTRLACCT - VSAM 
C~lNT R Ol ~J:C OVN T S CRQ_~-~-. .B-~f_!=.B .. ~ .. b!~_f;_l_L~_r ________________ .. _____ , ___________ __ 
f ORf•H S) : 
fUR/VI #. 1 CL.I\SS = A CARR lAGE TAPE NO. = 1 
.... Q_I5 J:'P~J_ll .. _Q~ _:~- __ NUN_~-- ...... ___ ·------ ___ ---··-· _. _______ .......... _. ______ .. 
ERROR LIST 
f: 0 f<}4 { s ) :_ - .. ... 
FU~M # 1 CLASS = A 
OISPUSlTION = NONE 
CARRIAGE TAPE NO. = l 




************** ~- ~~-- , __ ---- ---·~ ~- -· 
TE P # l 
--. -····--··--·-----~ ----------. -· ~-----
PGM P3440l60 FINANCIAL SUMMARIZAT ON INTERFACE 
DESC 
THE _t?VI~P_O_~-~-- Of. 1-:flS __ P~OGR_A~ JS JO Syj~_t:'\ARIZE J~E: DET D S 
ARD TRANSACTION ~ECORD (STR~ FILES ON A DAILY OR WEEKLY BASIS AND 
TO PRODUCE A DAILY/WEEKLY TRANSACTION DISK FILE, BATCH TOTAL LIS 
A NO . ( 9~1J P.NJ:\L T~ ANS_A_C IJ (JN ~9 .. MMAR_'( .. ; ... c-==-:.... .. c ....... : 
NPUT 
OUTPUT: 
DAllY/WEEKlY ACCOUNTING STR -
EMPLQ YE E C 0 DIS lR I Bt)Jl.9N 
VEHICLE COS OlSTRlBUTION STR 
V344.P3440100 CTRLACCT- VSAM 
CONTROL C. AR 0 
--- --···-· .. -
V344.P3440l60.SU~TRANS- VSAM 
BATCH TOTAL AND I{ECAP L.IST 
TAPE FILE 
. __ ~- ILE_ JBJWE.EI(lYi 
TAP FILE (BIWEEKLY) 
DISK FilE 
DISK FILE 
FORM iS j 
FOfH1 #11 CLASS_ -== 0 ____ C_~RBJL\1?.~----""--"·"·; ..... ..,, 
DISPOSITION = DECOLLATE 
SUSPENSE ACCOUNT TRANSACTION liST 
FrJRM(S): 
fURM #11 CLASS = 0 CARRIAGE TAPE NO. = 1 
OlSPUSITION = DECOLl E 
F NANCIAL TRANSACTION SUMMARY l S IOPTlONAl) 
FORM( Sl: .. __ 
EP # 2 
OESC: 
FURM #ll CLASS-== 0 CARRIAGE TAPE NO = l 
DISPUSl ION = DECOLLATE 
PGM # P3440200 - FINANCIAL TRANSACTION UPDATE 
THE _PURPUSE _OF. IJ:U.S.J'.RUGJ~AJ'-1 ___ 1$ P.RO.\LlOE ... A 'NETHUJ) __ Of UPD NG. 
THE FINANCIAL MASTER IVSAM) DISK FILE THIS INCLUDES ADDING NEW 
MASTER RECORDS, UPUATING EX STING MASTER RECORDS, AND UELETING 
i•'!AS T eR I~ECOKDS. 
INPUT: 
OUTPUT: 
V344 P34400b0 FlNCHART 
V344 P3440llO~VALIDlTY 
V344 P3440140eFINMASTR 
V344 P3440l60 SUMTRANS 
CC>NfROL CARD 
VSAM DISK fiLE 
YRXX_~_VSAM D1SK fiLE. 
VSAM DISK FilE 
VSAM DISK FILE 
V344~P344014U FINMASTR - VSAM DISK FILE 
P 3 4 4 0 2 o·o IR.AJiS.SU.M __ ~- . V.S.AM. _D_lSK. ElL E. 
FINANCIAL MASTER BACKUP - TAPE FILE 
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--------------·f.:uR·~c·#--I--·-- cLAss·· ~~---A---CARif.fA GFT--rA.PE--1\l()~---~---T-
DISPoSITION = NONE 
DELETE MASTER PROOF LIST 
FORMtS): 
.. f.PJ~-~--- # __ j_ C k ASS --~ __ fL ... ~-~RRlA~!; __ .IA_e_f; ___ NJJ.!. - l 
DISPOSITION =NONE 
GENERAL LEDGER MASTER PROOF LIST. 
FORM{S): 
FORM # 1 CLASS = A CARRIAGE TPAE NO. = 1 
p I S P 0 S.lTl 0 N __ := D £: ~ D l L ~I ~-
GENERAL LEDGER JOURNAL VOUCHER PROOF LIST 
FORM(S): 
STEP # 3 
DESC: 
FORM # 1 CLASS = A CARRIAGE TAPE NO. = 1 
DlSPOSlTION = DECOLLATE 
PGM # P3440210 - MERGE POSTED TRANSACTIONS 
.... ItiE_ P !LR PU$1:: . Q.E __ IH.lS __ PBQG.RAl1 __ [.$_.IJ1 .... ~f.RG .. ~.-I..Ht; ___ P.O.S_If.D __ fl~JlY/ ~Ef..Kl.Y_ 
TRANSACTIONS WITH THE MONTH-TO-DATE TRANSACTION TAPE. 
INPUT: 
V344.,. i?..34402.QO.TRAN_S.$UJ'1 .. ~- .V.SAM.... DJ.SK Fl.l..f;. 
X344.GLTRANS~MTD CHISTORY) - TAPE FILE 
0 U T P U T : ... _ . ··---- ....... . 
X344.GLTRANS.MTO (CURRENT) - TAPE FILE 
STEP # 4 
PG1~1 # P:l 44022 0 - F 1 N .. ANC..l.AL ..... G..ENfJ{_A_l_ .LEJJt~EfLJ.M.ONTH LY.l 
DESC: 
THE PURPOSE UF THIS PROGRAM l.S TO PRODUCE THE MONTHlY GENERAL 
LEDGER LISTING (DETAIL - BY ALL SEVf~ DIGlTS Of THE. GIL ACCDUN~ 
NUMGER) AND THE EIGHT SUMMARIZED GENERAL LEDGER LISTI-NGS (SUM .... 
BY THE FIRST FOUR DIGITS Of THE GIL ACCOUNT NUMBER. 
INPUT: . .. .. 
V344.P3440060.FINCHART - VSAM DISK FILE 
V344.P3440140.FlNMASTR - VSAM DISK FILE 
X344~GLTRANS.MTD - TAPE fllE lMONTHlYt. 
CCNTRUL CARD 
OUTPUT: ... 
GENERAL lEDGER IDETAlll LIST 
FORM{ S): . 
FORM # 33 CLASS = .. D. LARRIAGE JAPE NO~ - 2 
DISPOSITION = DECOLLATE 
c; EN ERA L._, ___ L_ E.D._G_E_ i~ _( .S .. U,.MJ~LA_R~Y __ l_~~--L .. l-~S~I. ___ ~--- ··---··-----~~·-~ --··- ---·-------· ·-----~· --r- -·· ·-----------------··---··- . --·- .... ~------·-·--·-·-· ____ _ 
FD RM ( S} : 
FORM # 33 CLASS = D CARRIAGE TAPE NO. - 2 
. 0 1 S P 0 S l T 10 N = . DE C.O l LA IE 
. ....,_, -- -~"~--p----·~·-~· ... ~- --·-----------~------------·-----------------~-----------
STEP # 5 





MONT Hl V 





V344. 440140.FINMASJR VS DISK 
X344 P3440230.FINRPTS SEQUENTIAL 
tlAlA!\ICF SHEE S 
FOfHii() 
F.llE 
FUKM # 33 GlhSS 0 C 
DISPUSlTIUN = DECOLLATE 
AGe APE NU = 2. 
- ---·-· ------ ---- . - ------~-----~~-...------ ..... ·-~---~--------------------~-~- - -- ~---.-~~---·-,~---------· -. 
OPERA lNG STATE~ENTS 
FORM(S) 
FO~M # 33 CLASS D CARR AGE TAP NO = 2 
DISPOSITION = DECOLlATE 
* ** * * ** ** - ----·---~~--~ -------- _,~-- .. ~~- . .,...·~--~,·-------··· .. 
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++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
r------+-·----t=-··r··-N·--A--N-c-·1tr~-c-~------M··A--·-NA:--G"T_M_E·--~n 1--~c. c1"JJ·-y··- R---cri--~s-v-·--s---y-- E.M-·-+~------·-
1 + JOB STREAM #.3 + 






-- -···~--~- - .. ~ -- --+·--- ----··--- ---·-- - -~--------- --~-- -- ---·-~· ... ,,, .. ___ -~ ... ---~-------. ··--~·-·· -----------....--~--.---·- -~--~------ --------------·~ ..... -· __ ,,.. .. , .. _ ·--- ------·. -· ·-·-···-· ~--
* * * * * * S T A N 0 A L 0 N E R U N * * * * * * 
************************************************************************ 
* . TYPE: S TE.P S FO_R (:R.E-~T I NG .LJR .... YPQAIJNG .fJ.NAN.~_.I.A_l... SLJPPO.RI. fJ~ !;S _ . ·-· * 
************************************** ************************* 
·-·· ' •' --·-- ·~-- ------ --~----··· . . -·..-- --------~------...---.-- ---- - ·- -- ··----....--..-- -·--- ~--~·- -·····-- ,_ ---
PGM # P3440080 - FINANCIAL RELATIONSHIP CREATE 
OESC: 
TH_E ,PU_RPOSE OF THI$ ~~_QGRl\f~ .J S .TO __ J.;Rl:ATE A DQT .. R~LATlONSHIP 
OISK FILE THAT REFLECTS THE RELATIONSHIPS Of COST CENTERS ~JITHll\1 
THE DEPAKTMENT OF ·TRANSPORTATION ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE. 
_I NPL) T _: ...... _,. ___ -.. -... ___ ................ _ ....... ·-·-·· __ ... _. ·---~----------------- .. ----------------------- ....... - ....... _______ .............. ............ ..... .. .. ...... ____________ ....... .. 
ORGANIZATIONAL RElATIONSHIP INDICATOR CARDS 
ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT TABLE CARDS 
OUTPUT: .. 
X344.P3440080.RELATlON- SEQUENTIAL DISK FILE 
D ... (). L· QRGANIZ .. AltQ.N.~!.:._ B__EJ.~}\Jj_O_N.S .. tHP_J .. _iS...T ... 
FDRM{S): 
FORM #11 CLASS = D CARRIAGE TAPE NO~ = 1 
DlSPOSITION = DECOL~ATE. AND ~URST 
ERRUR. liST 
F 0 R ~1 { S) :_ . .. . .. __ ... -~- __ ·-·. . ......... ----------· . 
fORM # 1 CLASS = A CARRIAGE TAPE NO. =1 
DESPOSITI.ON = NONE 
* * * ** * ~ ** * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * *·* * * * * * * * ** * * *. ** * * * *•*-.. * 
* * * * * * S T A N D A L 0 N E R U N * * * * • * 
***********************************************•••··~· 
Sl'EP # 1 
PGM #. P 344.0230 REPORT CJ~EAT ION_ AUOlJ. 
OESC: 
REP. ORI CJ:tE AI ION. AUDIT .L LSI. 
FORI'-1 { Sl: 
FORM # 11 CLASS = D CARRIAGE TAPE NO. = i 
.. D .. l SP.OSlTI O.N __ = __ I.lEC.D.LL.ATJ: .... AbiD. JlliRS_L _____________ . 
ERROR LlST 
F URM .. LS l: _ ..... _____ . .. .... __ ,-· --· '"' ..... -·-·--·--· .. ·-·-· ---··----· 
FORM # 1 CLASS = A CARRIAGE TAPE NO. - 1 
DISPOSITION =NONE 
********~(**************************'************************************* 
l2-79 DATA PROCESSING 
WORK REQUEST 
TO DATA PROCESSING £6-1444) 
RETURN TO RANDY JOHNSON . ACCOUNTING 
NAME OFFICE/DIVISION 
JOB NAME FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
DESIRED COMPLETION DATE 
REMARKS/ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
DATE I 01 71 01 ll 81 Ol 
PHONE 6-1395 
JOB NO. I PI 31 41 41 x, XI x, XI 
FINANCIAL PERIOD COVERED: THRU 
·--------------------------------- -------------------
CURRENT PERIOD NUMBER: WEEK ENDING 
-------------------- ------------------
STEP I: Run program P3440160 - FINANCIAL INTERFACE. 
STEP II: Run program P3440200 - FINANCIAL TRANSACTION UPDATE. 
(KEYPUNCH & VERIFY ATTACHED TRANSACTION CODE SHEETS) 











Run program P3440220 GENERAL LEDGER. 
2 PART D.O.T. PAPER . 
Run program P3440235 - FINANCIAL STATEMENTS. 
2 PART D.O.T. PAPER 
DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE 
VOL SER OR DSN TAPE IN STATUS OUT 
KEYPUNCHED COMPLETED 
! I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
MO DA YR TIME MO DA YR TIME MO DA YR TIME 
17 
12-79 DATA PROCESSING 
WORK REQUEST 
TO DATA PROCESSING (6-1444> 
RETURN TO Ron Juelfs Budgeting PHONE 6-1474 
NAME OFFICE/DIVISION 
JOB NAME Financial Management- Budget Reports JOB NO. IP! 3! 4! 4! 01 2!X!XI 
DESIRED COMPLETION DATE 
REMARKS/ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
FINANCIAL PERIOD COVERED: THRU 
CURRENT PERIOD NUMBER: 
STEP I. Run program P34402500 
- BUDGET SELECT. 
STEP II. Run program P34402600 ,_ BUDGET OBJECT OFFICE REPORTS. 
STEP III. Run program P34402610 
- BUDGET OBJECT DETAIL REPORTS. 
STEP IV. Run program P34402620 
- BUDGET OBJECT RECAPS. 
ALL REPORTS ON 4 PART D.O.T. PAPER 
DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE 






RECEIVED KEYPUNCHED COMPLETED 
I I I I I l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 




SYSTEM NAME: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
DATE: JULY 1978 REVISION DATE: 




TAPE TO DISK 
P3440020 
FINANCIAL MSTR 
DISK TO TAPE 
P3440040 
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PAGE _1_ OF ___lli__ 
ANALYST: ~N I:....:::L:.!:::O.E __ 
SYSTEM FLOWCHART 
SYSTEM NAME: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
DATE: JULY 1978 REVISION DATE: 

















PAGE _2_ OF_l_6_ 
















SYSTEM NAME: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
DATE: JULY 1978 REVISION DATE: 



































SYSTEM NAME: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
DATE: JULY 1978 REVISION DATE: 






























PAGE _4_ OF _jQ_ 








D I STR I BUT! ON 
SYSTEM 
SYSTEM FLOWCHART 
SYSTEM NAME: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
DATE: JULY 1978 REVISION DATE: 











































SY~TEM NAME: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
·DATE: JULY 1978 REVISION DATE: 










PAGE _6_ OF _lQ_ 
ANALYST: :....:_N =--=1 L:=_E __ 
SYSTEM FLOWCHART 
SYSTEM NAME: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
DATE: JULY 1978 REVISION DATE: 































LEDGER 01 SPLAY e---...... 
C3440244 
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PAGE _7_ OF _1§_ 
ANALYST~ ......,_N =--=1 L=-=-E __ 
GENERAL LEDGER 
SYSTEM FLOWCHART 
SYSTEM NAME: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
DATE: JULY 1978 REVISION DATE: 


















PAGE _8_ OF _lQ_ 
ANALYST: :...:!-N 1'-'=LC:::...E __ 
SYSTEM FLOWCHART 
SYSTEM NAME: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
DATE: JULY 1978 REVISION DATE: 


































PAGE _9_ OF _lQ_ 
ANALYST: :...::...N!....!:::ILc.=:..E __ 
SYSTEM FLOWCHART 
SYSTEM NAME: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
DATE: JULY 1978 REVISION DATE: 
















PAGE .-ilL OF __ill_ 
ANALYST: :....:..N -=--=1 L=-=E __ 
. I 
SYSTEM FLOWCHART 
SYSTEM NAME: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
DATE: JULY 1978 REVISION DATE: 



















PAGE _1_1_ OF _lQ__ 








SYSTEM NAME: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
DATE: JULY 1978 REVISION DATE: 














































SYSTEM NAME: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
DATE: JULY 1978 REVISION DATE: 



















PAGE _lL_ OF _jQ_ 










SYSTEM NAME: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
DATE: JULY 1978 REVISION DATE: 
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SYSTEM NAME: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
DATE: JULY 1978 REVISION DATE: 
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SYSTEM NAME: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
DATE: JULY 1978 REVISION DATE: 
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IOWA DE PAR ENT ION 
DATA 
RECORD 
TE 07-01 77 1 Of 
RECORD E DSN 
ORD LRECL ZE 
E G p - ACKE"I> DE f flOAT H WORD 
8 BINARY D DOUBLE 
fLD POSITIONS IELD 
FROM TO PICTURE MODE CR 
1 1 1 X RE R 
2 2 8 9(7) NUMBER 
3 9 28 X(20) 
4 29 48 X(20) 
5 83 X( ) 
6 84 113 X(30) 
7 114 1 X ( ) 
39 
DATE: 07-01-77 
IOWA DEPARTMENT Of TRANSPORTATION 
DATA PROCESSING 
OR» T 
PAGE 1 Of 1 
RECORD NAME: El~A~LIAL_RELAI~NSHI2 
RECORD KEY: R:t~lt£MI£H DSORG: 
--- DSNAME: BrlAII~N UNIT: ~~'--
lRECl: BLKSIZE: . SJ.llJ_ 
MODE LEGEND: P - PACKED DECIMAL 
B - BINARY 
f - FlOAT HALFWORD 
D - flOAT DOUBLE WORD 
flD POSITIONS 
NO .. FROM TO 
1 1 4 
2 .5 6 
3 7 8 
4 9 11] 
5 11 12 
b 13 14 
7 15 16 
8 17 18 





























DISTRICT C Ol>E 
GENERAl AREA CODE 























RECORD KEY: DSORG: 
MODE LEGEND: P - PACKED DEC 
8 - BINARY 
F 
D 
fLD POSITIONS fiELD 



























295 S9( 91\199 
301 S9(9)\199 
307 S9l 'H\199 
313 S9(9)V99 
319 S9(9JV99 
325 S9( 9»\199 
331 S9(9)V99 






369 S9( 6) V9 
373 S9(b)V9 
377 S9(6)V9 


















P C GETLD 
P CY- DGET1:L 
P CY-BUD 
P BUDGETl3 



































CURRENT YEAR PERIOD 2 BU 
2 Of 2 
CURRENT YEAR OD 3 BUDGET 
CURRENT YEAR PERIOD ~ 
CUR NT AR PERIOD 5 
CURRENT Y£ P D b 
CURRENT AR PERIOD 7 
CURRENT VE 8 
CURRENT YEAR 9 
CURRENT AR :LD 
CURRENT YEAR BUDGET 
CURRENT AR 12 BUDGET 
CURRENT AR PERIOD B T 
CURRENT YEAR PERIOD 1 U 
CURRENT YEAR PERIOD 2 
CURRENT YEAR PERIOD 3 
CURRENT AR PE OJ) 4 
CURRENT AR PERIOD 5 
CURRENT YEAR PERIOD b 
CURRENT YE PERIOD 7 
CURRENT YEAR PERIOD 8 UNIT 
YEAR PERIOD 9 UNIT 
CURRENT YEAR lO UNIT 
CURRENT YEAR PERIOD U 
CURRENT VEAR PERIOD 12 UNIT 
CURRENT AR P IOD 13 U 
SPACE 
NOTE: 
RECORD KEY IS UP Of 
ACCOUNT NUMBER, fUND CODE~ 
FISCAL YEAR, COST CENTER, 08 ,, 
fUNCTION, DATA SOURCE & 











' i• '. 




N~.,. ,f~~)i1 T'J. 
46 .208 209 
•>~? 21!i 215 
'48 216 22:1 
tf9 .......,..,..'),_, cet:: 2:c~? 
SfJ 2~?8 a 3D 
51 23)J 237, 
Sf:! 238 238 
53 239 239 
.5~ 2 413 243 
5S 2*1li 248 
56 449 249 
















IOWA DEPAR ENT Of TRANSPORTATION 
DATA PROCESSING 
RECORD f AT 
E n7-l11-T7 PAGE 1 Of 1 
RECORD NAME DSNAME UNIT: 
RECORD K D G LRECL 8 IZE: 
MODE LEGEND P - PAC D DECIMAL flO HALF WORD 
.DOUBLE bJOR.D 
FL D POSITIONS 
NO FROM TO 
1 1 "I Jj 
2 2 3 




s 13 1~1 
6 16 17 
7 18 J~ A 
,fj 19 23 
9 24 29 
1n 
"" 
3Q 3f": !.,: 
11 31 37 
12 38 '14 
13 45 S1 
14 52 se1 
15 59 65 
16 66 
17 73 73 
18 74 75 
19 76 79 
2[! 81 85 
21 86 91 
22 92 97 
23 98 117 



































































TRANSACTION DATE ( R, MO., D ) 
fiSCAL AR QUARTER 
CONTROL ACCOUNT TO DEBIT I 
CONTROL ACCOUNT TO DEBIT II 
CON ROL ACCOUNT TO DEBIT III 
CONTROL ACCOUNT TO CREDIT I 
CONTROL ACCOUNT TO CREDIT II 
CONTROL ACCOUNT TO CREDIT III 
PERMANENT OR NON-PERMANENT SALARI 
POSTED PERIOD NUMBER 
HOURS OR MILES DISTRIBUTION 





IOWA DEPARTMENT Of TRANSPORTATION 
DATA PROCESSING 
RECORD fORMAT 
DATE: U?-01-77 PAGE 1 Of 1 
RECORD NAME: G£N£RAL_L£.nG£J.S._IRAlfSACTIQN___ D.SNAME: .GLIEANL UNIT: l.AEL_ 
RECORD KEY: NLJL ________ DSORG: .s.E.Q.!._ LRECL: 1i.l\2 __ BLKSIZE: _?~QQ._ 
MODE LEGEND: P - PACKED DECIMAL 
fJ - BINARY 
F - flOAT HAlfWORD 
D - FlOAT DOUBLE ~ORD 
FLD POSITIONS 
NO~ FROM TO PICTURE 
1 1 4 X(l4) 
2 5 7 XXX 
3 8 9 XX 
4 10 15 Xlb} 
5 16 18 XXX 
6 19 21 XXX 
7 22 23 XX 
. 8 2Lj 2 4 X 
9 25 3D X(b) 
10 31 36 9(6) 
11 .37 J7 9 
12 38 48 S9(9JV99 
13 49 55 S9(6)V9 
14 56 75 X«20) 
15 76 98 Xl23l 






















GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNT NUMBER 
FUND CODE 




DATA ~;OUl~CE CO.DE 
TYPE Of SALARIES 
R£f (R ENC£ NUMBER 
PAID DATE (YR-. 110, DAY) 
FISCAL QUARTER 
AMOUNT 
HOURS OR MILES DISTRIBUTION 
G/L D:E.:SCR IPTION 
AVAILABLE SPACE 
POSTED PERIOD NUMBER 
JATE: 07-01-77 





MGOE LEGE~O: P - PACKED DECIMAl 









NfJ FROi'~1 TG PICTURE t.100E E DESCRIPTION 
1 1 2 99 
''\ 3 4 XX L 
3 :.) 6 99 
{1. 7 9 999 
5 lO 10 X 
6 ll ~0 Xl30) 
7 41 ·41 X ON 
8 42 45 9999 
9 !~t;. ·+9 99 'j 
10 50 53 99 9 
11 ::>4 57 9999 
12 50 &l 9994j 
13 62 65 9999 
14 DO 69 999Y 
15 '70 73 9999 
16 14 80 9( '7) 
49 




IUWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DATA PROCESSING 
RECORD FORI"\AT 
PAGE l OF l 
ht:COHD I<.EY: DSORG: .s.E_.Q..._ LRECL: lOO -· BLKSIZE: !t!l.Qll_ 
MGDE LEGEND: P - PACKED DECIMAL 
B - BINARY 
F - FLOAT HALFWORD 
D - FLOAT DOUBLE WORD 
ftD POS i r ItJN.S 












































































BO $9{ 6) V9 




































B-,~VA I LB-OOl 
B-YTO-EXP 
B-CJI.1-EXP 













DISTRICT LEVEL CODE 
GENERAL AREA CODE 
OFFICE CODE 
f.lElfJ AHEA COJE 
AVAILABLE SPACE 
APPROPRIATION CFISCALJ YEAR 
COST CENTER 
AVAILABlE SPACE 
OBJECT SERIES CODE 
AVAILABLE SPACE 
TYPE Of SALARY 
ORIGINAL BUDGET (DOLLARS) 
BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS (DOLLARS) 
AVAILABLE BUDGET YTD (OOLLARSJ 
YEAR TO DATE EXPENDITURES 
CURRENT MONTH EXPENDITURES 
ORIGINAL BUDGET (HOURS) 
BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS (HOURS) 
AVAILABLE BUDGET YTD (HOURS) 
YEAR TO DATE HOURS 
CURRENT MONTH HOURS 
YEAR TO DATE ENCUMBRANCE (DOLLARS) 
YEAR TO DATE INCOME (DOLLARS) 
I O~JA ON 
OAlt! 07-01-77 P-AGE 1 OF l 
HECOHD NANE T: 
RECORD KeY "' "' IZE II> .. 
r.!~OOE LEGEND: p - ED I F 
8 - BINARY 0 -
FLO POSITIONS FIElD 
NU. Fk 0~1\ TO PICTURE t"10DE E PilON 
1 1 2 99 
2 3 4 99 
3 5 6 ·'-19 
4 1 8 99 
5 9 10 99 
6 11 12 99 
1 13 14 99 
3 15 16 99 
9 11 22 X(6) F LLER 
10 23 .24 99 B-APPR-YEAR I ) EAR 
25 28 9(4) ER 
12 29 31 999 
13 32 34 999 
14 35 37 999 
15 38 38 9 
1(; 39 '+4 S9(9)V99 p 
17 ":t5 50 S9(9)V99 p 
18 51 56 S9(9)V99 p ) 
19 57 62 S9(9}V99 p 
20 63 68 59(9)V99 
L. 69 72 S9(6)V9 p 
22 73 76 59(6}\19 p 
11 80 S9(6)V9 p 
24 81 84 sg(6)V9 p 
25 85 88 S9(6)V9 p 
26 89 94 $9(9 V99 p 






MODE LEGEND: p - PACKED 
B -·BINARY 
flD POSITIONS 
NO~ FROM TO PICTURE 
1 1 ], X 
2 2 7 )((1:3) 
3 8 37 XC ) 
4 38 57 Xf20l 
5 58 11 XC20) 
b 78 97 X(20l 
7 98 117 X«20) 
8 118 137 XC20) 
9 .138 157 )(( 20) 
10 158 177 Xl20) 
178 17'1 9~ 
12 180 .,],99 XC 20) 
13 200 203 X(lf) 











1 Of 1 
RECORD IDENTIF N 
R 
COST CENTER DESCRIPTION 






COUNTY NO• ·Of EnPLOYMENT 
MAINTENANCE AREA OF 
SPACE 
NOTE: 





MaD~ LEGINDt P • P~tKIQ DSt 
8 .... BlNARY 
k:Lo POSl T iONS .~ 
NO~ ~~OM ~ri PICTURI MODI 
t l. l j( .J)., 
2 2 4 X 
J ~ 2.4 JH 20) 
4 25 28 XX X .X 
5 29 3.2 .MX 





oour.u .. e wo~o 
Oil SC~l~Pf 1 ON 
f.iSC·Of11D O.ELE!lltihl 






P !'J2.i.tHl4Q - C.Ri!A 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFI OF DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM ABSTRACT PAGE--=---
PROGRAM NO. P 3 4 4 002 0 




4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 
5. Ll M I T A Tl ONS 
6 •. RUNNING TIME 
1. Recreate Financial Master File from a backup tape. 
2. The program writes all records except duplicates or 
those marked for deletion to disk. 
3. IBM 370-148 
4s OS/VS COBOL 
5. Input must be in ascending record key sequence. 




7. ADD I T I ONAL REMARKS 
8 .. SUBROUTINES 
DATE: 
ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
October 17, 1977 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P 34 4 0 02 0 
PROGRAM NAME: FINANCIAL MASTER TAPE TO DISK 
MESSAGE ·- P3440020 UNABLE TO OPEN FILES 
CAUSE VSAM error during open 






















IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM ABSTRACT 
5. CONFIGURATION 
4- SOURCE LANGUAGE 
5. LIMITATIONS 
6. RUNNING TIME 
1. The purpose of this program is to build a backup tape of the 
FINANCIAL MASTER disk file. All records in the disk file will 
be written onto the output tape. 
2. The procedure is to read the FINANCIAL MASTER, check the vsam 
status key, then write the tape record out. 
3. IBM-370- I 145 
1 disk drive 
1 tape drive 
4. VS COBOL 
5. None 
6. 10 minutes 




PROGRAM NO. P 3440040 
7. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
8. SUBROUTINES 
ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: Feb. 22, 1977 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440040 
PROGRAM NAME: FINANCIAL MASTER DISK TO TAPE 
MESSAGE - ' *** P3440040 BAD OPEN STAT-KEY = XX *** ' 
CAUSE Open didn't complete 
ACTION - See technical services 
MESSAGE - ' *** "3440040 BAD READ STAT-KEY = XX *** ' 
CAUSE - Bad read 
ACTION - See technical services 
MESSAGE - ' *** P3440040 COMPLETED *** ' 
CAUSE - EOJ 











PAGE 1 OF 1 
CONSOLE (K1 
PRINTER D 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM ABSTRACT PAGE OF 1 
PROGRAM NO. p 3 4 4 0 0 6 0 
TITLEa _______ F_I_N_A_N_C_I_A_L _ A __ C_C_O_U_N_T_S __ U_P_D_A_T_E ______________________________________ ___ 
1. PURPOSE 3. CONFIGURATION 
2. PROCEDURE 4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 
5. LIMITATIONS 
6 •. RUNNING TIME 
7. ADD I T I ONAL REMARKS 
B. SUBROUTINES 
1. Create a General Ledger Account number file of valid account 
numbers and a listing of the file. 
2. This program sorts input data, checks syntax of the cards, 
and creates valid chart of account records from error free 
cards .. 
3 • IBM 370 148 
4. 08/VS COBOL 
5 None 
6. 5 minutes 
7. None 





PROGRAM NUMBER _P3_44_0_06_0 __ _ 
PROGRAM NAME CHART OF ACCOUNT UPDATE 
CARD TYPE _CA ____ _ DATE JULY 1978 





w :::::> 0 
[L z 0 
>- 1-I- Cl z z ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION FUND DESCRIPTION :::::> Cl 0 :::) 
0:::: {.) LJ_ 
<( {..) 





oc oooc 22~ 00000000000000000000000000000000000 00000000000000000000000000000( -N r<l -q-!.t"HO o-Nr<l-q-~w~ro~o-Nr<l-q-~w~oo~o-Nr<l-q-~w~oo~o-NW'l~ ~w~ro~o-Nr<l-q-~w~ro~o-Nr<l-q-~w~oo~o-Nr<l-q-
00 poco 000 ----------NNNNNNNNNNW'lr<lr<lr<lr<lr<lr<lr<lr<lr<)-q--q-~-q-~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~w~ww~~ww~~~~~ 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 
22 2222 222 22222222222222222222222222222222222 222222222222222222222222222221 
33 333~ 33:: 33333333333333333333333333333333333 33333333333333333333333333333~ 
44 4444 444 44444444444444444444444444444444444 44444444444444444444444444444~ 
55 5555 555 55555555555555555555555555555555555 55555555555555555555555555555~ 
66 6666 666 66666666666666666666666666666666666 66666666666666666666666666666~ 
77 7777 777 77777777777777777777777777777777777 77777777777777777777777777777( 
88 8888 888 88888888888888888888888888888888888 88888888888888888888888888888n 
99 9999 999 99999999999999999999999999999999999 99999999999999999999999999999~ 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
----'-------------··---- ·--- ----- ·- ---··-·--
0.~~ o.zu.~ <~u:! 
oo 
cc cooo u;ce; ~OOCtlO 
~~ ~~~GO 
1 1 1 l 1 1 
I/ t222 
~~ ~333 






~--------------------------------------- --CARD FORMAT 
PROGRAM NUMBER __ P3 __ 44 __ 00 __ 6__ 0 ________ __ 
PROGRAM NAME CHART OF ACCOUNT UPDATE 
CARD TYPE _AG _______ _ DATE JULY 1978 
CARD USAGE ACCOUNT GROUP TABLE CARDS 
GROUP DESCRIPTION 
l 1 1 1 1 1 l l 1 l 1 l 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 l l l l l l l 1 1 1 l l 1 1 1 1 l 1 l l l 1 l 1 l 1 1 1 l l l l l l l l 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 l -1 1 l l l l l 1 1 l l l l 1 
2222222222222222222 2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 2 











ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
October 17, 1977 
-----------------
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440060 
PROGRAM NAME: FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS UPDATE 
MESSAGE - P3440060 TABLE CARDS MISSING 
CAUSE -
ACT I ON - Job terminates 
MESSAGE - P3440060 ACCOUNT GROUP TABLE OVERFLOW 
CAUSE - Internal table too small to store all table cards 
ACT I ON - Job terminates 
MESSAGE - P3440060 SORT FAILED 
CAUSE -
ACT I ON - Rerun job 
MESSAGE -
CAUSE -
















GENERAL LEDGER CHART Of ACCOUNTS 
ACCOUNT NUMBER FUND DESCRIPTION 
lXXX ASSETS 
llXX CURRENT ASSETS 
1101 CONTINGENT FUND 
410 PRIMARY ROAD FUND 
1102 PETTY CASH 
410 PRIMARY ROAD FUND 
1103 CHANGE FUND 
511 MUSCA TINE TOLL BRIDGE 
1104 CHANGE FUND 
521 SABUlA TOLL BRIDGE 
1105 CHANGE FUND 
531 CliNTON TOLL BRIDGE 
1106 CASH DEPOSIT NOT ALLOCATED 
911 DOT CLEARING ACCOUNT 
912 DOT ClEARING ACCOUNT -REFU NOS 
1107 CHANGE FUND 
541 DUBUQUE TOLL BRIDGE 
1108 CASH DEPOSIT NOT ALLOCATED 
511 MUSCATINE TOLL BRIDGE 
1109 CASH DEPOSIT NOT AlLOCATED 














·-·- -----·--.- ____ .,. _____ ,. ______________ """"':l'.OI.~~~....t.J....--,... •. ~--- •. ,__~-----·--=~ ... ---=-------·~ ....... ~ ..... -- .. __.,..,. __ _ ~------~----~---~----" 
E 
P3440060 GENERAl LEDGER CHART OF ACCOUNTS 
·ACCOUNT NUMBER FUND DESCRIPTION 
541 DUBUQUE TOLL BRIDGE 
3342 CONTRACT INTEREST PAYABLE 
541 DUBUQUE TOll BRIDGE 
3343 FUND EQUITY 
541 DUBUQUE TOll BRIDGE 
It XXX APPROP~ G RESERVES 
LtlXX UNALLOTTED FUNDS 
4111 APPROPRIATION CLEARING 
976 DOT APPRO CLEARING ACCOUNT 76 
977 DOT APPRO CLEARING ACCOUNT 77 
978 DOT APPRO CLEARING ACCOUNT 18 
979 UOT APPRO ClEARING ACCOUNT 79 
980 DOT APPRO CLEARING ACCOUNT 80 
4tlll OPERATING BUDGETED APPROPRIATION 
111 BUDGETED APPR - SAL/SUPPORT 
113 GENERAL CONTIGENCY 
115 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT 
116 MERIT EMPLOYMENi 
117 UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION 
118 WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
4113 SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATiON 
321 RURAL DEMONSTRATION PROJECT 
322 EXPANSION OF EXISTING SYSTEM 
323 COORD OF TRANSP SERVICES 
325 PUBLIC TRANSIT AID 1 77 11 
327 PUBLIC TRANSIT AID 1 78 1 
328 PUBLIC TRANSIT AID 1 79• 
-- ---:. 
s I 
TIHE 11:14 . 
DATE 03/07/80 
-------- -·- -- --- -~-,-_-------- ---
-- ",,-·;.--------, ____ __,;. __ ~.':~_.....::a.,. .. ~ ..... ~.-~-:~ 
---- --- ~_----..-
<t. 
P3440060 GENERAL LEDGER CHART Of ACCOUNTS 
~. 
ACCOUNT NUMBER FUND DESCRIPTION 
~ 6912 DEFERRED FEDERAL AID UNSILlEO 
451 FARM TO MARKET ROAD FUNO 
~ 
9XXX MEMO/SUSPENSE ACCTS. 
--
99XX MEMO & SUSPENSE 
9995 MOTOR VEHICLE FUEl TAX RECEIPT HEMO 
931 DEBIT MEMO ACCOUNT 
932 CREDIT MEMO ACCOUNT 
0\ 
~ 9996 RUTF & GENERAl FUND RECEIPT MEMO 
931 DEBIT MEMO ACCOUNT 
932 CREDIT MEMO ACCOUNT 
"' 
9997 fEDERAl AID MEMO ACCOUNT 
931 DEBIT MEMO ACCOUNT 
,-· 932 CREDIT MEMO ACCOUNT 
9998 MEMO ACCOUNT 
!I 
931 DEBIT MEMO ACCOUNT 
932 CREDIT MEMO ACCOUNT 
• 9999 SUSPENSE ACCOUNT 
921 DEBIT SUSPENSE ACCOUNT 
922 CREDIT SUSPENSE ACCOUNT 
"!I 
00000685-RECORDS IN f!lE 
......_; 























-,.~-~"'"=-•N i. • 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM ABSTRACT PAGE 1 OF 1 
PROGRAM No.P34 4 0 08 0 
TIREs FINANCIAL RELATIONSHIP CREATE 
PROGRAMMEFfion Goshorn DATE a ..._..;5 /;,._3_1....;./_7_7_· ---
1. PURPOSE 3. CONFIGURATION 5. LIMITATIONS 
6 ... RUNNING TIME 
7. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
2. PROCEDURE 4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 8. SUBROUTINES 
1. The purpose of this program is to create a VSAM RELATIONSHIP file 
that reflects the relationships of cost centers within the 
organizational structure. 







five different tables to be used to data check the Indicator cards. 
After the cards are checked and found to be error free, they are 
used to build the Relationship file and a list of the cards plus 
error list. 
IBM-370-148 
1 Disk Drive 
COBOL U 







PROGRAM CREATE RELATIONSHIP FILE 
CARD TYPE _RC ____ _ 
CARD USAGE DOT ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIP CARDS 
0:::: 





uJ w uJ 










I I I ! 
I I 
I I 
ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: _ ___..;;5;..L./_;;;3...:;;1~/...;_7 ..:;_7 _ _ 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440080 
PROGRAM NAME: FINANCIAL RELATIONSHIP CREATE 
MESSAGE- '*** P3440080 BAD OPEN ***' 
CAUSE Bad open on relationship file 
ACT I ON _ Check file 
MESSAGE- '*** P3440080 TABLE OVERFLOWED ***' 
CAUSE More than 25 cards per table 
ACT 1 ON - Expand table 





MESSAGE- '*** P3440080 BAD SORT ***' 
CAUSE Return-Code = 16 
ACT I ON - Rerun 
MESSAGE- 1 *** P3440080 BAD WRITE ***' XX FILE STATUS 
CAUSE Bad write on relationship file 
ACT 1 ON - Check file status 
MESSAGE- '*** P3440080 COMPLETED ***' 
CAUSE EOJ 






01 HIGH:J.JA Y 
02 GENERAL SERVICES 





S&E REVOLVING FUND 
INV. REVOLVING fUND 
1~ AIRC~AFT POOL 
A?PROPRIATION TYPE DIVISION CODE ____________ BUREAU_(ODL ___________ . DISTRICT CODE ________________ ._. _______ _ 
01 OPERATIONS 00 NO DESIGNATION 00 ~0 D~SIGNATION 00 NO DESIGNATION 
02 SPECIAL PURPOSE 01 TRANS?ORT ,;TION REG.. 01 OP£RATIONS ___________ 01 DISTRICT #1 ________ . ___________ ------·--
03 CAPITAL OUTLAY · 02 PUSLIC T~ANSIT 02 DEVELOPM~ C2 D!STRICT #2 
04 IMPROVEMENTS 03 RIVE~ TRANSPORTATION 03 HIGH~-'y ADMIN· 03 DISTRICT #3 
QS REVOLVING_ & __ TRUST _FD C4 Rt.Il~OA.D TRA!\JSP~_ .. -_0_4 __ SIAff __________ 04_DISTiUCT #':f _________________ _ 
Ob OTHER 05 GENE~Al COUNS~L 05 DISTRICT #5 
06 ADMINI~TRATION 06 DISTRICT #6 
07 PLANNING & RESEARC_H___________ _ ___________ ~-------------- --------
08 AERONAUTICS 
09 MOTOR VEHICLE 
11 FA Rr. _ TQ_ MARKET ________________________________________ _ 10 HIGHWAY __ 
-------------
12 OTHER 
A ~EA CODE 
01 NO DESIGNATION 
01 Dt RECT vKS 0 rfi CE· 
02 U~S~N SYSTEMS 
11 S&E REVOLVING FUND 
12 INV. R~VOLVING FUND 
________________________ 13 _AIRCRAFT POOL _____ _ 
14 FARM TO MARKET 
15 OTHER 
FIELD AREA 
00 NO DESIGNATION _________________ ----·---
01 DISTRICT OFfiCES 
02 CONSTRUCTION 
___ ;-:3 s:::CON!>ARY ROADS 03 MATERIALS _______________________________________ _ 
04 CONSTRUCTION OFFICE 04 MAINTENANCE 
QS ,AINT£NANC£ OFFICE 
~--.;;.;:rO~ MATE RIALS OFF! CE __ ~~----------·-- _____________________ _ 
1--'(.}7 ROAD DE:SIGN 
C5 B~IDGE DESIGN 
__ 09 RIGHT OF WA.Y 
1~ DEV~LOPMENT SUPPORT 
11 CONTRACTS 
1~ PROJECT PLANNING 
13 T~ArFIC ENGINEERING 
14 DIST~ICT #1 OFFICE 
15 DIST~ICT #2 OFFICE 
1~ DISTRICT #3 OfFICE 
17 DISTRICT #4 OFFICE 
--------- ------·-----·-------· ----·-----·--·-- ------- ---------·----------· ---------
18 DISTRICT #5 OFFICE _____ ----------------------------------------
19 DISTRICT #6 OFFICE 
2n. DIST~ICT #1 CONSTR· 
21 DISTRICT #2 CONSTR. 
22 DIST~ICT #3 CONSTR· 
23 DISTRICT #4 CONSTR· 
24 DISTRICT #5 CONSTR .. - __________________________________________ _ 
25 DISTPICT #6 CONSTR· 
2o DISTRICT 1 MATE~IALS 
27 DISTRICT 2 MATERIALS 
28 DISTRICT 3 MATERI~LS 
2~ DI~TRICT 4 MATERIALS 
_30 DISTRICT 5 MATERIALS 
3: )ISTRICT 6 MAT~RIALS 
32 ~ISTRICT #1 MAINT· 
_____ 3 3 D IS T R I C T # ~ M A I NT .. 
34 DISTRICT #3 MAINT• 
35 DISTRICT #4 MAINTe 
-------·---- ----------------- ----···---------------- --------
------------------
--------------------
36 DISTRICT #5 MAINT• 
~7 DISTRICT #6 MAINT· -- -------------------- ·--- ---- ·---------- ------------------------ ·-----------------
----·-------..:---~-~--~__..-~ __ .._,.._...,._ __ ~---------
P 3440J 8G FINANCIAL RELATIONSHIP FILE ~S Of 11/22/77 
COST 
Ct:~TER 
PROG APPR DIVQ SURe DI~T AREA FI[LD 





















02 -- 01 
02 01 









OQ 00 00 
00 OG oc 00 
00 00 00 00 
DC 00 00 
00 00 00 00 
00 OQ 00 on 
GO co 00 - 00 --------- ---- -------
00 GO 00 
00 00 GC 00 
___ l21Q ------ .02 -- ___ Q1 ub _____ on ____ no ____ oo _______ _oo _______________ _ 
12\.i!J. C2 01 06 
1318 02 01 06 
___ 1410 _______ Q2 .. - - 01 06 
-......] 
rv 151J 02 
161fJ 02 
-----.16 4J ------ 02 
171':: 02 
13 1J 02 














01 . 07 
01 07 
00 DO 00 
co ow 00 00 

























- ___ 2210 ________ 02 01 __ 07 ____ O!J ___ DD __ - OD _______ 00 _- ---------
2310 02 01 
251~ 02 01 
































_______ , ___________ _ 
---------------------
-------------------------------------- --------
- ---------------------------- ------.------ ---------- ---- ----------------------------- ----------------------------
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM ABSTRACT PAGE 1 OF 1 
PROGRAM NO. 3440100 
TITLEs--------~F~I~NA~N~C~I~A~L~CO~N~T~R=O=L~A~C~C~O~U~NT~S~U~P~DA~T~E~---------------------------------
,_ ~!At~~:------~K~~e'v-i_nu_O~lu_La~Lr~nts~;t~:r~om~---------------------------------DATEa August 12, 1977 
PURPOSE 3. CONFIGURATION 5. Ll M IT A Tl ONS 7. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
2. PROCEDURE 4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 6. RUNNING TIME 8. SUBROUTINES 
1. The purpose of this program is to create a Control Accounts file to maintain 
the self-balancing principle for all accounts within the Financial Master 
file. 
2. The general ledger control account cards are sorted into the following sort 
order: Appropriation year, cost center, data source, and card type. This 
sorted file is then read and creates financial control account records. All 
cards with the same controls are stored and a control account record is 
created for each object-function combination coded on the input cards. Each 
object or function code is error checked against the Financial Validity 
file. General ledger control accounts (debits & credits) which also appear 
on the cards are error checked against the Financial Accounts file. Each · 
record created is printed on the Cross-Reference Listing and invalid objects, 












PROGRAM NUMBER _P3_44_0_10_0 __ _ 
PROGRAM NAME G/L CONTROL ACCOUNT UPDATE 
CARD TYPE _Cl_/C_2_/C_3 __ _ DATE JULY 1978 
CARD USAGE GENERAL LEDGER CONTROL ACCOUNT CARDS 
a::: a:::: <( 
w w 
>- a:::: co w OBJECT CODE FUNCTION CODE GENERAL LEDGER DES MOINES LLl LLl ~ 0 
0.... z I- ::::> a:::: 
>- 0 z z: ::::> I- - w 0 1- u w U) <( 
a 
-
u 3 3 CJ:::: I- z: <!: ACCOUNT NUMBER ACCOUNT NUMBER <( U) w I- ACCOUNT NO. ACCOUNT NO. (.) 0 ::::> <( <DEB I TED> <CREDITED) C DEB I TED ) C CREDITED) u c 0 
w 
(/) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
222222222 2222222222222222 22 2222222222222222222222222222222 222222222222222222 
~ 3 3 333 3 3 33 33 33 33 33 33 333333 333333 33333333333333333 333333333333333333 
.,j::::. 
4 4 444 4 4 44 44 44 44 44 44 444444 444444 44444444444444444 444444444444444444 
5 555 55 555555 555555 55555555555555555 555555555555555555 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: August 12, 1977 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440100 
PROGRAM NAME: FINANCIAL CONTROL ACCOUNTS UPDATE 
MESSAGE - INVALID OPEN OF VSAM FILE 
PAGE 1 OF 1 
CONSOLE 
PRINTER D 
CAUSE - System has determined an invalid open occurred on one of the VSAM files. 




















80 0110 (01) 41 ALL 
80 0110 (01) 42 All 
80 0110 (Old 43 All 


























D~A TE- U 3/07/8[]--
-- -- ~---~----------------
3-8J-3-b41-705-3466 
3- 8J- 3- 6J 6-7]1 
3-BQ-3-641-705-3466 
3- 8]- 3-6::16-701 -
-· ~ ·--~~ ~----------------
3-80-3-641-?GS-3466 
3- 8J- 3- 6J 6- 7J 1 
------ - -- -
3-80-3-641-705-3466 
3- 8J- 3- 6J b- 7J 1 
·3-80-3-641-705-3466 . 
3- 8CJ- 3- 6G 6-701 
---------- ------------ ---~~ ~ -~ ~-~~--------~--~- -- ~ ~ ~~- ---~--~-----------------
80 0110 (01} 45 ALL 
80 0110 (01) 48 All 
80 0110 {01) 49 ALL 





4412 .. 111 








-·-- --------- -------- ---- --- ----~---------------
ALL 4412-111 1132.111 3-80-3-641-705-3466 
4111e98J 4811o980 3-8J-3-606-7J1 
---~---~- ---- -~ ~--~ . ~ - -- -~ ----------------
All 9998·9 31 C~STDI STRIBUTION 
8Q________OJ,J.!_Q_jJ]_1_) 52,__ __ AJ.,L_ ___ ALL . _____ 91_98~_9~1 __ ---'9998_'!j_32 ___ COST.DI_~STRI8UTION~-------------------
80 Ols10 ( u 1) 53 ALL All 
80 0110 (01) 54 ALL All 
80 0 11~Q_jj] 1 ) 55,.__ _ , Al~L ALL 
80 0110 (01) 56 ALL ALL 
0110 (01) ALL ALL 
All AL_L_ 
ao 0110 co11 59 ALL All 
80 0110 {Q-1) 61 ALL ALL 
80 0110 (02) 21 ALL All 
80 0210 (01) 11 All ALL 
•.-
9998.931 9998.932 COSTDI STRIBUTION 
------------~----~- ------~· -------------------
9998.931 9998.932 COSTDI STRIBUTION 
____ 9 'l'1.~.!-~_:t. __ __._9 9_ 9~ .. 9~3 2 ____ C_OS__IJ> ! ___ S '(RJ SU T 1.01'4 ________ ~----
. 9998-931 






____ ')j'}8_ .. _j3_1 __ ')998 ·932 ____ (~SID_I _STRIBUTIQJ'L 
9998-931 9198.932 COST DI STR IBUTIO N 
~------
1132.111 6714 .. 111 3-80-3-641-705 
4811 .. 980 4111-98) 3-50-3-606-701 
3 21.1 !j_~1J, 1.1.0b__.!_j_11 3 ::_8 o~-3_-:_6 o -~~ ::_7_ o_ 1.. 
1393 .. 999 67~4-111 ACCOUNTS R ECEIVABL E 
----
4412-111 1132 .. 111 3-80-3-648-705-1001 
4111 .. 980 4811-98;] 3- 80- 3- 6iJ 6- 701 
CRv·,:,.::. ~~C::Ff:n,c_.n .. E LJ..:>I.J..N:; 1 ..1..ME J..c;; cl 
--DATE" 03/07.150--
---- T R A N S A C T I 0 N C 0 D E ---- GIL DES MOINES C34-4D1DO ____________________ ---------G7L-(ONTROL A(COU:H~ -dY TRANS4CTTO\l---CODE-AP_P_R __ co-sf _______ DTTA--68'J-£cr·---FLfNCTio·N·----:.:.:.co~r~oi_'A_C"co·uNr:--





YEAR CENTER SOURCE CODE CODE DEBIT CREDIT 
80 0210 01) 12 ALL 
80 0~ 1 0 ( 0 :L ) 3 1 ALL 
80 0210 ( 01 32 ALL 
80 0210 01 ~ 33 ALL 
80 0210 '01 34 ALL 
80 0210 ( 01) 3 5 ALL 
80 0210 ( 01) 41 ALL 
80 0210 01) 42 ALL 
80 0210 OJ.) 43 ALL 
80 0210 (01) 44 ALL 





























































3--8o=-3=-648-7o s- 3 4 66 
3-80-3-606-701 




3-80- 3- b48-705- 3 4 66 
3-80-3-60 6-701 
3- 81.)- 3-648-705-3 466 







3-8 0-3-6 48-7 0-5-3 466 
3-80-3-606- 701 
'---------------------- -------------------- ------
8iJ Q210 (01) 48 ALL ALL 
80 0210 (01) 49 ALL ALL 











------------------- -- --- ---
3-8]- 3-64 8-7:5-34 66 
3-80-3-606-701 
-~ -- ----· -~-
COSTDI STRISuTION 
.--------'a_p 0210 ( 0:1!) 52 AL_L Alj_ 99:J8~1 9998·93_2 C_Q_S L1U_STKIBJJTION 
80 0210 (Q]aJ 53 ALL All 9998.931 9998 .. 932 COSTDI STRI8UTION 
~ 
80 02l.D (0],) 54 All ALL 9998 .. 931 9998-932 COSTDI STRIBUTION 
50 0210 (01) 55 ALL ALL 9998.931 9998 .. 932 COSTDI SIRIBUI....__,._,_.__ ________________ _ 
TITLEs 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM ABSTRACT 
UPDATE VALIDITY FILE 
PAGE l Qf_l __ 
PROGRAM NO. P3440120 
PROGRAMMER~ __ P_a_t_t_i_F_o_r_r_i_s_t_a_l_l ______________ DATE a 8-11-7 6 
1. PURPOSE 3. CONFIGURATION 5. LIMITATIONS 7. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
2. PROCEDURE 4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 6. RUNNING TIME 8. SUBROUTINES 
1. The purpose of this program is to update the VALIDITY file. 
2. Cards are read, data checked, and sorted. The cards are 
processed against the VALIDITY file. A listing of all 
costcenters with their functions and objects is printed. 
Errors are also displayed. 
3. IBM-370-Jl45-VS2-TSO. 
4.. COBOL U 
5a If cards have coding errors, the program will not complete 
successfully .. 





VALIDITY UPDATE CARDS 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
CARD TYPE 1 = I 
TYPE 2 - OBJECT 
TYPE 3 = DELETE COST CENTER 
8 
A - FUNCTI 
D - DELETE 
T = ADD 
RD FO 
DATE JULY 19J8 
OBJECT OR FUNCTION CODES 
ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: 7-1-78 ----~~~-------
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440120 
PROGRAM NAME: UPDATE VAI.IDTTY FTI.E 
MESSAGE - *** PROGRAM P3440120 SORT FAILED *** 
CAUSE - Sort failed .. 
ACTION - Check with analyst .. 
MESSAGE - *** CARD ERRORS - STOPPING RUN IN P3440120 
CAUSE - Card errors .. 














PAGE .1_ OF _L 
CONSOLE [iJ 
PRINTER D 
P3440120-FINANCIAL VALICITY FILE 
. VAlID FUNCTIONS AND OBJ~~T)_ BY_ CQST CENTE~ __ AND _ _A.P~ROPRIATION '(EpR )~-~ _Cf__ 10/~0 -··---- . ----· --·- -- ------------·····---------------- --------- -·- ·-
APPRGP~IATION YEAR 76 COST CENTER 5261 
FUNCTIONS 430 
__________________ OBJECTS -~_4_L 
APPROPRIATION YEAR ·76 COST CENTER 5311 
FUNCTIONS 201 211 212 213 222 223 230 234 
__ OBJEC_T_$ __ ~2_1 _______________ _ 
APPROP~lATlCN YEAR 77 COST CENTER 5311 
--- ------------- -----··- - ... 
FUNCTIONS 010 022 201 202 203 211 212 213 214 215 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 241 
_____ OBJECL$ 122 _123 __ 124 2 G 5 2 C 7 _ 211: ... 2.2_5_2_2_? __ .2_2.9_~_22 _3p_l ___ ltC_2 __ ~Q-~~t_2 __ ~_l_7_~_z__t_;_o_J,._502_50 __ 3 __ 5 Q:4_502____5_QQ__50_7 _ _56_2_ __ 57 4 __ ~19_581 __ 5132_ 584.::...___---' 
586 588 589 5SO 599 603 
_A._P.P.R 0 PRJ AT ION __ YE.AR __ U __ C.OS.L_CEt'i.1_ER._.5_3_2.1 
FUNCTIONS 010 201 202 203 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 230 231 232 421 430 
--·--------------·--·------------ -----··------------------
OBJECTS 122 123 124 2C5 207 210 225 221 229 322 331 402 417 421 !01 5C2 503 504 506 507 581 586 589 590 599 6C3 
_APPRCF.RIAT.1GN..Y£.AR... __ :U __ C.O...S...T_CEN.I.E.IL..u...J,.;...L...J.L. ___________________________________________ _ 
00 
~ FUNCTIONS 010 201 202 211 212 430 
OBJECTS 421 425 426 g15 
__ AP_PRGERI.ATICN ...Jl£AR.J_l__..C_QS..I_.c..ENT FR 7 ?Z.l.L_ ______________________________________________ _ 
FUNCTIONS 023 
OBJECTS 751 752 753 754 755 75c 757 75S 759 
_ A.P PR 1: P ..Rl A. J.l.GN. 3 E.AR....J.J. ccsr CENLER-J~~------------------------------------------------------------
FUNCTIONS 023 
OBJECTS 751 752 753 754 755 756 757 75c 759 
FUNCTIONS 010 564 
OBJECTS 447 448 901 SC2 930 
__ ..APP E.DP RlA.T...lDN-YEAR....28____.COSL.CENTER......23HL ____ _ 
FUNCTIONS 010 079 201 202 203 211 212 213 214 215 221 222 223 224 22~ 226 221 228 230 231 232 233 701 702 703 706 707 708 709 
__________________ _ll2._.1.13_:!2Q_l22_]2_6_32.1 128 733 _ __13_Ll39...J45 __ 7~6_14.l____H_8_2~LJ.5.0_1_5_L_153_1.5_4 _ _1_55_1__5_6_12_1__13_8 759 760 161 7Q__J_l_6_!t_IQ.5____j 
766 767 770 771 772 773 774 775 776 777 785 788 
I 
--------- ---------·--- ---·' 
P3440120-FINANCIAL VALIDITY FILE 
VALID F0NCTIONS AND OBJECTS GY COST CENTER AND ~PPROPRIATION YEAR AS OF lC/lC/80 
APPROPRIATION YEAR 79 COST CENTER 5562 
------
FUNCTIONS 022 023 079 081 101 102 103 106 107 110 111 116 122 123 124 131 134 135 136 137 496 601 602 603 604 605 606 60 602 i 
609 610 611 612 613 614 615 616 617 618 619 620 621 622 t23 62~ ~25 t2B 629 630 t31 632 633 634 t35 636 637 638 639 : 
_______________ 640 __ 64L 642 __ 643 __ 645_646 ___ 541 __ 64 8 __ 649_ 65 o 651 t 52 653_ 6 55. _t 56 _t 57 c sa _659 _ 66 o £>6 3 ____ 6_6 4 6~ 5 __ 66 6_§6]_~~8_cc9_ c}Q__6 71_672 ______ 1 
673 674 675 676 677 678 679 680 681 683 684 tc5 686 687 688 689 6SO 6Sl 692 6S3 694 695 696 697 6S8 699 801 802 807 
_ -------- ___ QBJ ECTS 122 123 __ 124 14 C .2 05 __ 20 7 __ 22.5 __ 22 7 __ _22 9 __ 299 _3 01 .302 _ _303 _304 _305 3 06 _ 3 07 ___ 30 8 _ 309 _ 310 __ 311_p22 __ ~26 ___ ~!t_,3_4 C2 __ 40ft __ ~ C6_ 40 8 __ 412 
417 425 433 450 451 453 454 456 459 461 462 4c3 464 465 so1 so2 :c3 504 5os 506 507 541 544 550 551 552 553 554 55~ 
556 557 558 559 560 561 562 563 564 565 571 ~72 573 574 575 576 577 578 579 5El 582 5S3 5o4 585 586 587 5S8 589 590 
~--· _ __ .. ______________ 591 __ 5_9 z_ 593__5_9 !t32_~ __ 6_o_L6_Q2_6_03__tO_Lc_o5_ 6._06 __ _6 cJ __ 6.10 __ 6 2.0 __ 62_1. __ 622 ___ 623._~ 24 .t:>.z 5_9.26_~2l_f:!.za __ ~-25_~_3 o _ _g_~3_2_~;3J ___ c ~_.lt __ f?3_~ __ __; 
636 637 638 639 
__ .AP.PROP_BlAT1CN__YEAR __ 7_9 _____ CCS_I __ C£NTE.B .. 5.563 ___________ .. _____________ ·-------------·---·-·--------·---·- ___ -···-·-- ------·----------------------------·---·-- --·------. 
FUNCTIONS 022 023 079 081 101 102 103 106 107 110 111 116 122 123 124 131 134 135 136 137 496 601 602 603 c04 605 606 607 608 
_________ 609610 61_1 __ 6l2 __ 613_cl4.tL5 __ 6lc_617_618 619 t20 621 __ 622_623 624 t25 t28 c2S 6:::o _ _c3_1 632 __ 633 __ c34_t35_t36637638 639 
640 S41 642 643 c45 646 647 648 649 650 651 t:52 653 655 656 c57 t58 659 660 663 664 665 666 667 668 669 670 671 672 
673 674 675 676 677 678 679 680 681 683 684 i:S5 686 687 688 689 eSC 691 692 693 694 695 696 697 6S8 699 801 302 807 
OB~ECTS 101 122 123 124 140 205 207 225 227 229 299 3Cl 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 322 326 3~3·4C2 404 406 408 
417 ~25 433 450 451 453 454 456 459 461 462 4t3 464 465 501 sc2 503 504 505 506 507 541 544 550 551 552 553 554 555 
----556 .. 55.7 _55.8 . 5 59 __ 560- 56 1._562_563_56_4_565_57 L572_ 513_574_5_7 5_576. 577 _57_8 ___ 579 __ 5_8 1_ _ _5_8_2 __ 5_83 __ .5_8.tL585 ___ 5J36 ___ 587 .58 8 589 590 
591 592 593 5S4 599 601 602 603 c04 to5 606 607 610 c20 621 c22 623 c24 625 626 627 628 629 630 631 632 633 634 6~~ 
636 t37 638 639 
AP~RCPRIAT10N YEAR 79 COST CENTER 6S3C 
N 
__ FUNCTIONS_ 010_ 20L.322 _______________________________ . 
- -······--·-···-- ----·,------------·------·--------
OBJECTS 425 426 902 914 
- ---· -.------- -------
APPROPRIATION YEAR 79 COST CENTER 7320 
EUNCTIONS.023_ ________________ ··------------·--------------·----------
OBJECTS 751 752 753 754 755 756 757 75E 759 
APPRCPRIATION YEAR 79 CGST CENTER 7330 
_fUNCTIONS -023-
OBJECTS 751 752 753 754 755 756 757 75c 759 
APPROPRIATICN YEAR 79 COST CENTER 8413 
fUNCTIONS 010 -5£4--------- -· ------- -------------------·--·---·--·----------------·-- ------------- ----------·-·--··------ -~-----··-------------------·-· 
OBJECTS 447 448 SOl gc2 930 
APPRCPRIAT!ON YEAR 80 COST CENTER 0210 
OBJECTS 121 122 123 124 140 201 203 205 207 209 210 225 221 229 298 2S9 302 304 310 311 322 325 326 331 343 349 352 353 402 
l 
·-·-· ----- --~~- _____ .J 




IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM ABSTRACT 
VALIDITY TAPE TO DISK 
Patti Forrista11 
------------------------------------------------
3. CONFIGURATION 5. Ll M I TAT I ONS 
4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 6. RUNNING TIME 
PAGE 1 OF_1 __ 
PROGRAM NO. P 3 4 4 0 121 
DATEa 8-11 76 
7. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
8. SUBROUTINES 
1. The purpose of this program is to create the VALIDITY disk 
file from the tape file. 
2. The VALIDITY tape file is read and the VALIDITY disk file 
is written using costcenter as the record key. 
3& IBM-370-Jl45-VS2-TSO 
4 COBOL-U 
5. The VALIDITY tape file must be inputted. 
6. 2 minutes CPU 
83 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM ABSTRACT PAGE 1 QF __ l __ 
PROGRAM No.P3440122 
T l TLEa ___ F_I_S_C_A_L_-_Y_EA_R_-_E_N_D_V_A_L_I_D_I_T_Y_C_R_E_A_T_E _________________ _ 
PROGRAMMERs Patti Forr istall DATEs July, 1978 
1. PURPOSE 3. CONFIGURATION 5. Ll M I TAT I ONS 7. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
2. PROCEDURE 4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 6. RUNNING Tl ME 8. SUBROUTINES 
1. The purpose of this program is to create identical VALIDITY 
records for the new appropriation year from the old appropriation 
year VALIDITY records. 
2. For every VALIDITY record with appropriation year equal to old 
appropriation year on the control card, a new record is created 
for the new appropriation year on the control card. All input 
records are written on the output tape. 
3. IBM-370-Il45. 
2 tape drives 
1 card reader 
4. OS/VS COBOL .. 
5. None. 




ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: Jul~-1~9~7~8 ____ __ 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440122 
PROGRAM NAME: FISCAL-YEAR-END VALIDITY CREATE 
MESSAGE - **MISSING CONTROL CARD IN P3440122** 
CAUSE - CONTROL CARD NOT PRESENT FOR RUNNING OF PROGRAM. 




ACT I ON - PUNCH UP CONTROL CARD PER INSTRUCTIONS ON COMPUTER SET 
SHEET (BACK SIDE). RERUN PROGRAM • 
. ---------·----------------------------------------------------------------------
I 
MESSAGE - **ERROR IN CONTROL CARD IN P344 0122** 
CAUSE ~ CONTROL CARD CODED OR KEYPUNCHED IN ERROR. 
















ACT I ON -
85 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM ABSTRACT PAGE 1 OF 1 
PROGRAM No. p 3 4 4 0 16 0 
TITLEs _________ F_I_N_A_N_C __ I_A_L ___ S_U_MMA ___ R_I_Z __ A_T __ I_O_N __ I_N_T_E_R_F_A_C_E ___________________________ _ 




4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 
5. LJ M I T A Tl ONS 
6. RUNNING TIME 
7. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
B .. SUBROUTINES 
1~ The purpose of this program is to summarize the detailed Standard 
Transaction Records (STR) Files on a daily basis and to produce a 
Daily Transacti.on Disk File, Transaction Sununary Report (optional) 
and Batch Total Listing. 
2. The procedure is first to sort the STR tapes by an external sort. 
Then summarize these records by the same controls as the sort 
fields. When a control break is detected then read Financial Con-
trol Accounts File randomly of the controls accumulated if invalid 
key read again with '999' in function within key, if invalid key 
read again with '999' in object within key, if inavlid key read 
again with both function and object '999', if read still invalid 
go to no-match routine and generate Financial Transaction Summary 
Record. ·But if read valid produce record from accumulated data 
and Financial Control Accounts File. Then produce the Batch 
Total Listing, Suspense Account Transaction Listing and Summary 






6. Depends on input 




PROGRAM NUMBER _P3_44_01_6_0 __ _ 
PROGRAM F I I INTERFACE 
CARD TYPE CONTROL CARD DATE JULY 1978 
_ CARD USAGE TO OBTAIN THE WEEK END DATE & LIST OPT. 
WRITTEN DATE NUMERIC z 







MO. DAY YR. 3 
00000000000000000 0 0 0 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
-N~~~w~oomo-N~~~w~oomo-N~~~w~oomo-N~~~w~oomo-N~~~w~oomo-N~~~w~oomo-N~~~w~oomo-N~~~w~oomo 
ooooooooo----------NNNNNNNNNN~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~wwwwwwwwww~~~~~~~~~~oo 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 












25: X - WILL PRODUCE THE 
F I (DETAIL 
ERROR AND WARNING.MESSAGES 
DATE: March 11, 1977 PAGE 1 OF 1 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440160 CONSOLE [!) 
PROGRAM NA;M~E;:====~F~I~N~A~N~C~I~A~L~S~U~M~M~A~R~I~Z~A~T~I~O~N~I~N~T~E~R~F~A~C~E==============P=R=I=NT=E=R~[J~~ 
MESSAGE - '*** P3440160 BAD OPEN ACCT-STAT =XX***' 
CAUSE Open failed 
ACT 1 ON - Consult internal systems 
~·------------------------------·-----------------------------------------
MESSAGE - '*** P3440160 DATECARD MISSING ***' 
CAUSE - No date card 
ACTION - Rerun 
\ 
MESSAGE- '*** P3440160 BAD READ ACCT-STAT XX ***' 
CAUSE - Bad read on control accounts file 
ACT I ON - Consult internal systems 
MESSAGE - '*** P3440160 COMPLETED ***' 
CAUSE - EOJ 










P3440l60 BATCH TOTAL LISTING FUR APKll l4v 1980 
l DATA F~OM SUB-SYSTEM 
































o .. oo 
_____ 2 3 , 4 0 5 .. 9 5 C R ___ _ 
lw017.a2 
0.,00 
o .. oo_ 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
REVENuE 
305 .. 83CR 
O.,.JQ 
o .. oo 
O .. JO 
0 .. JO 
0. JO 
0., ,JO 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
0 .. )0 
[--------- -----------. ·~~·.·-~~~-· ·-~ _61 -- ---- ------- - o .. 00- ll0,209 .. <J8CR 50 .. 25 25,763!1496 ... 72CR 
o .. oo 
1 
___ QES MOINES ABSTRACT __________ 0 __ 89_~_118 
I L ____ _ 
68 
72 








o .. oo 
o.oo 
22,388 .. 13CR 25 873,961., 3 8CR 
3, 733 .. 3<J ----------- -- o.oo 
21,561 .. 43 o.oo 
607,551 .. 54 o .. oo 
632,852 .. 36 o .. oo 








________ 1,554.,70 _____________________ 0.,00_ 
I~ 6o7,88o.lo o.oo 
L _____ - - - -- ---- -- ---- ------ -- TOTAL .... __ - - 6 0 9 , 4 3 4 • 8 0 - - - --- - -- - - ---- o .. oo 
DES MOINES ABSTRACT D 80-120 78 32 8,539 .. 36 o .. oo 
~-· --80 32_ --- - l ,548 ,303" 11 ---------------- o. 00 
TOTAL • ., 
EXPENSE ABSTRACT E 80-062 80 12 
[LA_BOR~IC~~T l_DISTRIB~T ~0~ _ ~··~.·~ BO~~;o_ . ::~ALii -
53 
54 
- - 55 
5& 
57 
-- - 58 
59 
519 .. 00 
519.00 
206,676 .. 03 
136~532 .. 98 




957,733 .. 77 
5,975 .. 42 
1,512,267 .. 10 
0.,)0 
O.,JO 
--- ------------ -- 0 .. 0 0 
o .. Jo 
_ o .. oa _ 
o .. oo 
o.oo 
--------- -- 0 .. 0 0 
o.oo 
o. 00 
o .. oo 
o .. oa 
~---- ___ _ _________ - ---- __ ----------- ---------------TDTAL •• ------3 ,389,82-7424 ___________ Q.,JQ __ . 
L_ --- ---- ---- --- ---
,_-
ADJUSTMENTS 
o .. oo 
7,657 .. 43CR 
2 7 0ll .. 21CR 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
1,282 1 06J..,90CR 
1,291,730 .. 54CR 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. 00 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o.oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o.oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
O .. DO 
o .. oo 









P3440 160 BATCH TOTAl liSTING FOR APRil 14, 1980 
REFERENCE APPR 
DATA FRGM SUB-SYSTEM ID NUMBER YEAR OS 
~--M-isc-.. BillS ABSTRACT·---------------M 80-157 80 31 
I I _____ - TOTAL .... 
MISC .. BILLS ABSTRACT M 80-158 80 31 
,- TOTAL .... 
i L __ ~J~C .. _B_I llS_ ,ABSTRACT __________ j4 __ 80-159 80 31 
TOTAL .... [_MISc. BILLS ABSTRACT . -·--- ------M 8D-l60 80 31 
TOTAL ... 
MISC. BillS ABSTRACT M 80-161 80 31 
~----
L __ ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE _R__ 80~019 __ TOTAL ... 80 21 
TOTAL .... 
1..0 
F--ACCOUNTS--RECE IV ABLE-- R 80-020 80 21 
TOTAL .... __ 




I __ ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ___ R 80-022_ 80 21 
TOTAL .. " I 
EXPENDITURES REVENUE 
87,160 .. 12 o .. oo 
87,160 .. 12 o .. oo 
13,055 .. 03 o .. oo 
13,055 .. 03 o .. oo 
130,173 .. 10 --------------. o .. oo 
130 f 173 .. 10 
36 ,060. 01 
36,060.01 
44f407 .. 91 
5,030 .. 75 
5,030 .. 75 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
O.,JO 
. o .. oo 
-------- ---~ - -· -
o .. oo 
o.Jo 
o .. oo 
7,542.09 o .. oo 
- ----- ------- -- - 0 .. 00 
O .. JO 
10,663 .. 83 o .. uo 
6,035 .. 45 o.oo 
6,035 .. 45 o.oo 
~----TRANSMll TAL- LETTER 'r 80-9 06 80 60 o.oo l46w269.47CR 
1, 089 r248 .. 44CR L ____ ---- - 61 o.oo 
1
.TRANSMI ITAL LETTER __ -___________ L80-907 
l ____ ..... -· ---- ----·· 
TOTAL ... 
... 80 60 
61 
. ___ TOTAL .... ----
VEHIClE (COST) DISTRIBUTION V 80-020 80 51 
,---------- -------- _____________________________ 52-----
1 53 
L -- ---·- -- ---------- --- --- -·------ --------
r---------------------- --- -- ----------·-· 
L. 
o .. oo 
0 .. 00 :_ _______ lw 005 .. JOCR 
0 .. 00 8,994 .. 81CR 
0 .. 0 0 ____________ _g ,9 99 .. 81CR ___ _ 
5v415 .. 22 
7,276 .. 17 __ 
12,338 .. 05 
o .. oo 
_____ o .. oo 
o.oo 
--- ---·------ --- --· 
ADJUSTMENTS 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. 00 . 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o.oo 
o .. oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
- o .. oo 
o .. oo 
PAGE 2 
-- o .. oo -- . ____________ , _________ --- ·-
o .. oo 
,---------
1 P3440lt0 BATCH TOTAl LISTING FOR APRIL l4, 1980 
! ___ _ 














L. _______ ---- - ---··- --
r-------------













-------- --------------- ---- ___ 59 ____ _ 
TOTAl., .. 
4,650.60 O.JO 
166 .. 51 o.oo 
2 , 5 a 3 .. 6 1 _ __ _ _ ______ _ o .. o o 
274,208.06 O.JO 
2 329 .. 28 o .. oo 
----- 41 ,333 .. 80 ___________ 0 .. 00 ___ _ 
350,301..36 o .. oo 
------------------------------- ---------------------- ----- ------------------
'---- · _________ -____ .. - ---------- ---·- ---------------------------------- -------·-
,-- - ----------·- ---- -------
L ____________ -----
I 
I I __ _ 
r ---- . ·-
PAGE 3 
ADJUSTMENTS 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. 00- - -- -------- ---- .. ----- ----· -- ---------
0.,00 
o .. oo 
0" 00 ·-- ---------•------------- --- ---------- .. -- .. - -- - --·- ----
o .. oo 
------------------- ----~ 
! 
L_ P 3 44o 1 (>o 
APPR COST 
~--Y E A R . - C E N T E R 
I 
I so _75lo 
r---- . -- --- ··-I 80 76 JO 
I 
_REFERENCE 
OBJ FCT OS ID NUMBER 
PA I !J<& 
lJAfE 
508 010 35 A 80-054 . 04-ll-80 
SOB 010 35 A 80-054 04-11-80 
IOWA OEPAkTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
SUSPENSE ACCOUNT TRANSACTION LISTING 
DAILY BUSINESS OF 04/14/80 
DEBIT 1 CREDIT 1 
9999.921 9999.922 
9999.921 9999.922 
- G/L __ ACCOUNTS .TO 
DE~IT 2 CREDIT 2 DEBIT 3 CREDIT 3 
L_JQ TAle eo _a e GJ o_ -eo o <& eo e_o • o e e o •.• e -e o !19 e e o e e e e e e e e e c c ~ e e e c -e e _eo o • e c e o 0 8 18 0 0 6 0 _e • e 0 411 q: .e ~- ~- o e. e. e -e e- • e e • e e ee e -eo co eo o o e • e 
80 8010 930 010 68 A 80-054 04-ll-80 9999.921 9999.922 
!ror AL :-.:· ... : .. ~: • .,: .. -. ~ • ., , .. , ... ·.: .. --: .. -• .-~ ........ ~--.. ~ u ............ ,,., .... -~-...... u .. • :~. : ~ ... : : :::·~--:-. ~- .. - .. -~-::· .. -.-~-~-.:~: =-~ .:: .. .. · .................... .. 
L __ 80 8414 914 010 72 A 80-054 _04-ll-80 _ 9999.,9.21 9999"'922 ___ _ 
[~~-" --------------------· -------------------------- ··-----··---·------ ---·--·-------------- ~ ~-~-~-- =:::--~" 
r----- --- -- -- ------
l _____ -. ---·.-. 
,-- ------·-
L_:_ ______ --------. -----
,--------·--_ __:_ _________________________________ . --· ----------- -------------------·· ---- ----·-· --- --- -·-
I -








o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o.oo· 
o .. oo 
0'1'00 
PAGE 1 
1 .. 55 
o .. oo 







IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM ABSTRACT PAGE OF--~-
PROGRAM No.P 34 4 02 0 0 
7. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
2. PROCEDURE 
30 CONFIGURATION 
4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 
5. Ll M I TAT I ONS 
6 •. RUNNING TIME 8. SUBROUTINES 
le The purpose of this program is to provide a method of updating 
the Financial Master Base Record (VSAM) file. This includes 
adding new master records, updating existing master records, 
and deleting master records.. The input to this program is the 
current (weekly) TRANSSUM disk file, original budget or budget 
adjustment records, new account or updating account records, 
and the manual journal voucher entry records The support files 
for this program are the Financial Validity file and the DOT 
Chart of Accounts {fiNCHART) file.. outputs are an updated 
FINMASTR disk file, month-to-date transaction tape, backup 
FINMASTR tape and an Error/Warning list, plus a listing of 
financial updates 
2. This program has the full responsibility of making sure the 
input data from the (1) Weekly transaction disk file, (2) Budget 
Update entries, (3) Master Update entries, (4) Manual Journal 
Voucher entries are valid and error free for updating the 
existant FINMASTR disk file A all update processing is 
completed to dump the base record FINMASTR file on a tape for 
backup purposes .. 
3@ IBM-370-Model 148e 
4 disk drives .. 
2 tape drives. 
1 card reader 
4 OS/VS COBOL. 
5. None 
· 6. 25 to 40 minutes. 
7.. None .. 
8.. None 
93 
PROGRAM NUMBER _P3_44_0_ZO_O __ _ 




TO OBTAIN THE WEEKLY POSTlNG DATE 





MO. DAY YR. ffi (!) END 
o_ :55 
CARD FOR~~A T 
DATE JULY 1978 
0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
-N~~~~ ~mO-N~~~~~OO~O-N~~~~~OO~O-N~~~W~OO~O-N~~~W~OO~O-N~~~W~OO~O-N~~~W~OO~O-N~~~W~OOmo 
ooooooooo----------NNNNNNNNNN~~~m~mmm~m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~www~w~w~~~~~~~~~~~~~oo 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
22222 2 222 22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 
~ 3 3 3 3 3 3 33333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 
4 4 4 4 4 4 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
5 5 5 5 5 5 55555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555 
6 6 6 6 6 6 66666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666 
7 7 7 7 7 7 77777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777 
8 8 8 8 8 8 88888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888 
9 9 9 9 9 9 99999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
NOTE: WEEKLY POSTlNG DATE: MMDDYY 
PERIOD NUMBER: Ol<JUL> OZCAUG> 03CSEP > 
04COCTl OSCNQV) 06CDECl 
07(JANl 08CFEB> 09<MAR) 
1 OC APR l 1 H ) 12( JUN l 
APPROPRIATION YEAR RANAGE: BEGIN- 74 
END - 79 
CARD FORMA.T 
PROGRAM NUMBER _P3_44_0_ZO_O __ _ 
PROGRAM NAME F! IAL TRANSACTION UPDATE 
CARD TYPE _BC ____ _ DATE JULY 1978 
CARD USAGE BUDGET UPDATE CARDS #l THRU #6 
0::::: 
<( COST GeERAL LEDGER LLI u.J 0::: LLJ >- LLJ 0 
>-u.J u.J u a 0 
(L 0::: ACCOUNT z CENTER 0 (_) c:::IJJ CHANGE >- ~ 0 0 :5~ 
I- 0 - >-
-< ~ 
!- <l):z: U) 
<( 1- 1- "'-a NUMBER - NUMBER u - 00 DATA 0:::: <!: 0::::: u.J > w__J 
<( 1- 0.. J - ~LLJ (J <( 0 00 1-
a 0::::: 0 0 -
0.. <!: lL 0.. 
<( 




4 14444444444 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
5 5555555555 55555555555555555555555555555555555555555 
6 6666666666 66666666666666666666666666666666666666666 
7 7777777777 77777777777777777777777777777777777777777 
8 8888888888 88888888888888888888888888888888888888888 
9 9999999999 99999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
NOTE: BUDGET UPDATE - ORIG. BUDGET HOURS 
BUDGET UPDATE #Z - ORIG4 BUDGET SALARY 
BUDGET UPDATE - ORIGe BUDGET SUPPOR 
BUDGET UPDATE #4 - . BUDGET HOURS 
BUDGET UPDATE #5 - ADJ. BUDGET SALARY 
BUDGET UPDATE #6 - . BUDGET SUPPORT 
CARD FORMAT 
PROGRAM NUMBER _P3_44_0_20_0 __ _ 
PROGRAM NAME FINANCIAL TRANSACTION UPDATE 
CARD TYPE _OM ____ _ 
CARD USAGE DELETE MASTER CARDS 
~ 
<( 
GENERAL LEDGER w w w >- w a 
w u 0 0 
CL. a:: ACCOUNT z 0 0 C) >- :::::> 0 
I- 0 - z }-Cl) 
<( I- 0 
a NUMBER - {.) -0:: 4: 0:::: COST w I-<:( I- a_ -, 0 
u <:( o CENTER ro z a 0::: 0 :::::> 
























PROGRAM NUMBER _P3_44_0_ZO_O __ _ 





a_ 0::: ACCOUNT >- ::::) 
1- 0 
U) 





MASTER UPDATE CARDS 
a:: 
<C COST uJ w ~ UJ 0 
a 0 z: CENTER 0 (.) 0 0 
- z .,__ 
<C 1- 0 
- NUMBER (.) -
0:: w 1-
(L ~ (_) 
0 co z 
a:: 0 =::l 
a_ lL a_ 
<C 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 










3 33333333333333333333333333333 3333333333333333333333 
4~44444444444444444444444444444 4444444444444444444444 
5 55555555555555555555555555555 5555555555555555555555 
6 66666666666666666666666666666 6666666666666666666666 
7 77777777777777777777777777777 7777777777777777777777 
8 88888888888888888888888888888 8888888888888888888888 
9 99999999999999999999999999999 9999999999999999999999 
CARD FORMAT 
PROGRAM NUMBER _P3_44_0_20_0 __ _ 
PROGRAM NAME FINANCIAL TRANSACTION UPDATE 
TC CARD TYPE 
CARD USAGE GENERAL LEDGER JOURNAL VOUCHER CARDS 
0::: 
<: COST GENERAL lEOOER w w REFERENCE EFFECTIVE w >- w a 
w (._) z 0 0 ~ o_ 0:::: ACCOUNT 0 CENTER 0 0 ~ IDENTIFic:ATtCN DATE DEBIT >- =:! (.) 
I- 0 - z 1- Vol U') 
NUMBER <( I- 0 1.4.. Cl - NUMBER {.) - 0 AND NUMBER AMOUNT 0::: <( 0::: w I- LLJ ::r: 










IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPO 
flNANCIAL PROOF LIST 
05/19/80 
----CARD- DATA-- GIL ACCT ---APP R- -- COST OBJ FC T T -REFERENCE EffECTIVE . 




. ·- --·--------- -·---------PAG £---·-3--
CREDir 
AMOUNT ERROR MESSAGE 
--rc----32 ___ l16o=-322-ao ___ 8418oo 447 010 --0--D·--- 80-131 
010 0 H 80-923 
05-12-- 8-0---------······------------5-~120 .. 94 
TC 72 ],160- 322 80 841800 '914 05-13-8] 7,303-65 
- - - --· .. - ~ -------------- ----
TC 72 1160-324 80 841400 914 010 0 H 80-933 05-13-80 79,224eQO 












683100 9],4 010 
941000 915 070 
0 H 80-925 05-13-8 0 8,?so .. oo 
0 A 80-059 JS- 0.9-80 58 4" 8 5 
--68--1182-51.!1--80-944000 915 o?o ·-- o ----.6.-·-e o- o5 9 05-09-80 ______ 111 811 .. 45 
80 45000 915 070 0 A 80-059 05-09-80 3"®051"90 
l:J1 13.la1-410 80 000000 DOD 000 0 80-937 05-14-80 b0Jn317·56 
000000 000 000 80~9 05-14-80 16 lh076 "21! 
631000 010 0 H 80-9J4 05-13-80 ___________ _ 
72 1311-410 80 631000 914 010 0 H 80-905 05-13-80 
80 000000 000 ODD D H 80-938 05-14-80 2,1bDQ89 








91 1313-410 80 000000 000 ODD 0 H 80-939 05-14-8D 
010- 0---H- -· 80:... 907 0 5-13-80 
211203,697 .. 46 
13-lfJ.O 80 ____ 631000 914 
4-410 80 ODOOOD DOD 000 D 80-940 OS-14~80 so~ .. 39 
72 1314-410 8D b31DOO 914 01D 0 H 80-908 05-13-80 
D 8D OOOODD ODD Do o - -o ___ H ___ 8 o- 9 4 05-14-80 202" 23 
10 80 ooooco DOD 000 0 80-950 05-14-8 D ·------- ,-· 2, 932" 5 ~ 
72 1319-410 80 631000 914 010 0 H 80-909 05-13-80 
433 80 OOOOOD 000 DOD D H 8D-951 D5-14-8D 11'111337oJ.O 
. 683100 914 010. _0 _ H 80-926 05~13-8D _________ _ 
72 132D-220 8D 84900D 914 D10 0 H 80-916 05-13-8J 
I:Jl 13-2o=2~8o--oocfooo--D-o·o---·o-oo ____ o __ H_&o.:cf42o5-=-1~-:-8a ____ 31:;bi9:-!i3 
000 000-- _0_. - 8Q=j5_2 __ 05~1~:-_8() __________ 8-.505! 45 
-- ______ _!_NVALI1'\ -----~BJECT -- ____ 4::0 DE ~;~/;?-;?# 
7'11151beb0 





8, 750_! OO __ ~NYA.I,,Ji>j>BJECT _CODE 
62,5].8 .. 88 l1t4~Y:/~ 
---- P3440200 
--CARD--1YATA--G/l ACCT--APPR ___ COST- OBJ i TYPE SOURCE NUMBER YEAR CENTER CODE 
~--r c ------91--6 3 4 4=--tis1 ____ a cr-- o o o o o o--o J o 
TC 91 6344-'151 80 OOOCOO DOD 
TC 91 . 6346-451 80 000000 DOD 
~TC--9j, ___ 6371~44r--8tf-DODGOO ___ DOO- -
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
FINANCIAL PROOF -LIST ·-----------
05/19/50 
FCT T REfERENCE EFFECTIVE DEBIT 
CODE S ID NUM8ER DATE AMOUNT 
CREDIT-
AMOUNT 
0 Od --b:-- H-- 80-'169 b5-14~8o _________________ ----- 13, 525 .. 46 
0~0 0 H 
-------- ·--








2811 792o 32 
230,879 .. 76 
3;4[!5~87 
: __ TC ____ ~~-----6712-410 80 000000 000 000 0 H 80-997 05-13-8 
------------- -------- --------8 9 .. 186 ~ g 8. __ _ 
TC 91 6742-451 80 000000 ODD ODD 0 H 80-998 05-13-80 55-,519 .. 55 
~--rc - --68--6844-541 80 941000 915 - 070 0 A 80-059 05-09-80 584-85 
! 
TC 68 684.5-541 8J 
TC 68 6846-541 80 


















91 ______ 9999-921 8 0 
9]., 9999--921 80 
9l 9999-922 80 
91 ____ ~~~Cj-_'!~~---- _8 0 




070 0 A 80-059 05-09-8:J 





80-059 05-09-8 0 ----·- 22,5-54-~-00 ___________ . 
010 A 80-059 - 05-09-80 S11li;O! 9'4 _________ _ 
010 0 A 80-059 05-09-80 22'11554 .. 00 
-------- ----·-- ---
010 0 A 80-059 05-09-80 5-,120 .. 94 
80-:-028 05-06-80 
-~----~- -- ·-· -· ------------------
22-,435-92 
------
DOD _Q_ H 
000 0 H 80-029 05-12-80 b5,561·74 
DOD 0 H 80-028 05-06-80 22,435 .. 92 







TOTAlseoeseeoeoeeeoeeeeoeeeoeeeaeGoeeeesceaeaoeeeeeecaeecoeeooeeceeeoe 15,1b0~795o5b 15-,389,238-20 lNET Diff) 228-.l.f42ebl.f-
- -------- - -------- -----------------~----------------- --- ---~---------·--





IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM ABSTRACT 
3. CONFIGURATION 
4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 
5. LIMITATIONS 
6 •. RUNNING TIME 
1. Merge posted transactions with the month to date 
transaction tapee 
PAGE Qf __ l __ 
PROGRAM NO. p 3 44 0210 
Jan .. 31 , 19 7 8 
7. ADD I T I ONAL REMARKS 
B. SUBROUTINES 
2 This program creates GLTRANS records from posted transaction 
disk file, sorts the data, and merges it with the month to 
date GLTRANS tape .. 
3.. IBM 370-148 
2 tape drives 
4 OS/VS COBOL 
5.. None 




ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: JULY 1978 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440210 
PROGRAM NAME: MERGE POSTED TRANSACTION 
MESSAGE - P3440210 - SORT FAILED .. 
CAUSE - Bad return-code .. 
ACT I ON - Check return-code, correct, and rerun job. 
MESSAGE - P3440210 - MERGE FAILED. 
CAUSE - Bad return-code. 




















IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM ABSTRACT 
FINANCIAL GENERAL LEDGER 
3o CONFIGURATION 
4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 
5. Ll M I T A Tl ONS 
6o· RUNNING TIME 
PAGE __ l_ 
PROGRAM NO._P_3 __ ~0~ 
7. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
8. SUBROUTINES 
1 The purpose of this program is to produce the Monthly General 
Ledger Listing (detail - by all seven digits of the G/L account 
number) and also the eight Monthly Summarized General Ledger 
Listings (sum - by the first four digits of the G/L account 
number) The summary listings are separated by certain fund codes. 
2. The procedure is first to suwnarize the FINMASTR by seven digit 
account numbers Then summarize the GLTRANS file by seven digit 
account numbers, G~REFERENCE and GLDATE. If there is a match 
betwee~ the two files the master file will be listed with the 
detailed transaction coming from the GLTRANS. The summary listings 
are then produced by summing the totals of the General Ledger 
listing by four digit account numbers 
3. IBM-370-Il45 
2 dist packs 
1 tape drive 
4. COBOL U 
5 None 





PROGRAM NUMBER _P3_44_0_22_0 __ _ 
PROGRAM NAME FiNANCIAL GENERAL LEDGER 
CARD TYPE CONTROL CARD 
CARD USAGE TO OBTAIN THE PERiOD COVERED DATES 
ISSUED 
DATE 
PER I OD COVERED a::: 
BEGIN END ~ 
DATE DATE 5 
z 
11------t---~-.......---t 




PERIOD NUMBER: Ol<JUL) 02{AUGl 03CSEPl 
04COCT> OSCNOVl 06CDECl 
07CJANl OSCFEB> 09CMARl 
1 OC APR l 1 H l 12( JUN l 
DATE JULY 1978 
ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: April 26, 1977 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440220 
PROGRAM NAME: FINANCIAL GENERAL LEDGER 
MESSAGE- '*** P3440220 BAD OPEN FOR FINCHART ***' 
CAUSE Bad open, VSAM 
ACT 1 ON - See i ternal systems 
MESSAGE- '*** P3440220 BAD OPEN FOR FINMASTR ***' 
CAUSE Bad open, VSAM 
ACT 1 ON _ See i ternal systems 
MESSAGE- '*** P3440220 CONTROL CARD MISSING ***' 
CAUSE No control card 
ACT I ON - rerun 
MESSAGE- '*** P3440220 BAD READ ON FINMASTR XX ***' 
CAUSE Bad read, VSAM 
ACT I ON - Check file status 
MESSAGE '*** P3440220 BAD READ ON FINCHART XX ***' 
CAUSE Bad read, VSAM 
ACTION - Check file status 
MESSAGE- '*** P3440220 COMPLETED ***' 
CAUSE EOJ 
ACT I ON - None 
105 
PAGE 1 OF 1 
CONSOLE li] 
PRINTER D 

































S0-3.:.3-+H Qly /0 l 
8C-!J,)l T 04/0l 
8J-Y0b T :Jft/01 
80- dJuH O·i-I.JL 
80-i d6 T 04/02 
80- 841JH U4/03 




















R£CE:IPT 01 SH\l dUl I Ghl 
Rt:C..EIPT DISTF-IbUTluN 
SI-\LL.:S lAX Rt=VE:NUE 
REC~IPT VI STiH BiJTI Ut~ 
o,J 1644 93~615 .. 97 
I)!) 1645 42dv633.09 
RECEIPT UI STRI BUTI GN 
Rt:CfiPT OISTRI6UTION 
00 1646 130.,s:n .. o9 
RECllPT iJISTRlBlJTIUN 
iJi) 1647 26,.132 .. 35 
RETUF-N I Tt::M L-213 
RETJki..J I TEi-1 L-214 
RECEIPT 0 i STR I BUTT ON 5 .. 00 
RECEIPT i..l! S TR I D U T l U l i 
ADJUSTING ENTRIES 
i)J 16413 l9J.,63l.OCJ 
OD 1649 ll0v209.Ud 
RECEIPT DISTR-IBUTION 
DU 1658 244,295.49 
DO 1651 14,010 .. 75 
DlJ 1652 1-,218,779.79 
RECEIPT DfSTRlBJT .iOfJ 
RETURN ITEM L-213 
RETURN ITEM L-219 
RETUkN ITEM L-220 
I 
ISSUED 04/30/80 PAGE 1 
MGNTH TO DATE 
CREDITS NET ACCOUNT BAlANCE 
500, 0-00 .. 00 
30,265 .. 00 
315 .. 00 
215 .. 00 
1,.300 .. 00 
1,270,343 .. 31 
513,543 .. 01 
812,c05 .. SO 
26,94!> .. 01 
41 .. 95 
1,9'j9.,00 
1 ,"75:1 .. 66 
152,895 .. 36 
856.,360 .. 66 
5 .. 00 
s.Jo 
42,.40o .. 38 
305 .. 91 
428w633 .. 09 
3.,232 .. ::>8 
6 .. 00 
9.,00 
15 .. 00 
26 .. 25 
Wi) p 34402.2 :J 
til> ACCOUNT S:J lJf{CE 
NJMd li{ Ci:jCC: Q,\Tf 
~iii~> 30-995H 04/03 
80-Y•J9T 04/08 
80-J5·JH 04/J') 
Iii:> ao-'Jv~l 04-/0·; 
80- J'i4H 04/1,) 
8J-90b T 04/10 
tiP 31J-9JS.T Qlt/1 J 
tW-OS,+A 0'1-/ll 
80-1 OcH 04/ll 
• 80-:=J,J9T 04/ll.. 80-lLoi-1 04/14 
80-901T 04 14 
~ B0-909T ()f.tfl '* 
~ 80-~13T 04 14 
0 BO-l44H 04/15 
• 
......,J 80-154H 04/l::i 
80-90'7T 04/15 
8J-'-H3l 04/lj 
... BCJ-lHIJH 04/16 
80-'713T 04/16 
80-24::..11 04/17 




80-913 T 04/13 
d\J- 2 7bH 04/2..1 
tlJ-91J r O<r/21 
oc- 2·:1 JH O't/22 
8J-3;HH 04/22.. 
30- 303H 04/22 
8:J-3 J7H 04/2..3 
BO-':H2T 04/2.3 
30-33 7H 04/Z<t 
8.)-913T 04/24 
80-914 T 04/24 




04/0l/HO TH~U 04/JG/90 
iJ:: SCf< I PTI UN 
00 1653 
R.L:Ct.:IPT iJI SHU BUTI GN 
co 1655 
K[C!: l ~ f DIS Ti\I oi.JTI JIJ 
L)J 165.:) 
fU::C:.:IflT DISTRloUTlU'~ 
RECeiPT I) l S T K I GUT I lJ i'4 
A:..1JUS TIN G ENTRICS 
OJ 1.6':>7 
RlCdPT D I STR I BUT H.hl 
00 1658 
RECeiPT 01 STRl CUTIIJJ\j 
RECEIPT DISTRIEuTlON 
RtCt:IPT Dl STiH BUll uN 
DO 16~9 
DO l6o0 






RECEIPT DISH'i 8UTIGN 









RE~EIPT orsnu JUT ruN 
OD 1669 
RECEIPT OISTRltiUTluN 
SP STATe SAlES TAX 
Of) lo ro 
ADJUSTING eNTRIES 
J::~HTS 
207,376 .. 38 
52Jw 2•Jl., 6·;. 
b38v56.2 .. 2l 
90 .. 25 
1 II 43 S 11 23 3 " 1 U 
2 ,966., 869., 3o 




72.5, 392 .. 27 
l4v62S .. 52. 
l96v443 .. 62. 
72,4lu .. 't2 
l,927v2'-i5.,22 
309,9~5 .. 58 
l v 98 l v )ttl" 44 
SIO,SU0 .. 72 
2~3,.5od..,07 
14 .. 9/ 
l43,8c-<t .. 58 
257,348 .. 36 
2v90o ... l7 
CRcGlTS 
169<;627 .. 71 
6,6'·)3.,75 
1,401 S79 .. 62 
8 .. 00 
9,9<J9.,dl 
48 .. DO 
10 300.,25 
158 .. 34 
678,433 .. 27 
2,738,532 .. 93 
?3,606 .. :>3 
15 604 .. JO 
lw622,991 .. 58 
4 .. 25 
90,.980 .. 12 
2,384,061 .. 55 
·- ·- .......... ------------~- ---- -
ISSUED 04/30/aO PAGE 2 
MONTH TO DATE 




·~,.,_.. _____ .,...,....._ ~ -----·---·-
GENERAL LEDGER 




CtJOE OATE DESCRIPTION 
6834-531 OPS .. C. t-lAlNT .. FUNO - INTEREST INCONE 
6835-531 REVENUE FUND - INTEREST INCLME 











6844-541 OPS .. & MAINT .. FuNU-lNTEREST INCOME 
6845-541 RE\IENUt FUND - INTEREST INCOME 
6846-541 CUMULATIVE ESCROW FUNO-INT. INCOME 
6847-541 OTHER INCCME 
6911-410 DEfERREO FEDERAl AID UNBILLED 
6912-4~1 DEFERRED FED~RAL AID UNBILLED 
9995-931 MOTOR VEHICLE FUEl TAX KECEIPT ~·lENO 
80-054A 04/ll ADJUSTING ENTRIES 
80-057A 04/30 ADJUSTING ENTklES 
9995-932 MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL T~X RECEIPT MEMO 
80-0~4A 04/ll ADJUSTING ENTRIES 
80-057A 04/30 ADJUSTING [iHRlcS 
9996-931 RUTF & GENERAL FUND RECEIPT HEMG 
80-90lT 03/25 RECEIPT DISTgiSUTION 
80-901T 03/26 RECEIPT DISTRIBUTION 
80-901T 03/27 RECEIPT DISTRibUTION 
80-901T 03/28 RECEIPT DISTRIBUTION 
80-906T 04/01 RECEIPT DISTRIBUTluN 
8Q-906T 04/02 RECEIPT DISTRIBUTION 
DEBITS 
29,650 .. 00 
1,970 .. 17 
244,141 .. 36 
489t~225 .. 69 
812.,505 .. 90 
26,946 .. 01 




8.,981 .. 15 
12,490 .. 89 
29,650 .. 00 
5,621 .. 95 
9,431 .. 55 
1,<170 .. 17 
'244,141 .. 36 
·-... --..---- _.. -·- ------
ISSUED 04/30/80 PAGE 92 
MONTH TO DATE 
NET ACCOUNT BALANCE 
22w013 .. 72CR 
.l99,150 .. 62CR 
362,343.,91CR 
36 11 525 .. 54CR 398,869 .. 45CR 
615 .. 54CR .t 
2~172 .. 41CR 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
2,920,866 .. 04 
246,111.53 3wl66,977.57 
246,lll.53CR 3,166,977.57CR 
















··-·- ---· ··--· -, --- ----~·-.-------""""""------··· ·---
I 
P3440220 












































CASH OEPUSIT NOT AllCCATEO 
CHANGE FUND 
CASH DEPOSIT NOT ALLOCATED 
PRIMARY ROAD FUND 
CAPITAL INPROVE:·IENT 79-81 
ENCUriJERED APPi;UPRIAT IONS 
~IGH~AY GRAUE C~GSSI~G FUND 
DOT REVOLVING E TRUST 
TRANSPQRTATION GRANTS & APPR 
OPERATION & MAINTe FUND 
REVEi~UE fUi~D 
CUMULATIVE ESCRuW FUND 
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 
PRIMARY 
URBAN 
lNl ERST ATE 90-10 




















URBAN SYSTEM 04-30-80 
ECONOMIC ~ROwTH STUDIES 04-22-80 
PRIO~ITY PRIMARY 04-07-80 
GKFAT RIVER ROAD 04-30-80 
CFF-5 YSTHI ROADS 04-30-80 
OTHER FEDERAL AID 04-30-80 
NATICJNI\L SAFETY QUI,EAU 04-28-80 
EQUAL EMPLGYMENT CPPURTUNITY 04-11-80 
RUW REVGLVING ADVANCE 04-07-80 
TESTING URGAN VEHICLE TRAVEl 04-24-80 
SPRINKLE TREATMENT ASPHALT PAVEMENT 
RECYCLEJ P.C.C. PAVCMENTS 
PAVEMENT J01NT REPAIR 
OTHER NON-APPORTIONMENT 
FEDERAL GRANTS OR APPROPRIATIONS 
ROAD USE TAX 
04-3D-80 
04-30-80 
. ·----~=-=--·~-----~~-- .~ .... -~~-·- ... 
G.Ei4EhAl l EDGE:R SUMi-lAR Y 
04/01/30 THRU 04/30/30 
BEGINNING 
GAL~NC E TOTAL DEBITS TOTAL CREDITS 
5;)0,000 .. 00 
30,265 .. 00 
l,-<t62w467 ... 36 
625.00 
1, 216 .. 88CR 
14 1 z 6 0 f 0 96 ,. 0 7 
5.,673,250 .. 68 
3,l63,0lO .. o7 
l t L 9 4 F 9 8 ·;i .. 4 6 
6.,534 9 142 .. ~6 
5,793,507 .. 30 
. 27,089.,54 
8J,823 .. tl7 
l56.,D88 .. 33 
38.,983,938 .. 86 
41,488 .. 1:)6 
5 .. 00 
208,.512.54 
835 .. 03 
o .. oo 
0 .. :)0 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
13,<315 .. 39 
ua,3oJ .. 30 
12,102 .. 65 
59,649.,13 
o .. oo 
47,760 .. 75 
2,500.,00 
o.oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
126.,727.,30 
21,495,326.68 
41,783 .. 25 
26,579,438 .. 85 
17,774,!98 .. 74 
Zt~922 .. 50 
l,074vl28.,6l 
264,.186 .. 11 
8w·!tCO.,OO 
3S,S25.,54 
21,250 .. 00 
6 8 t1 375 r 5 -~ 0 ., 6 0 
1 ' 1 53 ' 81 9 .. 3 6 
9,312 .. 13 
43092,614 .. -=n 
190,846.,90 
416 .. 22 
13,046 .. 39 
l1,S34 .. S7 
39,701 .. 49 
1 ,187,034.,13 
921,013.,91 
172,248 .. 19 
15,111,435 .. 99 
36,525 .. 54 
25 '777' 811 .. 36 
9,612,888 .. 12 
237,357 .. 41 
23,327 .. 19 
1 '22 2 '712 .. 6 3 
302,801 .. 79 
1:),599.,27 
29,650 .. 00 
832,795.,82 
6,93.::S .. 25 
3,48 ~ ,133 .. 97 
la5,841 .. 87 
416 .. 22 
l3,046.3S 
11.~34.97 
30,962 .. 88 
765,953 .. 10 
489,700 .. 20. 
13,187 .. 99 
14,010 .. 75 
2,500 .. 00 
185,016 .. 17 
21 ,495 ,326 .. 68 
ISSUED 04/30/80 
MONTH TO DATE 
NET 
l4B:d51 .. 14CR 
5,257 .. 71 
801,627 .. 49 
8,161,310 .. 62 
234,434 .. SlCR 
23,327 .. 19CR 
148w584 .. 02CR 





321,023 .. 54 
2,318.88 
603,480 .. 94 
5,005.,03 
3,738 .. 61 





2,500 .. 00CR 
l2,767,98CR 
6 , 3 83 , 8 9 0., 6 9C R 
ENDING 
BALANCE 
soo,aoo .. oo 
30,265 .. 00 
1,314,116 .. 22 
625 .. 00 
4-,040 .. 83 
15,061,723 .. 56 
13,834,561 .. 30 
2,933,575 .. 76 
1,271,662 .. 27 
6,335,558 .. 44 
5., 755-, 09L, 62 
26.,890.,27 
90,699 .. 41. 
178,138 .. 33 
4 7 1 38G., 948. Ol 
362,512 .. 40 
2,383 .. 88 
811,993 .. 48 
5',843 .. 06 
0., 00 
o.oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
22,554.00 
509,376 .. 33 
443,416 .. 36 
46,461 .. 14 
3,293 .. 61 
33,750 .. 00 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 







. ..,_----~~-·- -· -·--·-. 
P3440220 









INTEREST ON INVESTEil FUNDS 
CONSTI{UCT ION IIKLJNE-REGULAR SYSTEM 
CONSTRUCTION INCOME-INTER SYSTEM 
OTHER RECEIVABLES 
SALES TAX 
TOTAL RECE VAoLES 










E)CESS RIGHT OF WAY LANO 
EXCESS RO~ - CONTRACT SALES 













GE~C~AL LEDGER SJMMARY 
04/01/Jv THRU 04/30/30 
btu li\1,'" I ,'JG 
uA L'\NC E 
.3::>S,S03.95 
l 283,986 .. 14 
163,<.;5().,78 
224,980 .. 77 
119,&51..67 
2·i-,l49,399 .. 94 
lv250vCOO .. OO 
l w 2 5 v , 0 JO • 0 0 
53,246.55 
3 ~ d3 9' 407" 03 
33,007 139 .. 21 
6 842,705.90 
2,393'8245.40 
46,1.35,744 .. 09 
TLTAL DEBITS 
227,566 .. 39 





20,966 .. 30 
84 971 .. 81 
522,691.,00 




PREPAID EXPENSE POST OFFICE PER #8004-30-80 
SUPT Of llOCU.1EiHS WASHINGTON DC 
410., 83 
3 1JCJ.00 
o .. oo 
"110.,83 








ACCRUEU UNBILLED FED AID 
TOTAL OTHER ASSET~ 
TOTAL ASSETS 
ROAD USE TAX 
FED AID APPORTIONMENT-AVAILABLE 
INTERNAL COST TRANSFER 
CTHER INCOME 
TOTAL APPORT & EST REVENUE 
TOTAl RESGURCES 
CCNSTRUCT CLAIMS PAYAaLE 
BUDGET ALLOCATION 
PERMIT SECURITY DEPOSIT 
ll0,619,7':J3 .. 72 
173,ooo,ouo .. oo 
04-18-80 356,091,865 .. 28 
5a,ooo .. oo 
35,000,000.00 










359'1903 .. 95 
184,022.98 
15,312 .. 70 
84,356 .. 56 
119,851 .. 67 
28,.300,213-.12 
13,79d .. Ol 
13,79d.,01 
303 .. 26 
303 .. 26 
1, 031 ,411 .. oo· 
l-,031,411 .. 00 
900 .. 00 
ISSUED 04/30/80 
MONTH TO DATE 
;~ET 
132,337 .. 56CR 
171 912 .. 98CR 
,246.,76CR 
24,48S.,48CR 
188'8978 .. 91 
4,777,050 .. 93CR 
20,966.,30 
84,977.87 
522,691 .. 00 
13 798.01CR 
614.,837 .. 16 
446 .. 74 
446 .. 74 




227 566 .. 39 
1,112,073.16 
156,404 .. 02 
200,495 .. 29 
308~830 .. 58 
19,472,349 .. 01 
1,250,000 .. 00 
1,250,000 .. 00 
53,246 .. 55 
3 860,373 .. 33 
33,092 117 .. 08 
7,365,396"90 
2,379,447 .. 39 
46, 750,5~H .. 25 
857.57 
300 .. 00 
o .. oo 
1,157 .. 57 
173 ooo,ooo .. oo 
357 09lw450 .. 8l 
50,000 .. 00 
35,000,000 .. 00 
565,141,450 .. 81 
o.oo 
o .. oo 


















































REGILNAl PERMIT CENTER 04-17-80 
SAFETY RfSPCNSIBILlTY FUND 04-28-80 
MOTUR VEHICLE fJEL TAX-HEFUNDS 04-29-80 
REFUNDABLE AOVA~CE - CAM? SIG~/RENT 
RETAINED PCRCENTAGE PAYABLE 04-30-80 
GREAT RIVER kDAD LOANS PAYABLE 
TOTAl CURRENT LIABILITIES 
DEF~RREO CREDITS 
DEfERRED CREDITS 
TOT~l DEFEkRED CREDITS 
CONTRACT PURCHASE PAYABLE 
CONT~ACT INTEREST PAYABLE 
fUND EQUITY 
TOTAL FUND EQUITY 
TOTAL liABillliES 
APPROPRIATION CLEARING 
OPERATI~G BUDGETED APPROPRIATION 
SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATION 
AOUITIO~AL NlW EQUIPMENT 
ENCU~BERED APPRGPRIATIUN 
CAP 1 T A L I r-1 P f!LJ II E I' I HJT 7 3- 7 5 
CAPI fAl U"'PRClVEi-lENT 75-77 






CAPITAl IMPROVEMENT 79-81 
UNALLOT~D AllCC FOR PRIMARY 
COiJST KUCT IGN kO\~ AND MISC 
PRIMARY AUTH EXPO 
INTERSTATE AUTH EXPO 






TOTAL UNAllOTTEU FUNDS 
-~--~-----·----
GENE~AL LEDG~R SUMMARY 
04/01/BO TrlRU 04/30/80 
8fG II'-i;H NG 
Si\lM-.!C E TOTAl DeBITS TOTAL CREDITS 
968.01CR 
4,.2Bo.66CR 
32 5 g E 63 .. 19C R 
l11044.,J32.60CR 
4, 4B.:L, 5 OCK 
8 tt 2 4 5 , 7 01 .. 0 7C H 
530,000.00CR 
l0 1 206 1 467.,53CR 
300.,00 
28,695.,00 
308,549 .. 08 




540,000 .. 00CR 
l5u,600..,00CR 
538vl66 .. 14CR 
l,22-3tt766 .. !4CR 
8,498v929.62CR 
29,S37,212 .. 03CR 
736 v579 .. 9.:tCR 
3 7 tt 5 00. 0 OCR 
1.,747,400.00 
o.oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
2 , 3 0 9 , 2 50 • 0 OC R 
l5,JOO,OOO .. OOCR 
l66,146v7U8.89CR 
59.,l77,702..,91CR 
24, ·-.~J 7., 880. 93CR 
9ll,590 .. 72CR 
9,868,369 .. 21 
27,710,265 .. 59 
518,750.,00 
1,556,566 .. 79 
620 .. 00 
22.,202 .. 85 
100 .. 74 
23 ,823., 59 
22,572'11437 .. 00 
41,783.25 
22,614-,270 .. 25 
22 II 63 8 9 Q 93 e 84 
5,587,852 .. 61 
32,129,445 .. 85 








308,448 .. 34 
817,863 .. 98 
143,351 .. 14 
5 ,251 .. 71CR 
143,093 .. 43 
1,274,677 .. 90 
7v937,911 .. 92CR 
27,710,265.,59 
518tt750 .. 00 
5,5o7,852 .. 61CR 
32vl29t445 .. 85CR 
1,55611566 .. 79 
220,025 .. 48CR 
l6,089,653 .. 48CR 
ENDING 
BAlANCE 
S68 .. 01CR 
4,606..,66CR 
3l9,37l..04CR 
736,384 .. 26CR 
4u483.,50CR 
7~427,837 .. 09CR 
53Q,OOO .. OOCR 
9,074,883.06CR 
1~314,ll6 .. 22CR 
49040 .. 83C~ 
1,318,157 .. 05CR 
540,000 .. 00CR 
l50,600 .. 00CR 
533,166 .. 14CR 
l,228,766.14CR 
llr62lv806 .. 25CR 
16,43c,841 .. 54CR 
2,226,946 .. 44CR 
217,829 .. 94CR 
37 1 500 .. 00CR 
1,747,400 .. 00 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
2 t3 09, 250 .. OOCR 
l5,000,000 .. 00CR 
l71,734,64l .. SOCR 
91,307wl4B.76CR 
23,33lw314 .. 14CR 
1,131,616 .. -20CR 



















CASH DEPUSIT NOT ALLOCATED 
CONSTRUCTIGN fUNJ 
REVENUE BOND FUND 
OPERATION ~ MAI~T. FUND 
REVENUe fUND 
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 
1431 ~ON CUKRENT ASSETS 
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 
TOTAL ASSETS 
3215 DEFERRED CREDITS 
TOTAl DEFERRED CREDITS 
3331 LGNG TER~ REVENUE BOND 
3333 FUND EQUITY 
TOTAL FUND t~UlTY 
TOTAL LIABILITIES 
4531 OPERATION & MAINT,. EXPENSE 
4533 CCNSTRUCTlUN BOND EXPENSE 
TOTAl TOLL BRIDGE EXPO. 










6831 TOLl REVENUE 04-24-dO 
6832 CONSTRUCTION fUND - INTEkEST INCOME 
6833 REVENUE BONO FUND - INTEREST INCOME 
6834 OPSe & MAINT.FUNJ - INTEREST INCOME 
6835 REVENUE FUND - INTEREST INCOME 
TOTAL TOLL BRIDGE REVENUE 
G~NE~Al LEJGER SUMMARY 
04/01 80 THRU 04/30/30 
oEGli\NING 
BALAhiC E 
l ,30J •JO 
3,045.,40 
640 .. 36 
835,017.,84 
~3~,264 .. 22 
2,200,709 .. 45 




3 11 045,40CR 
3, 045., 40CK 
3, 115, 0 Ou., 0 OCR 
4, 12 0 , 4 4 4 ., 4 OCR 
7,835 1 444 .. 40CR 
259,837.,03 
Bit b3l .. 25 
344,718 .. 28 
344,7ld.28 
891,197.,54L.R 
53 .. S2CR 
56,380e67CR 
22,013., 7 2CR 
199, 150,.62CR 
l 11 166,798.,07CR 
TOTAl 0El3I1S 
989687 .. 50 
329500.,00 
132,500.00 
91,597 .. 65 
3 55 f 5 85"' 15 




34,700 .. 86 




91 897 .. 65 
34 f 1 oo .. 8 6 
165,000 .. 00 
2<11,598 .. 51 
98,687.50 
98,687 .. 50 
98,687.,50 
•••- -~-.-_ .... ,. ... -. ... --..-·--···---•• •w•• .. _- ••- ·-----· -
ISSUED 04/30/80 
.MDNTH TO DATE 
NET 
6, 789 .. 85. 
32,500 .. 00 
97,.799.14 
13, 102 .. 35CR 
63 '986 .. 64 






91 1 897.,65CR 
ENDING 
BALANCE 
1,300 .. 00 
9,835 .. 25 
640 .. 36 




4~&791,592 .. 32 
4,791,592.32 




3wll5,COO .. OOCR 
4w720,444 .. 40CR 
7,835,444,.40CR 
294,537 .. 89 
84 ,831..25 
379,419 .. 14 
379 419 .. 14 
983,095 .. 19CR 
55 .. 52CR 
56w380.,67CR 
22,0l3 .. 72CR 
199,150 .. 62CR 
1,260 695 .. 72CR 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM ABSTRACT PAGE 1 Qf __ 1 __ 
PROGRAM NO. P 344 023 0 
TITLEs---------~R~E~P~O~R~T~~C~R=E~A~T~I~O~N~A~U~D~I~T~----------------------------------------




4Q SOURCE LANGUAGE 
5. LJ M I TAT I ONS 
6 •. RUNNING TIME 
7. ADD I T I ONAL REMARKS 
8. SUBROUTINES 
1.. Create a file, input to P3440235, that defines the format and 
content of the balance sheets and operating statements. 
2. The program sorts the input cards; checks the syntax; and 
outputs an error list, the .FINRPTS file of error free data, 
and a listing of the FINRPTS filee 
3e IBM 370-148 
4., 08/VS COBOL 
Su None 










uJ l.JJ 0:: 0::::: 
a... a:o u.J u.J 
>- ::E lD a:o 
r- :::::> ::E ::E 
z :::::> :::::> 
r- z z 
0::::: r-
0 0::::: u.J u.J 
a... 0 (!) :z: 
u.J a... <( -








REPORT CREATI IT 
BS 
BALANCE SHEET CARDS 















lNG ACCOUNTS TO VARI LINES 
G/L G/L G/L G/L 
CARD FORMAT 
PROGRAM NUMBER _P3_44_0_2.5_0 __ _ 
PROGRAM NAME REPORT CREATION AUDIT 
CARD TYPE _OS ____ _ 
CARD USAGE OPERATING STATEMENT FORMAT CARDS 
0:: 
uJ u.J 0:: 
a_ ro UJ 




0 0::: w 
a_ 0 (!) 
w a_ <.( 

























-' (3 G/L 
ACCOUNT 
#l 
DATE JULY 1978 
GROUPING OF ACCOUNTS TO TH[ VARIOUS LINES 
G/L G/L G/L G/L G/L G/L G/L G/L 
ACCOUNT ACCOUNT ACCOUNT ACCOUNT ACCOUNT ACCOUNT ACCOUNT ACCOUNT 
#2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 NUMBER 
t 
P3440230 ---------------------~R-=E~P-=O.:..:.R~T--=C...:...:R:..:=.;E A. T ION AUO IT R_~f_O_R_T ___________ _ ___ P'-AGE 1 
03/07/80 
REPORT TYPE: BS BALANCE SHEET 
REPORT NUMBER: Ol PAGE NUMBER: 01 
liNE llNE * * DESCRIPTION ACCT ACCT ACCT ACCT ACCT ACCT ACCT ACCT 
NUMBER TYPE-OES"_BIPTI-=O.:..:N __ *_*_* __ :~r _____ 1l_O C_HAR~IMIT} CALCUlATION #1 M2 #~ #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 
000 R REPORT TITlE BAlANCE SHEET 
001 MAIN HEADING PRIMARY ROAD & BUDGET OPS. 
ACCOUNT 
NO.. FUND 
~--~O~l~O ____ ~H--~H~E~A~D~I~NG LINE ASSEIS __________________________________________________________ __ 
020 H HEADING liNE CURRENT ASSETS 
030 D DETAIl lINE PRIMARY ROAD FUND + ADD 1101 1102 1131 
~-~0~4~0~--~0~~D~E~TAIL LINE BU DG EI_QPS ,._A P_ERD£-JL"'------"-+_,._A"'""DJI.L0 ___ ---""'-1 .&.132___1_13,_...3'--------
050 0 DETAIL LINE REVOLVING & TRUST FUNDS + ADO 1140 
~----------------------060 0 DET All LINE TRANSP® GRANTS & APPROP .. + ADD 1134 1160 ~ 
.__ __ =0_,_7~0 ___ _,0"'--_,D"-"E,_,T'-""A._l_L_LlliE,._ ____ CASt!_O_E£.0_SJ__I____N_QT ALLOC.AT ED + AQD"'-___ _,.._ll_Q6'!__ _______________________________ --:-_ 
080 s SUB-TOTAL TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS•••••••• 
F 090 H HEADING LINE RECEIVABLES ...._ _ _...l_..O_..O'-------""o'-_D..._E_._I AlL_Ll_N._..E ____ ----'ROAQ _ _U_SE__.IA + A_D...._O ___ J-13 a__Jll.._ ________ _ 
110 D DETAIL LINE FEDERAL AID + ADD 1319 1320 1325 
110 0 DETAIL LINE FEDERAL AID + ADD 1311 1312 1313 1314 1315 1316 1317 1318 
•120 0 DETAIL LINE MISC. FEOERAt AID + ADO 1367 1368 
130 D DETAIL LINE INTEREST DN INVESTED FUND + ADD 1383 
~-_,.l.__,4,_,.0,___ __ __..,D,____....D ..... E _,_I.oAu..I_...L__,.,.L-AI_._.Nc.r..E ____ ,.._O_._TI:iER__R_ECEJJLV-"'A'-""B~L_._E"""S--------=-•---=A.-.D-""'O------l--3_.,_9....._l _ _l_3_22.___13 93 13~------------------------
150 s SUB-TOTAL TOTAL RECEIVABLES 
160 H HEADING LINE NON CURRENT ASSETS 
+ ADO 1 5il___L542 l 5!t~----------------+------------
160 D DETAIL liNE ROW LAND + AOD 1561 1568 
EXPENSE + ADD 1711 1 712 




P34402~3~0~·------------------ REPORT CREATION AUDIT ~EPQRT ___ ---·-----·---
03/0J/80 
P~G-~ _::...2 __ 
RE~ORT TYPE: BS BALANCE SHEET 
REPORT NUMBER: Ol PAGE NUMBER: 01 
LINE LINE 
NUMBER TYPE-DESCRIPTION 
220 H HEADING LINE 
230 0 DETAIL LINE 
230 0 DET A_l_Ll I NE 
240 0 DETAil LINE 
240 D DETA ll LINE 
2~0 D DEIAILLINE 
240 0 DETA ll liNE 
240 0 DETAil liNE 
2~0 0 0 E.I.AlLJ....lliE 




* * * TOTAL 
~____,--------------*--=GfiQ_y__e_lli_§_Qf_ACCO~_f'i_Ts_ __ I._Q_IIiE_ VABJ_O_U_UlN_ES OF THE Rt;~_OBT,__* __ _, 
ITEM G/L G/L G/l G/l GIL GIL GIL G/l G/l 
DESCRIPTION ACCT ACCT ACCT ACCT ACCT ACCT ACCT ACCT ACCOUNT 
* * * * 
_1_~.9-~HAR .. liM=--IT.:...:l.____,C,_,A=l=C"-'UlATION #1 lil2 __ #'!, __ .#':t ___ f!2___1#_6 #1 ~-B NO. FUND 
RESOURCES 
---·----------FEDERAL AID AVAILABILITY + ADO 2121 6311 6312 6313 6314 6315 6316 6317 
FED_~&_lll __ A_l_D -~Y.AlJ..,.AS ll! TY + AQ_l) 6~_1.8_6_,31..9_63 20 __ 63 25 ___ 
EST. RESOURCES REMAINING + ADD 2111 2171 2181 6111 6112 6113 6115 
-EST. RESOURCES REMAINING .. ADD 6116 6117 6191 6361 6362 6363 6369 6411 
EST_ .. __ RES OURCES __ R EMAl Nl.NG .. AD.D 412__6.413__6414_6415___6_41 6.__6~.1_1_64.3..1..___6~3 
EST .. RESOURCES REMAINING .. ADD 6433 . 6434 6435 6436 6437 6611 6711 6712 
---·--
EST .. RESOURCES REMAINING .. ADD 67!3 6714 6715 6716 6761 
ESJ.._..RESOURC.E S __ R..EMA I.NlNG + ADO 611]_6_11.8___6365._63.b_ 
EST. RESOURCES REMAINING + ADD 6364 6366 6368 
TOTAL RESOURCES .............. 
lilliJRCES .......... l 
03/07/80 
000 R REPORT TITLE OPERATING STATEMENT 
IN HEADING PRIMARY ROAD & BUDGET OPS. 
~ ~ H HEA!ll NG l_l NE INCOME-~=----
020 H HEADING LINE ROAD USER TAX 
ll LINE PRIMARY ROAD + ADD 611 
TATE_&_NAI_L,_OEE~WY t AD .6112. 195 __ 
050 0 DETA LINE STATE PARKS & INST. ROAD * ADD 12 .. 
I 060 D DETAIL liNE SECONDARY & URBAN ~ AOO 12 .. 
L 070 0 OfTAl.LUHE ONE__HAJ .. f____CENT _ _GAs__IAJ( -t AOD-____ 6_1_""--"------------------------------
1---1 090 0 DETAil liNE LICENSE PLATE fUND t ADO tlll5 
1---1 
1
- \J.J 100 0 DETAIL LINE HIGHWA-Y GR-ADE CROSS! + ADD 6116 
. l J 0 0 DfiAl.L.l.J-.NE DQI_APP..ROPillAI_lON t A_OO 61_1._,___ _________________________ _ 
20 s SUB-TOTAl SUB TOTAL., •• 0·~~· "'"'"'"' 
I 130 H HEADING liNE FEDERAL A D 
_ l 40 · 0 DEIA11..._U_NE REGULA .. _,.__ _____ ~ __ _,____.... ..11-"'-------------------------------
50 0 DETAIL liNE URBAN + ADD 631.2 
I_--- 160 D DETAIL LINE INTERSTATE t ADD 6313 
l_uu __ _..o.,___.....DEIAlL.LlNE RURALPJtlMARY_ ADD 6314 ----· 
180 0 DETAIL LINE TOPICS + ADD 6315 
I 190-- 0 DETAIL l NE URBAN SYSTEM t ADD 6316 
Lz..oo 0 DEIAlL_L.lNE ECONOMlC.S __ GROWIH_snwiES t A.DD 63L7 ____ _ 
D DETAIL LINE PRIORI PRIMARY t ADD 
0 DETAIL LINE GREAT RIVER ROAD ADD 6319 
, , , , '" oe•- • a p • H"r qrf-SY STEfi__RQAOS + ADD 632.0-------------------------,----------
2.2 NE OTHE.R + 6325 
-----~-------------- ------------
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM ABSTRACT PAGE OF 1 
PROGRAM No.P3440235 
TITLEs------~F~I_N~A~N~C~I~A~L~S~T~A~T~E~M~E~N~T~S-----------------------------------------------
PROGRAMMERs Ron Goshorn 
1. PURPOSE 3. CONFIGURATION 
2. PROCEDURE 4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 
5. Ll M I T A Tl ONS 
6 ... RUNNING TIME 
DATEs _ __,5 /.__3_1-.:./-,...7_7 _ _ 
7. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
8. SUBROUTINES 
1. The purpose of this program is to produce eight different monthly 
balance sheets and Operating Statements. The Balance sheets shows 
the financial position of the DOT in summary form. The Operating 
Statements (combined or separate) Revenue & Expenditures shows the 
amounts and the percentages of increase or decrease for the 
current periods and the same periods last year. 
2. The procedure of this program is to follow the controls that are 
given by reading the FINRPTS file. There are heading records, 
detail records, and total records on this file. The heading 
record will be listed out as given. The detail record gives the 
description for the line plus the account numbers that are added 
or subtracted for the detail line. The account numbers are used 
to read the FINMASTR that give the amounts to be worked withe 
Total records cause the program to break and print the totalso 
3 0 IBM-370-148 .. 
4 0 COBOL u 
5. None 
6 G 15 minutes 
7. None 














3333333333333333333 3 3333333333333333 3333333 
ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: 5/31/77 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440235 
PROGRAM NAME: FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
MESSAGE- '*** P3440235 BAD OPEN ON FINMASTR ***' 
CAUSE - Bad open 
ACT I ON - Check file 
MESSAGE- 1 *** P3440235 NO CONTROL CARD ***' 
CAUSE - Control card missing 
ACT 1 ON - Insert control card 
MESSAGE- '*** P3440235 PERIOD-NO NOT NUMERIC ***' 
CAUSE Non-numeric period-no. in control card 
ACT I ON - Rerun 
MESSAGE- '*** P3440235 BAD READ ***' 
CAUSE Bad read on FINMAST 
ACT I ON ·- Check file 
MESSAGE- '*** P3440235 BAD START (READ) ON XX ' 
CAUSE Start command bad read on FINMAST 
ACT 1 ON - Check file status 
MESSAGE- '*** P3440235 COMPLETED ***' 
CAUSE - EOJ 











IT E1"t U ES CR I PT llJ ~~ 
ASSETS 
CU Rkb\4T ASS El S 
PRI~ARY ROAD FUND 
BUaGET UPS. APPRUP. 
REVOLVING & TRUST FUNDS 
TRA~SP. GRANTS & APPhOPc 
CASH DEPOSIT N(IT AllOCATED 
RECEI VA BL ES 
ROAD US!: TAX 
FEDERAl AID 
MISC. FEDERAL AID 
INTE:~EST UN INVESTEiJ fUNu 
OTHER RECEIVABLES 
TOTAL RECeiVABLES 
NON CUaRENT ASSETS 
CA~1TALilED fACILITieS 
ROW LAND 
PR.EPA ID EXPENSE 
ACCRUED UHBILLED ft:O .. AIO 
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS ...... 
RESOURCES 
FEDE~AL AID ~VAILA~ILITY 
ESTo RESOURCES kEHAINING 
TOTAL RESOURCES ............. ., •• 
TOTA ASSETS & RESOURCES ••••• 
oALA.NCE SHEl:T 




15.,591. .. 980 .. 56 
l6.,76J,l37 .. J6 
6'~'335,:i5B.,4A· 
7,J2o'~'753.o9 
lw314 .. ll6s22 
47,086,554 .. 17 
15,111,435 .. 99 
z, 15&, 079., 51 
l '71 46 4- .. 0 7 
227'1'566 .. 39 
l,777,80.J .. 05 
19,472,349 .. 01 
37,005, l3o.,'76 
9-,744,H44 .. 29 
lwl5l.57 
J .. uo 
46,751,736 .. 32 





BA LA NC[ 
l4,79u,3ul .. 07 
d'l'o4l~r261 .. 35 
6?534vl42.,46 
7~rOBB'I'~'t9o .. 76 
lw462ll'467 .. 36 
3ih 716,729 .. 00 
21,49.5,326 .. 66 
365,062 .. 77 
236,637 .. 18 
3 59 w903 .. 9 5 
1,792,469 .. 36 
24,24911399.94 
36,~99,792 .. 79 
9'1'235,951.30 
710 .. 83 
o .. oo 
46,136-, 454 .. 92 
246,904,054 .. 51 




42w757,209 .. 42 
22-,718,171..92 
5,093,539 .. 76 
10,741 474 .. 05 
928,729 .. 20 
82 239,174 .. 35 
13,530,605 .. 83 
1,307,543 .. 60 
130,304 .. 12 
304,482 .. 92 
2.,301!1963 .. 06 
17,574,899 .. 53 
35,400,018 .. 30 
6,089~513 .. !:37 
1,067 .. 37 
o .. oJ 










GR .. fU Vt:R. RD .. ?..E V .LOAN SPA YAi3 
BUO'"'ET EJCUMBRMJCE 
SECURITY OEPOSITS/AUVANCES 
MOTOR VEH .. FUEL TAX-REFUNDS 
RETAINED PERCENTAGE 
DEFERRED CREDITS 
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES .... 
AllCCAT IONS 
UNCG~PLETEU CONSTRUCTION 
ROW & MISC. CONSTRUCTION 
APPROPRIATION 




TOTAL RESERVES ................. . 







u .. oo 
380,661 .. 71CR 





18,123,770 .. 69 
39 7 354,569.91CR 






o .. oo 
530,000.,00CR 
o .. oo 
385,933 ... 86CR 
l,044,832 .. 60CR 
8., 245,701., 07CR 




49 , 161, a 71. 0 9C R 
ll2,375,809.03CR 
46,l35,744 .. 09CR 
237,79C,653u78CR 
' ... --- ~--··""· ___ ..,._ _______ _ 
I 
PRt:V IOUS YEAR 
MONTH 
BALANCE 
o .. oo. 
530 11 0QO.,OOCR 
o .. oo 
336,98L,51CR 
6l,l21 .. 2lCR 
8,059,149,.83CR 
92d 7 729.,20CR 
162"508,482 ... 64-CR 
4,871,003 .. 27 
41,722w099.,3tlCR 
199 11 359,578 .. 75CR 
41, 4 8 9, 5 32 .. 1 7C R 
ll9,524,528ellCR 
04/30/80 
-_ ,. _______________ -'_\. 'l'V-·--~.7·--:;-·- ·---~-- . . . ... -- -~- -~ ~- ~~---;::a:,__-----,.,__.~ ~------
CURRENT MONTH 
ACTUAL 




PHirlARY BOAJ & BUDGET ops. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION BUDGET 
I NCDME : 
13"~~503,4l9.,68CR 
o .. oo 
20lwllS .. 3lCR 
a .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o.oo 
lw~06,90l .. OOC.R 
15wlll,435., 99CR 
1tl25 926 .. 96CR 
118Dl., l5CR 
4 11 071 "~~ 765,. 74CR 
28,883 26CR 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
13,046.,39(;.R 
ll~~Y34,.97CR 
39 "701. 49CR 
l 184" 501 .. 81CR 
899,644 .. 4lCR 
o .. oo 
3.,293.,61CR 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
0,. 00 
o .. oo 
0 00 
o .. 00 
202~t242.,61CR 
12 754w530~78CR 5.9 
o .. oo 
l84w616.72CR 8.9 
o .. 00 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
591.458.33CR 137 .. 9 
27l.060 .. 72CR 315.4 
680.,9JCR 
lw864.Z6l .. 37CR lle.4 
51'~'334,34CR( 43,.7) 








l,845.,65CR 78 .. 5 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
O,JO 
o .. uo 
o.oo 
63w508e78CR 218.,4 
ROAD USER TAX 
PRINA"'Y ROAD 
INTERSTATE & NATL.DEF. HWY 
STAT PARKS & lNSTe ROAD 
f. URBAN 
ONE HALF CENT GAS TAX 
LICENSE PLATE fUNJ 
HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSING 
DOT APPROPRIATION 








ECOND~ICS GROhTH STUDIES 
PRIORITY PRIMARY 
GREAT RIVER RuAD 
OFF-SYSTEM ROADS 
OTHER 
OTHER FEDERAL AID 
NATIONAL SAFETY BUREAU 
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT 
RCW REVOLVING ADVANCE 
TESTING URBAN VEH. TRAVEL 
SPRINKLE TREAT.ASPH.PAVING 
RECYCLED P'..,C.C PAVEMENT 
PAVEMENf JOINT REPAIR 
OTHER NON-APPORTIONMENT 









































(DECREASE) FlY 1980 
136,848, 348 .. SBCR 
o .. oo 
2, 0 1 1 , 50 8., 0 OCR 
soo,ooo .. oocR 
o.oo 
1, 550, UOO .. OOCR 
l 1 069w618 .. 91CR 
7,893,20l .. OOCR 
l49,878,676.49CR 
31~'616,063 .. 70CR 
177,445 .. 53CR 
48 776,087.,46CR 
1,3Z0,450 ... 41CR 
28,188.40 
266,73l..,35CR 
lw294,&52 .. 21CR 
366,"!30., 26CR 
1,313,347 .. 17CR 
18,5l5,491.,55CR 
12,952 11 605.,66CR 
ll6"57l,Ol6.,95CR 





o .. oo 
o .. oo 
4,906.;29CR 
l 1 268 1 it07" lOCR 
E/Y 1979 
l34,291,063 .. 03CR 1 .. 9 
o.oo 
1,977,679 .. 57CR 2 .. 
500,000.,00CR . o .. o 
o .. oo 
1,600, 000 .. OOCR( 3 .. 1) 
1,012,451 .. 24-GR 5 ... 6 
7,930,631 .. 67CR( 0.5J 
147,311,825.51CR 1 .. 7 
34,005,640 .. 11CR( 0) 
841,069 .. 74CR 78 .. 9) 
Z3,972,518.92CR 103.5 
lt926,574 .. 92CR( 31 .. 5 
l 631 .. 95 
3 1 337,793 .. 31CR( 92.0) 
463,410.55CR 179. 
38h 138 .. 31CR( 3 .. 9) 
529,871.58CR 147.9 
7,917,823 .. 5SCR 133.8 
8,086,724 .. 69CR 
81,460,933. 76CR 
2.50r641 .. 21CR 
35~'648 .. 29CR 
33, 750 .. OOCR 
lO,OOO .. OOCR 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
a,ooo .. oocR 
o .. oo 
482,639.18CR 
60 .. 2 
43.1 
60 ... 
11 .. 7 
54 .. 7 
75 .. 0) 
162 .. 8. 
820,678 .. 68CR 117.5 






ACTUAL I NCFZEASE: 
E 
Ell{ 1980 ElY 1979 ( DEC(\ EASE} 
14~646 .. 56-CK 
19.,397., 6SCR 
43 ,30 l .. l'tCR 
o .. oo 
228.,159 .. 88CK 
308 ,661., 45CR 
317 ·d29 .. OH.R 
2 ,!369 .. 27CR 
o .. oo 
50.,963 .. 72CR 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
871,550 .. 00CR 
29,2l9 .. 29CR 
41,483.6ZCR( 64 .. 7l 
49.,86l .. SOCR( 61 . .1) 
64-,i29.,93CR.{ 32 .. 7} 
o.oo 
306.,032.61CR{ 25.4) 
70 9 406.,89CR 338.4 
90,852 .. 72CR 249 .. 2 
1, 324 .. 53CR 78 .. 9 









PR PlAc) Y t~£1 AO £ 8UOGE 1 OP S,. 
ITEM DESCKIPII0N BUDGET 
OTHER FcVENUf 
CONSTRUCTILN REI~GURSEMENT 
~-\Uh Rt:Nf Al 
SALES GF EXCESS ROW 
AIJH IN IS T KAT I Gl~ & 0 P i:R AT I ON 
I!·Ht:hf.:ST 
SAleS & USE TAX - REFUNDS 
Gl:NEkAL Pt~lMARY ROAD FUND 
OFF-SYSTtM ROADS 
GREAT RIVER F.OAU REVOlV.fO 
BUDGETARY RECEIPTS 
R.R.ASSIST.FU~D REIM3URSE 
DOT AGENT SERVICE-AIRPORTS 
GENERAL fUND APPROP. 
STATE AVIATION TRUST FUND 
























(DECREASE) ElY 1980 . ElY 1979 
z~742,628 .. 51CR 3,715,B58 .. 05CR( 26 ... 2) 
452,322 .. 50CR. 293, 597 .. 64CR 54.,1 
728,533 .. 19CR 759,882 .. 26CRC 4 .. U 
l7s424 .. 32CR llw044 .. 49CR 57 .. 8 
2,476,6l3.92CR 2,978, 741 .. 26CR( 16 .. 9) 
l,.078,915.06CR 111164,762 .. 00CRt 7 .. 4) 
2.,502,684 .. 41CR 1 w563, 847 .. 49CR 60 .. 0 
l5,495.,55CR lv324 .. 53CR 
o .. oa o .. oo 
174,317.,42CR 447., 273 .. 17CR( 61 .. 0) 
324,176 .. OOCR 250,000.,00CR 29 .. 7 
247,112 .. 00CR 42.,26l .. OOCR 484 .. 1 
9,752,559 .. 00CR 8w411,906.,00CR 15 .. 9 
l,l11,198 .. 12CR 959,025 .. 19CR 15 .. 9 



















IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM ABSTRACT 
3. CONFIGURATION 
PAGE OF __ l __ 
PROGRAM NO. P3440240 
7. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
2. PROCEDURE 4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 
5. LIMITATIONS 
6 •. RUNNING TIME 8. SUBROUTINES 
1 The purpose of this program is to list all financial master records of 
each requested general ledger account number (major) and/or fund 
code (minor). 
2. The requested account numbers and/or fund codes are coded one per 







the one on the card are added together and produce one page on the 
summary listing. In addition, an optional detail listing is available 
which lists each record included in the summary individually. The 
detail listing is requested by coding an 'X' in card column 8. 
Detail lists may be requested for some accounts and not for others. 
IBM-370-148 










PROGRAM NUMBER _P3_44_02_4_0 __ _ 
PROGRAM NAME FINANCIAL DATA INQUIRY 
CARD TYPE DATA REQUEST DATE JULY 1978 





~ NOo CODE ..J 
..J 
~ Q 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 l 1 1 1 










COLUMN 8: X WILL PRODUCE A DETAIL 
LISTING FOR EACH RECOROo 
ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE _Sept. 16, 1977 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440240 
PROGRAM NAME: FINANCIAl RROIJF.ST 
MESSAGE - P3440240 INVALID OPEN OF VSAM FILE 
PAGE _LOf _L 
CONSOLE GJ 
PRit~TER D 
CAUSE ·- Financial Master file or Financial Chart of Accounts file did not open 
properly. 

















P344~240 (DETAIL} FINANCIAL ANYDATA DATE: 09/16/77 TIM£: 10:12 
DEL~T~ 3YTE: _ GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNT NUMBER: 113.k FUND CODE: .2.1] FISCAL YEAR: 16. CCST CENTER: !J.8.C.DDD OBJ~CT CODE: D.O.U 
i' ~ F U "'! C T I 0 N C 0 DE : .2.0..0. DATA S 0 U R C E: !}3. TYPE 0 f SAL A R Y : JJ A V A I LA B L E SPA C E : 
___fU!\:~ DESCRIPTION~lRi:R.Af1_.2.Q.QL_.Q~£S.A11.2tL ______ DATE RECORD ESTABLISHED: :.41/]d/11 .]ATE._OL_LAST ENT.RY:_lJ]./.1.3./11 .ACCO.UN.-LnATU.S..:--.1 .. -
AVAILAELE SPACE: 
n C/Y BEG. BALANCE: 92,670.65 P/Y BEG· BALANCE: G.OO C/Y TOTAL BU~GET: 0-00 
__ [JY_ ACTUAL.lJULl: Q. CQ ___ P/Y ACTUAL { JUL): --------0 .1JQ _____ C/Y BUDGET ( JUL l: ·-- ·-·---- 0 .. IJO _(IY . .HOURS ! JULL: ____ fi. Q __ _ 
C I Y ACT U A L { A l1 G ) :: · 0 • 0 0 PI Y ACTUAL { AUG ) : 0 a 0 'o C I Y B lJ D G E T { AUG ) :: 0 • ~ 0 C/ Y H 0 U R S .( AUG ) : 0 • 0 
1 CIY ACTUAL !SEP): Q.QQ PlY ACTUAL (SEPJ:: 0-00 CIY BUDGET (SEP): Q.!JO Cli HOURS CSfP): C.O 
_ __(/Y._ACTUAL.!OC.TL· 0.00 __ PlY ACTUAL (OCT): ___________ !J.QO ____ C/Y BUDGET <OCT): ________ O.QO ____ C/Y HOURS .. CCCTJ: _Q •. D __ _ 
C/Y ACTUAL O!OV): C.CO P/Y ACTUAL {NOV): LJ.OQ C/Y BLDGET (f\OV): 0-00 C/Y HOU~S DlCV): Q.Q 
• 1 C/Y ACTUAL !DECJ: 0.00 P/Y ACTUAL (DEC): o~oJ C/Y BlDGET CDEC): 0.00 C/Y HOURS [DEC): Q.Q 
__(JY -ACTUAL -t JANl~-------0 • QO --· P/Y ACTUAL (JAN) : _____ Q .. OO---C/Y. BUDGET- (JAN)=--------- Q. .. OG--C/Y .. HOURS-fJAN.l.:-~0.--· 
CIY ACTUAL <FEB>: CeCO P/Y ACTUAL {F£8): 0.00 C/Y BUDGET {fEBl: Q.QQ CIY HOURS tFEBl: 0.0 
~ C/Y ACTUAL !MAR): O.GQ P/Y ACTUAL (MAR): Q.QJ CIY BLDGET CrAR): Q.QO C/Y HOURS (MAR): Q.Q 
-UY-ACtUAL.!APRL:- 0 .. QQ _____ p;y .. ACTUAL t APR l : _________ c. 00 ---CIY. B LDGE T .. ! APRl : _______ ... 0. C:J- -CI-¥.-H OU.RS.--C AFi:U • · o ... ~O---
C/Y ACTUAL {MAY}: 0~80 PlY ACTUAL !MAY): Q .. !JO C/Y BUDGET Cf':AY> :. 0 .. 00 C/Y HOURS CMAY): Q.Q 
~ C/Y ACTUAL !JUN): Q.OO P/Y ACTUAL (JUNl: Q.QO CIY BUDGET CJUN): 0.00 C/Y HOURS CJUN): O.C 
__ .( l't ACTUAL .. ( EXT).; ___ ----- - .0 .. 00.-- P/Y ACTUAL {EXT>: -·- .. ---·-··---0 .. 08------.CIY- BUDGET--{ EXT}:_ __ --···------ 0" 00 --C/Y -HCURS- ! E:.X-T i-· ----.0 ... 0---
AVAILABLE SPACE: 
---DELE!.£. BY!( :._-"-_G£N~RAL-l£DG ER ACCOUNT NUMBER: 1131. --FU~D--{ODE: .213 f"I SCAL- YEAR =-18---COST-- CENTER: -2:11.Q.Dfl- --OBJE-CT-- .CO.D.£..;-1JJ1.--------
FUf\CTION CODE: .QD.Q ·DATA SOURCE:: 11 TYPE Of SALARY: 1 AVAILA8tE SPACE: 
FUND DESCRIPTION: AlRC.ii.Afl_E.QQL_QE£~A1l.QN ______ DATE RECORD ESTABLISHED: .:;)]11!:!1]1 DATE OF LAST ENTRY: .011.2fd11 ACCOUNT STATUS: .1 
---A VAILAELE. S.PACE: ------------- -·------·- ------------ -·- ---· -· ----- - ----··---· 
CIY BEG. BALANCE: 0-CO P/Y BEG. BALANCE: Q.QO C/Y TOTAL BUDGET: 0-0~ 
·/'\ t-' C/Y ACTUAL CJULl: 3,899-55- P/Y ACTUAL CJULl: Q.OfJ C/Y BUDGET tJUL>: 0.00 C/Y HOURS CJUL): 558-0 
~LY .J..CTUt..L--! AUG l • __ .:J., 00 --PlY. ACTUAL (AUG) =-------G .. OO--.. CIY -BUDGET ... _( AUG) =-------0 .. 00 --C/Y-HOURS.-L-AUG)~----D .. D---
' '.¥' 
0 C/Y ACTUAL fSEPl: O.QQ P/Y ACTUAL fSEP): Q.QC CIY BUDGET (SEP): o.oo C/V HOURS (SEP): c.o 
C/Y ACTUAL COCT): 0.00 P/Y ACTUAL (OCT): Q.~O CIY BUDGET <OCT): 0.00 C/Y HOURS {CCT): _ Q.O 
---CI'Y ACnJAL.ANOV}.: ----0 .. 00 --- PlY ACTUAL (NOV).: -----------· 0 .. 0:3- -----C/Y- BuDGET { r\CV) .:. ··---·---- Q. 00- --C/Y- HOURS- .t NOV) :.-----D-·-0---
C/Y ACTUAL <DE(): Q.OO PlY .ACTUAL CDEC): 0.00 C/Y BUDGET {DEC>: Q .. QO CIY HOURS tDEC>: 0.0 
CIY ACTUAL. (JANl: 0-00 P/Y ACTUAL (JAN): 0.00 CIY BUDGET (JAN): 0-00 C/Y HOURS (JAN}: 0.0 
--CIY -· A.CTUAL--..!F£B)..: ______ 0 • GO---· PlY ACTUAL (fEB>:_-- ________ Q .. QO -- C/Y .. BUDGE'f .. (FEB i =---·--- .0 .. 00--.. C/Y HOURS-( FEB)_- O ... D---
CIY ACTUAL CMARJ: O.OQ P/Y ACTUAL CMAR): Q.O~ C/Y BUDGET (fAR): O.CO C/Y HOURS {MARl: Q.O 
C/Y ACTUAL !APR): D·DD P/Y ACTUAL (APR): D·DO C/Y BUDGET CAPR>: Q .. O'J C/Y HOURS tAPRi: 0 .. 0 
-.L./Y .. ACTUAL!MAYJ· Q .. OO- P/Y ACTUAL {MAY):___ ... 0.-00- --C/Y BUDGET UiAY): -------- Q.QQ ___ (/Y.HOURS--<MA'tJ.:._ ___ .o ... ll.--
C/Y ACTUAL (JUN): 0.00 PlY ACTUAL (JUN): 0 .. 00 C/Y BLDGE1 (JUN): Q.OO C/Y HOURS (JUN>: 0 .. 0 
C/Y ACTUAL £EXT>: 0.00 PlY ACTUAL fEXT>: 0.00 CIY BUDGET (EXT): 0•00 CIY HOURS (EXT>: D.O 
--AVA ILA.8LL.SPA.C£:.. _________ ------------- - ---------- ----·- ·----- --·-·--- -----·· ------··-----··---- -------- --------------
DtLETE BYTE: _ GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNT NUMBER: 11~h FUND COD£: ~1] fiSCAL YEAR: 1~ COST CENTER: 151DD~ OBJECT CODE: 1D5 
--FUNCTION-CODE: ~.D.Q._j}.A!A SOURCE:-11 TYPE OF SALARY:-.1-----AVAILABLE SPACE:. 
FUND D~SCRIPTION: AlRrRAfl_EQQ~_Q£~RAilQN~------ DATE RECORD ESTABLISHED: D11l~111 DATE Of LAST ENTRY: Dl/2~/11 ACCOUNT STATUS: 1 
AVAILABLE SPACE: 
__ (/'LB£G. .. ___ £ALANCE.· .. JJ .• QQ __ P./Y BEG. BALA!\JC£.:. O.OQ _____ C/Y. !OTAL-BUDGET:_, __________ .JJ.CO. -------·-··---- .------
CIY ACTUAL (JUU: 371·65- P/Y ACTUAL CJUL}: 0-~J CIY BUDGET (JUU: O .. QO C/Y HOURS CJUL): 50·0 
C/Y ACTUAL (AUG}: 0.00 P/Y ACTUAL (AUG): Q.QO C/Y BUDGET {AUG}: OPOO CIY HOURS {AUG).: Q.O 
-..C/Y-ACTUAL--{SEJ:U..:. .D .. .QQ ____ p;y ACTUAL {SEPl : .. -------0-00 ---C/Y BLDGET- CSEP}: ________ Q,.rJQ __ C/Y 'HOURS .iSEPl_:. .. Q. __ 
C/Y ACTUAL {OCT): 0.00 P/Y ACTUAL (OCT}: 0.00 C/Y BUDGET tCCT): O .. ~Q CIY HOURS {OCT>: 0 .. 0 
C/Y ACTUAL CNOV>: 0=00 P/Y ACTUAL !NOV): o .. oo CIY BUDGET (~OV}: OuOQ CIY HOURS !NOV>: Q .. O 
--CI-'t -ACTUAL_{ DECl:.... .n .. 00...-- P/Y ACTUAL C DEC}:__ _(! • QQ ____ (/Y BUDGET .1 :C£() :. Q ... 00--C/Y--.HOURS _.( ]£CJ__· Q.,i..J,.. ---
C/Y ACTUAL {JAN}: Q.OO P/Y ACTUAL (JAN): 0.10 C/Y BLDGET (JAN): Q .. OQ CIY HOURS (JAN): 0.0 
C/Y ACTUAL !FEB): 0.00 P/Y ACTUAL (FEB): Q.OO C/Y BlDGEl CFEBJ: O·CO C/Y HOURS lF£8): 0.0 
--CFf .. ACTUA.L-!l'lARl :. ______ Q ... QQ ____ pfy ACTUAL- (MAR J: ---------0 .QQ ____ (/Y .BUDGET { l"cARJ..= ____ -----0 .. QQ _______ (/Y . .HOURS _( I'1 ARt-=------D .. D---
C/Y ACTUAL !APR}: o.ao P/Y ACTUAL {AP~): O.QO CIY BUDGET (APR): Q.OO C/Y HOURS {APR}: 0.0 
C/Y ACTUAL {MAY): Q.QO P/Y ACTUAL iMAY): O.GJ CIY BLDGET CrAYl: OaCO C/Y HOURS {MAY}: J.O 
__u__y_ A..C!U A L.-LJUN. • -D ".OD __ PIY --ACT U.A L . { J UN) : ______ __n ... rJ !1.---C/Y .B-UD GE-'L .t J UN)_; _______ -----0 .... CD---C/'Y- H.OJJ RS-.L.!U~'\J) • 0 ....[L __ 
C/Y ACTUAL !EXTl: 0•00 P/Y ACTUAL <EXT>: Q .. QO C/Y BUDGET H:XT): OoQO C/Y t-!OLJRS <EXT}: 0.0 
AVA'"'' .~LE ~-,--:-:: 
P 3 q 4 0 2 4 0 { SU M M A R Y) FINANCIAL ANYDATA DATE: C!9/1b/77 TIME: 10:12 
GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNT NUMBER: 1131 ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION: ~lBrRAEl_EQ~L_QE[E~llQ~-£~~] ______ _ 
P/Y B~G. BALANCE: 
---------------------· 
o.oo 
C/V TOTAL BUDGET: 
__________ Q.OO 
9,888-82- o.oo c.~o 
_________ Q. 00 _____________________ 0 e[jQ _____________________ C:·_C!O 
o.co o.oo (.GQ 
P/Y ACTUAL {1-3}; P/Y ACTUAL { 4-6): P/V ACTUAL !7-9}: 
o.oo 
__________________ 0 • iJO 
Q.JC] 
o.oo 
P/Y ACTUAL <10-13): 
-------------
------ -------- ------
P/Y END BALANCE: 
-------------------------·-------------------- -----------------------------------------------
o.oJ 
, 0. DO 
o ._oo 









___ o. oo ______________ o~oo 
c.oo 
0 • QO ______________________ C. JO Q. 00 
0 • 00 C • 00 ------------------ --0 ·OJ 
o.oo c.oo o.oo 
~-------· ------------------- - --- _________ Q~ 0 0 
w 
!-I 
_ ___ _ _ 3 6 _11.!:1 M8 E R _0 f f I~~-U:~!-__ {_~£ T A_I_LL _l"iAS_ TE R_ -~E C Q_ ~~~ _ _P_E ~-~-!3__Qy_E _/J, _(£Q_[LN_I_f'.!l!_ M 8 IR_~------ ________________ _ 
--------- -------------------- ----------------------
---- --- ---- --- -------------
------ - --- ---- - - --- -- ------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------- -- ---------------~-- ------- ------
------------- ---------------------------------------
P3W40240 (SUMMARY) FINANCIAL ANYDATA DATt:: 09/16/77 TIME: lQ:12 
GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNT NUMBER: 555~ ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION: n£n~_Arr~UNI-----------------------
----~_/_'!_ ___ 8~-~---~_!:-~~J_C~---C[!__ ~ CT!.}_AL 11-3): __________ C/Y_ ~~T_~AL __ L4-b J_ :___ ________ C/Y __ }<:_!U_A~-- i 7-9 J : C/Y ACTUAL !1~-13): C/Y END BALANCE: 
-- ---~-------. ---------- ------------------------ -- ------~-
o.oo 




PI~ ACTUAL (1-3): 
:J.oo 
o.oo 
----- ----- --------------------- --------------------- --- ---- 0. 00 




___ Ci.) _______ ------------------------------ -
(\..) 
--------






- - --- --- --·--- --------------- -------- - -- - - -----------------




C/Y ~UD~ti !4-6): 
P/Y ACTUAL (7-9): P/Y ACTUAL {1~-13): 
c.co 
o.J!J 
c.oo ___________________________ o.oo 
o.oo 
P/Y END BALANCE: 
o .. oo 
0. 00---- ------------ -- --- -- 0. 00 ------------- ~" CJIJ --------------------
0-00 c.oo o.oo 
o.oo . c.co o.oo 
____________________________________________________________________ g.oo ____ _ 
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PROGRAM ABSTRACT 
34 CONFIGURATION 
4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 
5. LIMITATIONS 
6~ RUNNING TIME 
PAGE 1 OF __ l __ 
PROGRAM NO. C 3 4 4 0 2 4 4 
7. ADD I T I ONAL REMARKS 
8. SUBROUTINES 
1. The purpose of this program is to provide a way to view general 
ledger transactions on an IBM CRT terminal. 
2w The disk file 'P3440220.LEDG' is accessed sequentially and displayed 
on a CRT when keyed by a LEDGER NUMBER entered on the CRT 
3 IBM-370-158 .. 
4.. COBOL 
5 For viewing only, records cannot be changed. 
6.. N/A 
7 None 
8. P513020 - formatted screen 
133 
GLVIEW 
This program is used to view the General Ledger data 
with an IBM 3278 CRT terminal.. The word "GLVIEW" should be 
entered to activate the program. 
When the format appears on the screen the program is 
ready to accept a ledger number. Enter the ledger number 
including the dasho The program will search the data file 
for the ledger number and will display the data when it iS 
found. Depress the enter key to advance to succeeding screens 
of data" 
The word "END" should be entered to terminate the program" 
134 
GENERAL LEDGER FIND LEDGER: X------X 
LEDGER: X------X X---------DESCR-------------------X 
SOURCE X---------DESCR-------------------X 
CODE DATE DEBITS CREDITS BALANCE 
x-----x XX/XX ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99- ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99- ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ~99-
x-----x XX/XX ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99- ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99- ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ.99-
x-----x XX/XX ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99- ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99- ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99-
x-----x XX/XX ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99- ZZZIZZZ,ZZZ.99- ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99-
x-----x XX/XX ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ.99- ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99- ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99-
!--' 
w x-----x XX/XX ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99- ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99- ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99-Ul 
x-----x XX/XX ZZ~,ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99- ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99- ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99-
x-----x XX/XX ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99- ZZZ ZZZ,ZZZ .. 99- zzz,zzz,zzz 99-
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM ABSTRACT 
T l TLEa GENERAL LEDGER {SIX MONTHS) REPORT 




4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 
5. Ll M I T A Tl ONS 
6 ... RUNNING TIME 
1 1 PAGE Of __ _ 
PROGRAM NO. P 3 44 02 4 5 
DATEs~ 
7. ADD I T I ONAL REMARKS 
8 .. SUBROUTINES 
1. The purpose of this program is to produce a list of all general 
ledger transactions for a given six months fiscal period. Three 
copies of this running will be produced for distribution· as follows 
{lst and 2nd copies) - FINANCIAL Control Section of the Office of 
Accounting and (3rd copy) -State Auditor'so 
2. The procedure is first to summarize the FINMASTR by the seven digit 
account numbers. Then summarize the GLTRANS.YTD file by seven digit 
account numbers, GLREFERENCE,GLPERIOD NUMBER and GLDATE. If there 
is a match between the two files, then the master file will be 
listed with the detailed transaction coming from the GLTRANS.YTD. 
The summary listing.s are then produced by summing the totals of the 
General Ledger listing by four digit account numbers. 
3. IBM-370-1148. 
2 disk packs. 
1 tape driveo 
4. 08/VS COBOL .. 






07/01/77 THRU 12/31/77 
----~------Afco-LiNr--sou~c\::------------~-----~--~----- ------------~-----·-------~---~-
NUMBER CODE DATE D~SCRIPTION . DEBITS CREDITS 
-----110 1=--41oc-o r,TrrNGE N i --FUND----·--------··--·-
ISSUED 03/Jb/78 PAGE: 1 
- ------ -------- ---------- ---------------------
MOtHli TO DAT~ 
NET ACCOUNT BALANCE 
soo, oco .. !}[ 
1102-410 PETTY CASH 
----·------= ---------;'i8::-o48!.r-- --b571~DJPtr-fY(ASHJT4J ----------------- _______ 6, b4~~DQ _______ _ 58·CC 50-00CR b,S~G-00 
_____________ l1_Q_3_:_~_J,.J ___ C_H_A 
------------------ 315. c ( ----------
11~4-521 CHANG( FUND 215aOQ 
--·------112s:s:31cl::i;;.NGE -F-iT~D- ---------- ------------- i-,3cc-:-cc 
__ . _____ _l_~Q_6_:__TI_1 __ CA:SY D'::e__OSIT NOT _AltOCATED __ -------·--~------ ··--· _ . ________ . ________ . __ ___18.1,iJ8.5.!2.~....___ _ _ 
J0-415T 06/29 ~:CEIPT DISTRIBUTION 38,9!7.15 
D0-41ST C~/30 RECEIPT DISTRIBUTION 1S~,486·bt 
75-J~lH 07/01 DAILY DEPO~IT 0718 73,78? .. 42 
----------c5: 4:!.; T-- G7i Q 1---P.:::CE IP_f_ DIS TR I BUTI O~J---~-- -- ---- ----70~l-:3 7. 9 C 
. C~-419T 0?/Ql REC'::IPT DISTRIBUTION c15,635 J9 
78-C01H G7/~5 D..\ILY DEPOSIT 0719 ___ _3.2_3_9._2~_79:'h65_. ___ . _____ _ 
cJ0-41ST--c7;cs RECEIPT DISTRIBUTIO-i~- c:s ... c:=t:.19 
7~-0SlH 07/~b DAILY DEP~SIT C721 121 ... 572-oQ 
----J-1-- __ C:IJ_-:- 419 !_ ___ [7/ I:b ____ F::=C E IPL DIS T"< IB UTI ON,___ _______ _ 
w 7~-Q01H 07/07 D4ILY D~POSlT C72~ 57,969-34 
=29.21~----------
~ CC-415T C7/J7 ~ECEIPT DISTRIBUTION 119,26 7 .4[ 
1 ::.o Q0-419T [7/07 REC~IPT DISTRIBUTION ~ 
-76::.-rJ0-1H ______ O 7 /L:-~- ---DAILY D~POS IT Q723- ---1b2~-b99-:-28 
G0-419T 07/C8 R~CEIPT DISTRIBUTION 133,469-!JO 
-----------~7 o- 001 H C 7/11 D ~ IL Y _D EP 0 S IL_C_7:: 5 _____ 3 2lf_..,_]_y8_!_7 _4 
75-C89H ~7/11 SP~CI~l STATE T/L41~ 169,794·64 
J~-416T [7/11 RECEIPT DISTRI2UTION 19,767-51 
OC-419T Q7/11 RECEIPT DISTRI8UIIO~J ~. 'i53.:1_58 
------·-------------75-C'JiH ~-07/12 --- DAILY -DEPOSIT 0726-.--34-2, 749~-QS __ _ 
0~-419T G7/12 RECEIPT DISTRIBUTION 473 .. QO 
78-001H Q7/13 DAILY D::POSIT 0727 33,592. 59.'-----
·---------'-:J:J.:.-42.1 T---C7/13--R(CEIP f DIST-RiBUTION -·- 4-.coJ.o8 
78-Jl1H 07/14 DAILY DEPOSIT 0728 493,233.67 
78-CC9H 07/14 CORRECTION 75-004 66,227 .. 12 
----- b 0-- 4-19T-- 07/14 ___ RECE IPT- DI-STR-IBlJ r·foN ------ ---------------16 ~ 4-38 .. -6 c ---
00-421T 07/14 REC~IPT DISTRIEUTION 176,356 .. 64 
------ ~---- ------------- -·---------------
P344C245. 
----·----- ---------·--. ACCOUNT SOU~CE 
NUMBER CODE DATE 







]7/01/77 THRU 12/31/77 ISSUED 03/0~/78 PAGE 2 
- ·-·- ·--- -·----- -- ------- ------------·----------------
MONTH TO DATE 
Dr: SCRIPTION 1>EBITS NET ACCOUNT BALANCE 
---------·---- ---------------- -- . ----ADJUSTING ENTRIES 448,874.63 
DAILY DEPOSIT G7~~ 976,283.10 
_ _:r;;ECEI~7 _ DISTRIBLJTIO_N ________________________ 1_"!.4~_2_,019_.00 
73-CJlH 07/l~ DAILY DEPOSIT 0731 263,357e57 
00-421T 07/18 RECEIPT DISTRIBUTION 248,680-~6 
_______ J!J-42I:,T 07/18 R~CEIPT DISTRIBUTION ___________ _lCQ_m [[ _____________________ _ 
78.:.G!JHf --. C7/19--DAILY DEPOSIT C73~ -------93~~.-20::..ti04 
GJ-4?1T 07/19 RECE1PT DISTRIBUTION 
78-C01H C7/2'J DAILY DEPOSIT 07?3 ____ :39~,J-~_2_o 8_8 ___ _ 
--------------~::J:.:426T L!7/2J RECEIPT DISTRIBUTION 16-,c85·c2 
75-J~1H 07/21 D4ILY DEPOSIT 0734 31,905.77 
00-421T 07/21 Rf"CEIPT DISTRIBUTION 21"1439.,_~_9_ _________ _ 
----,JO- 426 T G7/21 ---R ECE :::PT-- DISTR IBU TIO ~(----- ------ ----- ---------- 4 3, c6 3. 4 c 
78-CJ~A C7/22 ADJUSTING ENTRIES 90·00 3,413,09~.63 
__________ _78-_C_J~_£-1 ___ 07/22 DAILY DEPOSIT _~736 ______ 4_:!C_9~_,J1~-~~$ ___________ -----------'--
00-4~6T 07/22 R~CfiPT DISTRIBUTION ~~4,129-97 
· 78-~:2H 07/~5 DAILY DEPOSIT G739 ~,~95,040·53 
JJ-~26T G7/25 RECE:F1'I DISTRIBUTIO_i:J_ ___________________ :;_~5_,:;17~_1_5 ___________ _ 
-78-CJ3H Q7/26 DAILY DEPOSIT 074J 123-..e17-55 
QQ-U~6T [7/26 RECEIPT DISTRIBUTION 17,040o38 
----1--L------------~ 8_:-_ JQ_3_ i-l _D?! 2 7_ DAIlY 1)[ P 0 SIT _0? 41 _____ 2 ~-~"""' 16_9 ..__4] _________ _ 
w 78-!J09H 07/27 SPECIAL STATE T/l425 26,4:37.83 
oo CO-U25T [7/27 RrCEIPT DISTRIBUTION 10,515-55 
______ 78-C05H 07/~8 DAILY DEPOSIT 0743 184-..2t:J .. 72 -------------------------------GO- 426T C7/28 RECEIPT DISTRIBUTION _____ . ---- ---------~8,-~28 .. be 
7~-00~A 07/29 ADJUSTING ENTRI~S 6~137,E27 .. 4' 
-~--------~78-C05H Q7/29 DAILY DEPOSIT 0744 42,33e-18 
78:.~o SA 07/31 ADJ usT:tNG ___ ENTRIEs 6, 13~527--:-·47--6, c36-:,;<=87-~:S 8 231-c547o32 
---·------------
CC:-431T [7/27 






··18:. ~1 OH- --08/03 
78-011H 08/03 
RC:CEIPT DIS TRIBUTIOH _____________________ c_44,. l!bO .. _1_1 ______ _ 
RECEIPT DISTRIBUTION 19,575.JO 
R~C[IPT DISTRIBUTION 242,C62e1= 
DD 7~5 44,354 .. 40 RECEIPT n·:rs TRI 8I.ff:to_N ____ ------ -· ------:3, 4.:8 .-9 5 
DD 7W6 & 747 134,231-07 
RECEIPT DISTRIBUTION 74_?_~QJL _________ _ 
sPE crxc-sfArt- Tl29- ---14-~-3-tfs--:-63 
DD 748 & 749 1,913,127.75 
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3. CONfiGURATION 
4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 
5. Ll MJ TAT IONS 
6 .. RUNNING TIME 
PAGE OF-~-
PROGRAM NO. P3440250 
7. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
8. SUBROUTINES 
1 The purpose of this program is to select the budgetary expenditures 
(salaries and support) and income records from the FINMASTR file, 
plus the budget encumbrance and overtime obligation records from 
the encumbrance system summary tape to produce a budget report 
master files (1) BUDGTOBJ (budgetary information by object code) 
and (2) BUDGTACT (budgetary information by function code within 
activity code) .. 
2 The procedure is st to select all budgetary data records from 
the FINMASTR file The next step is to select all the encumbrance 
records from the ENCUMBER summary tape. Next sort the selected 
budgetary data records and encumbrance records per sort controls. 
The financial relationship RELATION file is referenced per four 
digit cost center and the proper two digit program category, 
appropriation type, division code, bureau code, district code, 
area code and field area code are moved to the corresponding 
codes on the budget report master file. The recap by data source 
for object and activity are then produced by summing the totals by 
data source code. 
3. IBM-370-Il48 
3 disk driveso 
2 tape drives .. 
4 OS/VS COBOL. 
5 NONE 
6 30 minutes 




PROGRAM NUMBER _P3_44_0_25_0 __ _ 
PROGRAM NAME _BU_DG_E_T _S_EL_EC_T ____ _;___ ____ _ 
CARD TYPE CONTROL CARD 
CARD USAGE TO OBTAIN THE MONTHLY RUN DATE 
0::: 
RUN n: i:5 
w >-
OJ 
DATE ~ c:C 




MO. DAY YR. ffi ~ 
a_ ~ 
(.) 
DATE JULY 1978 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 
3 3 3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 
4 4 4 4 4 4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
5 5 5 5 5 5555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555 
6 6 6 6 6 6666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666 
7 7 7 7 7 7777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777 
8 8 8 8 8 8888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888 
9 9 9 9 9 9999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
NOTE: 
MONTHLY RUN DATE: MMDDYY 
PS~IOD NUMBER: 01\JUL> 02!AUG> 03(SEPl 
04(0CTl QS(NQV) 06CDECl 
07<JAN> 08CFEB) 09(MAR) 
1 APR ) 1 H > 12 ( J UN > 
CURRENT APPROPRIATION YEAR: 79 
ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: JULY 1978 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440250 
PROGRAM NAME: BUDGET SELECT 
MESSAGE - P3440250 - VSAM ERROR OPENING FINMASTR, STATUS=XX~ 
CAUSE - Open failed .. 





MESSAGE - P3440250 - VSAM ERROR OPENING FUNCTION FILE, STATUS=XX., 
CAUSE - Open failed. 
ACT I ON -- Consult technical services .. 
--
MESSAGE - P3440250 - CONTROL CARD MISSING. 
CAUSE - No control card present. 
ACT I ON - Correct and rerun. 
r-----------------------·--------------------------------------------------; 
MESSAGE - INVALID FISCAL MONTH ON CONTROL CARD. 
CAUSE - Fiscal month is not equal to 1 thru 12. 
ACT I ON - Correct and rerun 
MESSAGE - P3440250 SORT FAILED. 
CAUSE - Return - Code = 16 
ACT I ON - Rerun 
MESSAGE - P3440250 - VSAM ERROR OPENING RELATIONSHIP FILE, STATUS=XX. 
CAUSE - Open failed .. 




__ _E_3~4_Q250 __ Bl)_Q_G.U_~_t;_t,_~Cl __ AS_Q_t._Q9_(_J~.t:.B_Q __________ i?_~Gl: ______ L _______________________ _ 
RECAP oY CATA SOU~CE i3UOGTAC1 
BUCGETARY 
' ___ ;::.. P P R ,. _______ . __ DA I.A.... ___ S.ELEC.TE ') _______ S __ E_L E_C J E_C 
YEAR SGURCE CGLLARS HOURS 
_______ 8L ____________ Ql__ll.~2Sl.,OO).JO ___ ~QC..6.,_968.0 ________ ----------------------------------------
02 45,000.00 2C98CO.O 
31 776,3CJ2 .. 58 o.o 
------~-2 _f3_22.'L21.1-2C___ ______ o.o 
35 ~24,893.3~ o.o 
41 1,631,231.8( o.o 
-· ------- ______________ 4 3 2_3_4 f 2 c 6. 6 ~------ 0 .. _0 -----------
45 276.359.01- o.o 
48 44,183.CS 0.0 
r-·-----~ 
_______ __,49 27,.2(:J_I._cE o.o ________________ _ 
51 816.468.72 72.338.3 
52 462,103.62 41,360.0 
5_3_ 1 ,_77 B, Q29_. 2l _____ L78 r 151.0 ______ -------------------------------------------
54 588,8L5.91 57,108.2 
55 26,134.21 2,402.0 
56 8_83._,285 .. LG ~.d53 .4 
57 5,S73,l85¢64 527.341.3 
58 17.377.05 1,672.5 
·~· ______________ _5_9._ 6 , f: 61.~ S.l1 ... .S.C. __ ..-J.5L.l2.l .. 2_ __ _ 
6G 39022.15- 0.0 
f--1 6 1 7 7 2 8 7 • 2 4- 0 • 0 
~-------- _______________ .6.a 21 ~62 ... o 4 - _ o....._c ___ _ 














___ j)3 4 4 J 2 50_ BUD GET _ _$EL EC I_~ S __ _o F_ _C_9/3 0.( 8 C ______________ PAGE_ 2 
RCCAP BY CATA SOURCE 5UOGTACT 
REVCL VP~G 
APPR_.__ _________ QAT_~ _________ SELECTEO_ -------~E_L_E:_CTED ______________________________________ _ 
Y~A~ SOURCE DGLL4RS HCURS 
__ 31_ _ _________ 31 _____ 2, c 55, S-}7. ::;c_______ o. o ___________________________________________________ _ 
32 100,417,637.02 0.0 
33 2wlc6,714.42- 0.0 
-- ------ __________ _3~--------~4 ,11 7_.3~-=---------0. 0--------------------------- ----
35 il0,195.43 o.o 
41 389?65g.5: o.o 
--------------------- _______ Lt3 ______ _3 ~-(~92 .. 2:'1 0 .o -------
----------------------------
44 251,631.05 o.o 
45 l,425,sts.&z o.o 
_____________ 't9_ ___ 3_GO r£-.-43. 71 __________ 0., 0 ______________ _ 
51 2,4J6.38 0.0 
52 2,537.84- o.o 
_________________ 53 ______________ ~617. 8 3 _________ 64. G ________ _ 
56 52.12 8.0 
57 105.02 o.o 
______________ 5_8 _________ 2 2 1/_2:: 2. 2 s ______ 2 '2 J s .p ___ -----
----------------- ----------
,59 313,131.24 42,118.2 
60 l,S43~4B5.4c- c.o 
~------------------------6 l_ _ _}_ t 313 _,136 "9 .7:-: 0 "0 
62 3,197,0S4.24- 0.0 
63 360v232.0c- 0.0 
f-A ____________ 6_4 _____ 312.,_8.0L .. £C- 0 .. 0 
--~ 6 5 l '4 2 5 f <; 6 5 .. 8 2- c. 0 
W 66 2,8C9,Qq0.9l- 0~0 
_______ o__a __ __3A_·_~.-s~e~_s53.65:-:- _____ o._o ___________________________ _ 
69 334w783.28- 0.0 





__ P_3 4 4 0 2 5 O ______ E3JJD_C?_~.L_S.!; L~_C_] __ A;i_..Q_f__Q9_/_3_9.L_8_C _________ P_A:;. ~-- 3 _ 





I ______ t..PP2 .. __________ D.t.T A __ , __ __$ELECTEO ________ .$ELECTED __________ _ 
YEAR SCURCE DCLLA~S HCLRS 






45,COO.CC 20,800 .. 0 
2,832,279.58 o.o 
101,2_49,554 .. ~2 ______ O.Q __ _ 
2,1c6,714.42- o.o 
~ 4 ' l l 7 • 3 .;- 0~0 
__________ 35 ___ ~35, QS3._7_7 ____ _ Q.O 





4-~- Z~l'l~1_31_~_o-~c: ___ _ 
___ Q_!_0·-------·-------~-----------------------------
45 1,149.606.31 0.0 
48 44,l83 .. CS o.o 
_____________ 49 _______ .3 2 7, 7 ll • 3 S ________ _ 
_0.0 
51 Gl8,J75.10 72,338.3 
S2 459,565.SE 41.36C.O 
____ ___:5=-=3=----=l.v_57_8__,_6_<_t]._Q5 ____ 1,78_!215_.Q ______________________ _ 
54 5Bct8l~.Sl 57,108.2 
55 26.134.21 2,402.0 
-------------=5.Q _____ H8:3,33!_._6_L ____ ?_~_,39_l_.tj. _____ -,-------------------------------------~ 
57 s~S73,2S0.66 527~34l.J 
58 39.629.34 3,951.5 
___ 5_9 ___ 1 d81t_G49.1tt_ _____ 7_9:L_23·~~4: 
6J l,S4675C7.63- 0.0 
61 3,320,424.21- 0.0 
i._ ' _________ 6 2 3 ,_1_51_, 0_94 ._2.4- ,._Q 
63 360,232.C6- 0.0 
b4 ~12,801.60- o.o 
________ :_ _____ 6 5 _ __l_L~25.~_gC 5 • 82- _{)_ q Q 
66 2,3G9,Q~8o9l- O.Q 
68 34.~76,522.72- OoO 
~------...! ____________ ...,6_9 __ _____ 33_4 1.L83. .• 2.B:- O'LQ _____________________ _ 
72 45.~23.987.47- o.o 
£1\ C U t-~_ERA.b:.C.E .J) A T.A ;__ 
31 c 57c63,920.4S 
_p ___ ....... -Ll.l.2..2.2_6!t_~JL7_ _________ _ 
------ -----------------------------------------
s 5667931.34 








BUDGET SElECT AS 8f C9/3J/8C 
RECAP BY CATA SOURCe 













ll l4tECc.531.45 1,749,834.6 
12 402.663.35 o.o 
--·~-----·--
3l 776,382.58 o.o 
32 E2~.9l7.2C C.O 
35 324.8~3.34_ --------- --- o.o 
41 l.63l.2JS.8C 0.0 
42 2.406.157.1~ o.o 
43 _____ __?34 ti.68. 6S ____________ 0.0 
45 276.359.01- o.o 
48 44.lo3.CS 0.0 
__ ------------------ 49 -------- ?-7<?2.6_7 e6E ____________ Q.Q 
60 3,022.15- o.o 
6l 7.287.24- o.o 
4 
--- --- ----------
___________________ 6_3 _______ 2]3__9_6{)_._Q_3_:-_________ Q._O ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- __ _ 
72 66,123.03- o.o 









RECAP BY DATA SOLRC~ t3UJGTC8J 
---- ---- ---··--· . ------·- ----------------------REVCLVING 
A P? R .. ___________ QAT_ A ___ ~ l_ EC: T EQ __ ------------'S=-.E L,_E C T E 0 
YEAR SOURCE CCLLARS HCURS 
81 ------- 11 _______ 400 '34Lv ._6 7 _____ Q_Q_!_280. 7 
12 2,089.51 0.0 
31 2,C55,897 .. CC 0.0 
-------------·-------------'3~- l 00" 41:!?6}7 0 Q 2 0 0 0 -----------------
~-- ·-
! 
33 2,186,714.42- 0 .. 0 
34 44.117 .. 34- o .. o 
------- _3? _____ _j JQ ? _ _19 5_.!13_ 0_ .. 0 ·-- -------
41 339.659.55 o.o 
42 6,209.25 o.o 
---- ____________ 4 3 ------- 3.? 9 2 0 2 4 0 .. 0-------------------
4'1-
45 
----- -- ----- 4 9 
251,631.05 0.0 
1.425.965.82 0.0 
JCO I -44 3 0 71_-- -------------- 0. 0 
60 l.9~3,455o43- 0.0 
61 3~313,l36.S7- 0.0 
________________ 02 ~-1Jsr.o_c:~:v_.2Lj::-________ o .. o _________ _ 
o3 360v2~2.0t- 0.0 
64 3l2,301.6C- 0.0 
____ ---- __________ 65 ___ __1 L't 25 2.(~65" .S 2_- Q o Q 
b6 2.8C9.C~0.9l~ 0.0 
63 34"848.553.69- o.o 
---------- ____ __6'] ___ ____33_4,_1_c3_a2..8:- Q_,._Q_ _________________ _ 
72 45v257,264.44- 0.0 










P3440250 E) URGE L_SE LEC_:I __ A_~_ 0£ 09 i3018 Q _______ _ P A G E _ _ _ £? __ 
RECAP BY CATA SUURLE BUOGTCBJ 
CCI>'Gli\J::D 
_______ DATA ____ _ 5EU:C TE·J 














- - -- ------- 31 
32 
z.szz 27g.58 _______ _ 0 .o 
o.o 
33 




--- --- 44.117. 34-___ - ------
oi35.038.77 
o .. o 
o.o 
o.o 
41 2,C20.94g.J5 0.0 
4 2 ____ 2 '4 12 ' 3 t 6 • 3 s --------- - 0" 0 -
43 233.250.93 o.o 
44 ~51,~3l.OS 0.0 
4 5 - _l j) 1-4 9 1 6 0 6 8 1 - --- - - - - c • 0 
48 44,l33.0S 0.0 
49 ~27 7ll.3S 0.0 
60 _____ l '946' 507.6 3--------- - 0. 0 
~I 3,320,424.21- 0.0 
62 3,1S7,C9~.24- o.o 
- ------- ---------------------------
_ 63 ________ 26C,.232.0t-: _________ _ 
- 0 .o -------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------
64 ~l2.881.6C- o.o 
65 1,4259965.82- o .. o 
---- ______ 66 ___ __2_JI_ac 9, o 9 o .. 91::-:__ ______ _ 




0 .. 0 
---- ____________ J__2_ ____ 45_-5.323. 927_ .. _4_7_--= ___________ Q. Q ----
TGTAL FOR .APPR. YR •••••• l45~7t2,069.36 
ENCL~ERANCE DATA: 
· _______________ c_ ___ _s_J__t_c3_!192.D .. _4S ______________________________________ _ 
p 1~112,264.87 
s 566,931.34 




TITLEs __ _ 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 




PAGE 1 OF 1 
PROGRAM NO. P3440260 
PROGRAMMERs--~K=e:...:..v...=i.:;.:;n~Qy=ar:!;..,;n:..!.;s::::...t:::..:r~o~m:!.-______________ . _____ DATEa __ 1_1_-·_15..__ -_7_7 ___ _ 
1. PURPOSE 3. CONFIGURATION 5. Ll M I TAT I ONS 7. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
2. PROCEDURE 4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 6. RUNNING TIME 8. SUBROUTINES 
1. The purpose of this program is to produce the budget reports for top 
management, division managers, and office managers. 
2. Six passes thru the data on the Budget Report Master file are needed if all 
reports are produced. Each report has a different sort order which requires 
the additional passes thru the file. A control card indicates which reports 
are requested. If the corresponding card column contains an 'X', the report 
is produced, otherwise the report is bypassed. All reports are basically 
the same format with the grouping of the data-by different criteria the only 




3 disk drives 
4. COBOL 
5. None 










~~~,~~9 999 9999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
PROGRAM NUMBER __ P3 __ 440 __ 2 __ 6__ 0 ________ __ 
PROGRAM NAME BUDGET ANALYSIS 
CARD TYPE _AD ____ __ 













DATE JULY 1978 
UNUSED 
~2~~~~~~~~£gg~g~ggg~g22£2222g2£££2~£g~~££2g2~££~~~£g~£~~~~~~£~~£££~~~gggggggggg~ 
1 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 








ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: ___ 1_1 __ 1_5-_7._7 __________ _ 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440260 
PROGRAM NAME: BUDGET ANALYSIS 




CAUSE File status zero after open of cost center and function files. 
ACTION - Call programmer/analyst. 
MESSAGE - * P3440260 - NO CONTROL CARD - ABEND * 
CAUSE Self-explanatory. 
ACTION - Include card - rerun job. 
MESSAGE - * P3440260 - INVALID YEAR ON CONTROL CARD - ABEND * 
CAUSE - Columns 17-18 on control card not numeric. 
ACTION - Include valid year on control card - rerun job. 
MESSAGE - * P3440260 - ACTIVITY TABLE OVERFLOW - ABEND * 
CAUSE - More than 150 activity cards. 
ACTION - Call programmer/analyst. 
MESSAGE - * P3440260 - OFFICE 2 REPORT OVERFLOW * 
CAUSE - More than 49 functions for one activity. 
ACTION - Call programmer/analyst. 
MESSAGE * P3440260 BUDGET TABLE OVERFLOW - ABEND * 
CAUSE - More than 50 activities for one division, area, district, or bureau. 
ACTION - Call programmer/analyst. 
151 
Y * ~ OPER~TIONS_ ~ * ~ BLDGET R~PORT 
REPORT #1 PERIOD COV~R~D: 07/Cl/77 THRU C2/28/78 PAG~ 1 
__ _!__-: - - - - _EJ~_Q>.L_ '(EAR ___ 19?_~--- - __ _:_-: _ ---*---------- -·-------- ____ _;<;_~=---.--:_ -~--:_ __ :-_ ~ ___ 'tLAfLTP __ D~.~-----=-__:_-: ---'-*-----
ORIGINAL BUDGET TOTAL BUDGET % OF BUDGET 
BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS AVAILABLE PROGRAM ACTUAL BUtGET REMAINING 
HIGHWAY 
0 0 Q OPERATIONS [. CC o .. Jo 
____________ O __________ O _______________ CJ ___________ SP':CIAL PURPOS£_ ________________ 8 .. _.00 I: ·C [_ _____ _ 
0 .J 0 CAPITAL OLTLAY Q .. QIJ 
0 0 J IMPROVEMENTS c;.oo o .. oc 
___________ .o ______________ ~o ______________ o _________ ro_r AL _______________ . _____ _.o .. _aLL _________ __ -------------~~£[ ___________ _ 
___ _______ ___ _ ·--------·-----------··-··---------- ____ GENE: RAL _SERVICES 
3~166,524 259,79~ 3~426,316 OPER~TIONS 
0 Q ;::) SPECIAL PURPOSE 
1.,.245,f::SrJo07 
s.oo 






---______ 0 __ _ n 
0 
Cl 
_ ____ 0 _ --~------OPERATIONS -·--- ______________ c .. QD_ _____________ .D .. QQ __ _ 
0 G SPECIAL PURPOSE Q .. O'J Q .. OQ 
Q 0 CAPITAL OuTLAY Q. CC Q .. (JQ 
_ _.r= ____ ___,Q 
_ _o _____ 0 _I}'if? Rov::nENJS ____________ O ._QQ 0-'!_CI ______ _ 
U1 0 0 J TOTAL Q.QQ O.JO 
tv 
.. --- ----------- -----·----------
AERONAUTICS 
0 lJ D OPERATIONS 
___________ ·o _______ ----"-'0. _______ Q SP~CIAL_PURJ?_Q'\.__ _______ _ 
[! .. [[ 
Q .. .00 . 
o .. oo C 0 0 CAPITAL OUTLAY 
0 0 Q IMPROVEMENTS 
________ .0_ _ ____ Q ___________________ !:: ____________ IOTA L _____ __ 
c .. co 
-- ____ J]._QO ______ _ 
o.oc 
c .. oo 
-------- ___ Q_ .. _ 0 c --'----
__________ __ ------------------ -----~RAILROA)__ ___ _ _______ _ 
325~59= 21,b4J 347,232 OPERATIONS 174~1~~•51 50 .. 2 173,048.49 
0 iJ 0 SPC:::CIAL PURPOSE Q. GC 0.00 
_________ _ 0 _______________ 0 ____________ 0 _______ CAP.lTAL_.QU_TL_A_y_ ____________________ o_. 00 _____________________ D· CC. ______ _ 
0 0 0 IMPROVEMENTS o .. oo 0.00 





----------------- ------------------- ------------------------------- ---- . ----- -------------------------- -- ---- ----------------------------------------- ----------
~ t * OPERATIONS • * * BUDG~T REPO~T 
REPORT #1 P~RIOD COVERED: 07/C1/77 THRU 02/28/78 PAGE 2 
__ x __ -: _- _ -: __ -: __ :__[JS~.A~-- Yt.A R _1':118 __ - __ ::__ -: -~- - ::~t _____ :~e - - - __ -__ ::_YEAR __ TO DAIL_-:_::_~ -:- __ ':" _ ':" __ ~ _)!( _____ _ 
ORIGINAL BUDGET TOT~L BUDGET % OF BUDGET 
BUDG~T ADJUSTMENTS AVAILABLE PROG~AM ACTUAL BUDGET REM~INING 
------- ---------- -------~--*· ---- ---------
PUBLIC TRAf\JSIT 
296,457 5,5~0 301,957 OPE~ATIONS 146,c~4·4b 4~.7 155,022·54 
______________ 0 ______________ 0_____ _ ____ 0 ________ SP~CIAL PURPOSE_ ______________________ Q. CO _____________________________ c .. c:: ________ _ 
0 0 0 CA.PITAL OUTLAY 0·00 C·CC 
1J 0 0 IMPROVEMENTS Q .. ~~ Q .. OO 
-----~"16:"_4_5_? __ 5~_500"----- 3_01_,5_-S?_ _____________ TOT,t.L ___________________ 1.~6~9:=_4., Y6 ____ 48!l_ ____ __1_5_S022 .. _5~---------
___________________________________________________ RIVER _TRANSFO~IA_llQN ______ _ 
96,141 
---- ------- _0 
0 
OP~RATIONS 4~,~~4.41 
0 0 SDECIAL PU~POSE J.J~ 




TOTAL 4~ .. ~=4.41 




___ __3_.,133_1!:r]14 _____ 2 __ 9_1"L_3_12 ____ 4_,_1lb.:11_0__26__ ______ 01=-£~AT_IONS ____________ _._'"" ....... 5~E11.118 .. 3l _____ _bC_5'_9._ __ __,._:·"'·~:m..-c::£?.b_c: 
0 0 0 SP~CIAL PURPOSE O.,J!J 
I-' D IJ ~ CAPITAL OUTLAY o .. co 
_JJ]_------------~---------Q__ _______ Il ne.PLOV_Di~-""-"--,--------- - fi.,_J}Q 
W 3,884,714 291-,312 4,176,026 TOTAL c,545-,118s~1 




.(L,:_c _______ _ 




~EP¢RT #2 PERIOD COVERED: Q7/Q1/77 THRU C2/c8/78 PAGE 1 
__ !_ __ .: _ _ -: _-: _- :__E_l_S_(.AL __ YEAR __ l'=j]_8 __ - - - - - ~----- _______________________________ _y __ ..:::_~----=----- _:-__ ..:-__ :._Y~AlL TO DA.I_,_E ___ -__ ::_:: __ ~ __ :-____ ;t: 
ORIGINAL aUDGET TOTAL BUDGET % Of BUDGET 
BUDG~T ADJUSTMENTS AVAILABLE ACTUAL BUDGET RE~AINI~G 
---- ·----------------------- -·· ------------------- ------------------------------- -------------------------------
ADMINISTRATION 
9-,197 (j 9-,197 
9;=3""]_]_6 
HOURS 8,149.0 88-6 1-,048-Q 
----~~81_~---- 3_ :a 56..0,__ __ _ _ ___ l2_0LLARS. ____ _ ___ 2:1:w.8E6.lD_ _____ 86_ .. _1 ____ li:t8A'l"'--'" 9...uC...._· -------
112 
900 
__________ 6~_4 ___ _ 
5...,347 
_ ________ _____ T.E.AIN.IlU; ____________ _ 
0 112 HOURS 
150 1-,050 DOLLARS 
------------
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES 
_ 0 _________ b24 ______________ , ___ HOURS 
320 5-,647 DOLLARS 
UTILITIES 
Q 0 0 
_________ 0 .. :] ___ _ 
o.oo 
1C4 .. C 
1-..00b 79 
o .. o 
_______ _,0 _____ ____,0 _______________ 0 
HOURS 
______ D OLLA~S. 
o .. o 





__________ __D_E._S_I_GN __ _EN_G_lli_~E.R.IN G___ --------------
!] HOURS Q .. Q 
0 DOLLARS 75-CO 
TRANSPORTATION REGULATION 
____ -~JL.,. 2b_7 ______ [:} ______ 2_1_..,2_67 _________ ______,__,__,QIJR_L_ _________ , 2.:~.5.2.~_5. ___ ___._6._,_r: .. _ _8 
2'J2,366 28-.185 230"1551 D<)LLARS 133...,1::9.e4 57 .. 7 
-------·-
- -- -------~ ------ --------------- ---~----------
.DIVISION •• e.HIGH~AYS 
BUREAU••••seOPERATIONS 
BUDGET REPORT 
REPORT #3 PERIOD COVERED: 07/01/77 THRU 02/28/78 PAGE 1 
___ :!!e __ - __ -:-..• - .• :-_:__E__I_S_I:_~~- Y_EA~_1'97.8 -----~ --~- _- Jl( ______ ·-··--·-------------------·-----~- ------·· --~--- - ._":._Y.£AR_TO. DAI..E_.:-:__-:~_::_ __ ::o:_":.._-_L _____ _ 
ORIGINAL BUDGET iOTI\l BUDGET % OF BUDGET 
BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS AVAILABLE ACTUAL BUDGET RE~AINING 
~**I~VALID ACTIVITY CODE**~ 
C 0 C HOURS 167 .. [ 
____________ O.,_ ______ O _________________ p _______________ D_OLLARS ______________ 1.cm::::.~ .. _30 _________ _ 
590,374 
6,593 ... 512 
______ _ ____ ___ _ _____ ADIU.N.I SIRA.T~ 0!\L ____________ _ 
~ 89Q,374 HOURS 
3~2,4C5 6,9?6,217 DOLLARS 
TRAINING 
________ 122 ... 7.lf5 ________ -'. ... 0 ____ 122 ... ]!:15 ___________ HOL!R_S 
945 ... 290 49 ... 024 994,314 DOLLARS 
EMPLOYMENT ADMINISTRATION 
609,498 .. 7 






232 0 230 HOURS 175miJ 76 .. 1 55·( 

















BUDGET_ R~PORT _______________ _ 
REPORT #4 PERIOD COVERED: 07/01/77 THRU 02/ce/78 PAGE 1 
* - - - : __ -___ FI_S~_~L )'EA~ __ l_~!A ~- _ _ - '!': ________________________ --------------*----=-~--:-:-___ : _ _:-___ _:~ __ -:-__ tEALT_O _DAlE - ~---: -=---:- - * 
ORIGINAL BUDGET TCTAL BUDfET % OF BUDGET 
BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS AVAILABLE ACTUAL BUDGET REMAINING 
0 
__________ 0~---




***INVALID ACTIVITY CODE*** 
0 HOURS 






______ 1_9~2::2._____ 0 ______ 19 ... ~22 _____________ HOU_RS 
135 ... 008 8~115 143,123 DOLLARS 
60 





:323 _______________ J~Q_l.,L_~R_$ __ _ 
72-C 72.C-
-___ 4Cb_ .. _50 ______________ 4Qb.!'___5r...__- _____ _ 
117-.coo .. s 
93t:n2e6 .. 13 
21· C! 3 5 .. 0 













___ jJ:__ _____ ___,O ______ O. _____ _ JiQUjiS'------------~ 
DOLLARS 0 0 0 
----------------
--------------------






AREAeees•• eDIRECTORS OFFICE 
_____ _____ _ __ 8 lJD G f:L_Rt:P_O_RT __ 
--------------- -- --------------------- ------------------------------
REPORT #5 PERIOD COVERED: 07/01/77 THRU C2/2£/7l3 PAGE 1 
* - _ - - - __ -:_ f_I_~-<:~t,. _ Y ~ A._R 1-'J lf?J _ -~ _ :_ -~ - - *- __________________________________________ ~- __ :'_ :: ___ - - :: _ ___::_____:: __ '(_( AR_ T 0 D AJ_L__::__:-___ -:__-: __ ::_ ::___ - ll: _____ _ 
ORIGINAL BUDGET TOTAL BUDGET % OF BUDGET 




=2,880 0 22,8~~ HOURS 14,730 .. 5 64·4 8,149"5 
________ -~ 70.:! Q_S_~ ____ __1~__$11 5 ___ -~_a_,S_:' __ 5 61 D __Q_L_l_A_R$ ____________ 1.l1:-< t! E_']_. 7_ 4 _______ 3_9_'!_5 ___ _____,.2~9._...3, 6_11_·_~&.-______ _ 
__________________ __T_R_~_l~lN_G_ _______ --- ----------------------------
0 0 0 HOURS 114·0 
0 0 0 DOLLARS 1,'134.74 
DESIGN ENGINtERING 
____________ O ________ fJ _________ 0 ________________ HOURS - Q_. 0_ ____ _ 
2,375,~07 Q 2,375,407 DOLLARS o.oo 
------------
EMERGENCY PLANNING 
0 0 0 HOURS 26·0 
----- - --- __ 0 __ Q _______________ Q _______________ __j)_9_LLA f!$_ _________ _ ---- _ _!:{ 11_• {1 __ -- --·-
I-I 




15 ... 505 
22,880 HOURS 14,87G.5 








___ !-!_11 .. _D1~ 
8,009 .. 5 




DIVISION ..... TRANSPORTATION REG= 
OFFIC[ ....... TRANSP. REG. BD· 
BUDGET R~PORT 
REPORT #7 PERIOD COVERED: Q7/0l/77 THRU C2/ce/78 PAGE 1 
_.!_ __ - - - -: _ _:-_tJ.~CAL_ Y:::A~_197_8 _-_- *_ ____________ · _______________________________ _!__ .. _ :_:-: __ ~ _-: ___ _.:: __ :: __ IT.AR._TO _DA tL·:. __ ::_..:_:: __ - - - *------
ORIGH·IAL BUDGET TOTAL BUDGET % Of BUDGET 
BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS AVAILABLE ACTUAL BUDGET REMAINING 
ADMINISTRATION 
9-.197 0 9,197 HOCRS 8-..149 .. 0 ~E .. b 1,C48=0 
- ----------~~~_816 ------~~_']_q_!] ______ 92, 776 ___ Jl..O_LL_M~S. ____________ 2.'1.-,886_ .. _1_0 ____ __8_6 .. 1 ____ __li_~lt9.. .. __5!l_ ______ _ 
0 1sc· 





---- _____ ~;:_;_4 _ C _______ ~24 __________ HOU_EC.S_ 
5,347 3QO 5,647 DOLLARS 
----·------------
UTILITIES 
a G 0 HOURS 











a .. co 
c .. a 
3.:l!l £ IS_~ 2.Y 
o .. o 
7s .. cc 
---------- _h2~_D_ ______ _ 
5,647-:JO 
_____ _21,_21 7, _____ ____G,___ 2.1.ct.2.6__,__ _______ }lOU . ..uR....,S __________ _....1;:: 15..2.1 .. __.5'---~6 Q ......... 8..___ ___ _..._8..,""--_._ ..  3 ...... ~-~ .. ,_5........__ ____ _ 
202,366 28,185 230,551 DOL(ARS 133,l~9.!4 57.7 97~411·16 
t.;) I 
·~ill I • 1 
f:J I 
C.:l ~ 
-~1 ,f"'! •d I 
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:-:: >,J fl' fl' I :-4 ,') r""t f"• "'" U"'' ,.., r-· 
'.) '"' f'f11 m V"l m ,JJ I I .... -::1 1"1 m ~ ?"' 




--- ---- - ---------· -·- -- - -------------------
DIVISION •••• TRANSPO~TATION REGa 
OffiCE······TRANSP. REG· BD· 
BLDG~T REPORT D I S T 0 R S E C • A D M I N I S T R AT I 0 N _ _ _ _____ .. __ 
RESIDENCY ...... 
R~PORT #9 PERIOD COVERED: 07/01/77 THRU 02/28/78 PAGE 1 COST CENTER Q110 
_ _____:___*_- - - - - - - ACTIVITY - - - - - - * * - - HOURS, _ _:_ _ _:____::-_::_ ___ :~_*_-____:_-__ -__ ::- _________ ::-__ - __ ::_-
-----------Fe f .. ------ - -- fU!\JCTIO_N __________ c_u RRENT CURR:NT EXPEND IJUKE_S_::-_-:_-= _ ::_:_-:__-_ _:-_-__ -: __ -:_....:::__~_· __ 
CODE DESC~IPTION MONTH YEAR-TO-DATE rONTH YEAR-TC-DATE ENCUMBRANCES TOTAL ACTUAL 
- --------- ------------------ --------- ------------------ ---4DMINISTRATION 
001 · EXECUTIVE 1~0 .. 0 76iJ.O 1-.6[7.60 10-.131-95 0·00 1C~131·95 
010 __ ADMINI:STB~IJ9N __________ ·395_ .. _0 ______ 4__"!,599!.~J. _____ 3::-3Y5'!6.7 ___ lj_3,192 .. _85 __ _ 5DD·11 ____ ':!4'll 092_ .. __ 96 __ 
TIME OFf 
'* * x TRAINING 
___________ 1Ll3 ____ r=-ME:_LO_)'ET_O_~IENTA1I9N _______ c~_o ______ 2.•D 
139 COLLECTIVE BARGANING CsO b.Q 
___ 8!.D 
X # X UTILITIES 
1-.970-31 2~-.661-19 Q.OG c5,6b1·19 
_____ _,_--: ._r:_e 
o .. cr:J 
____ '1__0j]_{!t11 _____ ~--'L.ll8 bq~il_ __ 
____ 10 .. a r ____ ___o__ .. _oo ______ ~ .. c ... ~.a,...._o~· __ 
32.41 o .. oo 32·41 
_[_ .. ( [__ ______ 43 .. 2_1 ______ ___[}. .. _ _D.Q__ _____ Y.__3_.._2_1 __ _ 
___________ 02S_ __ L!II~ITI£~---- o .. o o_ .. o,_ ___ __c5..2.1..!_?8. ____ .3_-:-t 8 7_.5. 2_4'-------'----""o_. a rr ______ ~,.825 .. .2_4__ __ 
o.oo 
-- - ----------- ------------------ ----------
* * * DESIGN ~NGINEERING 
~09 FIELD TRIPS/REPORT!D o.o a .. cc 75-00 
-~------------ --------- -- ---------- --- - ------------- -------------------- -----
m ACTIVITY TOTAL~-··••••••••••u•••••• 
0 
o.o 75·C!O 
* * ~ TRANSPORTATION REGULAliCN ___ -------------------------------------------- _ -----------. ------
--------- - . ---57.!: --J:'NTRASTATE CASE~ 1.,.579 .. 5 11-,850 .. 5 15 ... 5::2 .. 41 114.,929 .. 72 
576 INTERSTATE CASES 120.0 849 .. 0 1 ... 920-55 13,250·09 
_________ ..: ___ 577 -~~G_U_l..ATJ9_~"i _SP.;:c_r_~_l 8 .. 0 22e .• _o lJ_~_!_E_9 __ l{'ll __ tl60_ .. __ Q3 
1.,707-5 





----'"'...._,," O.C __ 4~~6 o_ .. !J ...._~ _ 
o .. oo 133-.139 .. a4 






IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 




PROGRAM NO. P3440261 
7. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
2. PROCEDURE 
54 CONFIGURATION 
4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 6. RUNNING TIME 8. SUBROUTINES 
1. The purpose of this program is to produce the budget object detail 
report (Report #10) for the following organizational structure levels 
(a) Cost centers 4 digits 
(b) Field area managers 
(c) Main area managers 
(d) District Managers 
(e) Bureau managers 
(f) Division managers 
(g) Total DOT operational & combined. 
2. The procedure includes the following steps .. 
(a) Control card is read and stored to be used to print beginning 
and ending dates on the report headings. 
(b) Bureau, field area and main area description cards are read 
and stored into tables to be used to print the descriptions 
of the above fields on the report headings. 
(c) Report headings are also referenced from cost center disk file. 
(d) Object code disk file is used to print the object detail 
'descriptions on the reports. 
(e) Budget object report master file is read seven times to produce 
the above reports. Each time the major sort field is replaced 
according to desired reports. 
Sort lds are: 
Major: (i) cost center or field area code or main area code 
or district code or bureau code or division code. 
(ii) object code 












PROGRAM NUMBER _P3_44_02_6_1 __ _ 
PROGRAM NAME BUDGET OBJECT DETAIL ANALYSIS 
CARD TYPE CONTROL CARD DATE JULY 1978 




MO. DAY YR. MO. DAY YR. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
222 2 2 2 2 22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 
4 4 4 4 4 4 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
5 5 5 5 5 5 55555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555 
6 6 6 6 6 6 66666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666 
7 7 7 7 7 7 77777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777 
8 8 8 8 8 8 88888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888 
9 9 9 9 9 9 99999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
SPECJAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE 
PROGRAM NUMBER: _1?3440261 
PROGRAM NAME: BUDGET OBJECT ANA.LYS IS 




CAUSE had determined an invalid open of object des6ription 
VSAM le .. 
ACTION - Call programmer/technical services. 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------
MESSAGE - P3440261-INVALID OPEN OF VSAM CC-FILE-ABEND. 
CAUSE - System has determined an invalid open of cost center VSAM le. 

















OFFICE······TRANSP· REG. BD. 
DIST OR S~C-ADMINISTRATION 
RESIDENCY ...... 
REPORT iHO PERIOD COVERED: 07/01/78 THRU 09/30/78 PAGE 1 COST CENTER 0110 





SALARI::S * * 
PERMANENT 
NON-PERr'l~N::NT 
- -OVER_TIME -------- -----252 .. 0-------------- 604·0 o.o o.o 
TOTA~ __ SALA~IES .. e ...... " .. " • .. ,. .. ___________ -~,_lf__9_2 .. _D 7, 32 4. 0_ 
SUBSISTENCE & TRAVEL-** 
201 _NON-TAXABLE MEALS IN 
20~ TAXABLE MEALS IN 
2T3 LODGING IN 
20 4_ PERSONAL CAR IN 
2n6. PARKING & TOLLS IN 
?07 OFFICIAL AIRC~AFT IN 
209 CONFERENCE REG·_IN 
21Q OFFICIAL CA~ 
211 SUNDRY . 
221 NO~TAXA3LE MEALS OUJ 
22j LODGING OUT 
224 PERSONAL CAR OUT 
225 COMM~PCIAL TRAVELOUT 
22~ CONFERENC~ REG· OUT 
SUB-:J'OTAL••o_•"-"'"""'"-· _________ _ 
* * UTILITIES/RENTS/DUES * ~ 
302 · TELEGRAPH., TELEPHONE: 
------- .304 _____ TEL~PHON~-LONG DIST 
322 EQUIPMENT RENTAL 
32"3 ______ GARAGE RENTAL _ 
SUB-TOTAL••••••••••• 
* -~--·tX'fERNAl. SERVICES x x 
402 EXTERNAL LABOR 
404 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 
412 PRINTING-ADVERTISING 




1'!1909 .. 36 
o .. oo 
--- -- -- - 2 _4 , 0 0 7 .. 3 6 -
s .. 50 
45 .. 7 5 
11.33 
36 .. 30 
Oe8Q 
bb:Se 01 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
16.48 
o .. oo 
172. 00 
160 .. 00 
749 .. 55 
465 .. DO 








3-,58C: .. 75 
o.oo 
ENCUMBRANCES 
~ .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
TOTAL ACTUAL 
65,966.18 
3-,582 .. 75 
o .. oQ 
6'J., 54 e.. 93 ____________ o .. _oo _________ 69.,5 48 .. 93 __ _ 
9 .. 50 
7 Ca 07 
11 .. 33 
10 (. 40 
c. 80 
1,000-62 
__________ 2c .. oo 
9 4 ::., 59 
3 ( .. 75 
1C 1 .. 17 
361 .. 3b 
90-60 
36 2· 00. 
30 4e00 
. 74 9 .. 55 
---------- ---- --· 46 s. DO 
74 =·55 
6 c .. oo -
88 7e 35 
e .. 25 
1 E .. 40 
911·00 
- o .. 00-
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
_____________ 1C7 .. 40 _ 
o .. 80 
1--uOOQ .. 62 
::o .. Jo 
o .. 00 --------- ·-
945 .. 59 
37.?5 
101-17 
361 .. 36 
90 .. bD 
36 2 .QQ 
304 .. 00 
o .. oo 
o.oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
--~- ------ _ Q., 00 ___ ------- _3, 424 e 19 
o.oo ------------749 .. 55 
o.oo 465-00 
o.oo 743.55 
o. DO _______________ 60 .. 00 
o .. oa 
o .. oo 
_o .. ao 




15 .. 40 
911·00 
REPORT tHO 
.-:- - 08JECT 
OBJ 
DETAIL ---~-- X 




~ Y MATERIAL & SUPPLIES T x 
503 OFFICE-SUPPLIES 
50S POST AGE 
506 PUBLICATIONS 
5D7 REPRODU{T. SUPPLIES 
TOTAL SALARIES & SUPPORT •• 






DIVISION ..... TRANSPORTATION REG· 
OFFICE·"'" .... TRANSP .. REG .. 8D .. 
DIST OR SEC-ADMINISTRATION 
RESIDENC'( ..... 
PAGE 2 COST CENTER 0110 PERIOD COVERED: 07/01/78 THRU 01/30/78 




390 .. ~9 
4 C:~ G 6 9 
561.C5 
6S.DO 
1,509 .. 23 
YEAR-TO-DATE 
893-33 
73 7 .. 32 
610-05 
91 .. 00 
-4 "'I 4 2 2 .. 11 -- -. ---- - -
ENCUMBRANCES 
17 .. 00 




91D .. 33 
737 .. 32 
6 5 s .. 0 5 
91 .. QO 
_________ 62, OQ ___________ 8-.. 746" 99 ____ _ 
62 .. 00 
BUDG~T REPORT 
PERIOD COVERED: 07/01/78 THRU 09/30/78 
DIVISION •••• HIGHWAYS 
DISTRICT····DISTRICT 1 
PAGE 1 RC"PORT #1!J 
)I( __ -::_.:: __ -_.OBJtCT 
08J 
DEJA IL ______________ x __ *----- HO u~s _ -- - - - - -* :1( - - - - - - - - - - EXPENDITURES - -i: 
co i)E: 
08 JE CT 
DESCRIPTION 
-- - --·- --· --- -----·-
SALARIES * * 
PERM A~fENT 





8 .. 8 7 5 .. 7 -- - - - ... -- . 3 7, 4 0 5" 9 
2,267 .. 0 f:n503a7 
______ TOTA_~- SALARIES .............. "" ".!.• _______ 82, 918 .. 7 __ 262'!'120 s .. 6 
* * SUBSISTENCE & TRAVEL-* x 
__ 201 NON-TAXABLE MEALS IN ___________________________________________ _ 
202 TAX~BLE MEALS IN 
20 3 .LODGING HJ 
__ _ _ _ ~ ~ 4 P r ~ S 0 N A L C A R IN 
-- -r-a 
20h PA~KING & TOLLS IN 
2J7 OFFICIAL AIRCRAFT IN 
209 ~ONFERENC[ REG .. _ IN 
210 OFFICIAL CAR 
211 SUNDRY . 
222 TA)(A.SLE MEALS OUT 
~X lTILITIES/RENTS/DUES X* 
~ 301 ELECTRICITY 
________ 302 TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE 
3~3 ELECTRICITY HIGHWAYS 
~04 TELEPHONE-LONG DIST 
_______ 30 S FUEL 0 IL 
30c NATURAL GAS 
~Q? PROPANE GAS 
3Cl8 WAT=-~ 
309 GARBAGE AND LANDFILL 
322 EQUIPMENT RENTAL 




546,725 .. 50 
39 ... 410·30 
23 .. 006 .. 41 
713 .. 01 
s.,c48·61 
807e55 
o .. co 
s .. bo 
a .. co 
so .. oo 
17'>12~8-64 
1 oo .. 93 
o .. oo 
24 ... 894 .. 34 
6 .. 557 .. 32 
. 1 ... 184 .. 17 
2-,379 .. 96 
1 ... 257 .. 22 
474 .. 60 






YEA~- TO- DATE 
1 ... 635,507·89 
163'11 20 7 .. 09 . 
66-,23 3o 18 
2 ... 596· 23 




15 c• 50 
12(oQQ 
53 ... 096.·35 
56£ .. 62 
14 .. 00 . 
14,101·99 
3,56c,.91 
5, 41 s .. ::JO 
3 ... 34c,.b4 
47lio 6D 
53C:-47 
8 4 c., 17 
79co35 
1-,057 .. 55 
1, 707· 0_3 
27· 50 
ENCUMBRANCES TOTAL ACTUAL 
o.oo 1 ... 635 ... 507-89 
0 .. 0 0 ----- -- 1 b 3 .. 2 0 7 .. c 9 . - --
21 ... 928-97 8£,l62-1S 
0 .. 0 0 -------- - 2, 5 9 6" 2 3 
o.oc 20,627-75 
o .. oo 
o .. oo . -----
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
2,762 .. 42. 
_ 3Cl·oO 
7 .. 75 
152-50 
.. ___ o.oo_________ 12o.oo 
Q.QQ 53-,Q9be?5 
o.oo 565.62 
0 " 0 0 --- . -- . 1 4 " 0 0 
o .. oo 
o.oo 14 ... 101-99 
0 " 0 0 _____ ___ : _ 3 , E 6 9 .. 91 ____ _ 
o.oo 5-.415 .. 00 




















PERIOD COVERED: 07/01/78 THRU 09/30/78 
HOURS - - - - - -* * - - - - - ::XPENDITURES -
- - - - - - - -· 
COJE 
g lll SALARIES ~ * 
PERM ANENT 
Y.JO N -P ~~M t..N~ NT 
OV~RTIME 
SUBSISTENCE & TRAVEL_x * 
~01 NON-TAXABLE ~EALS IN 
202 TAXABLE MEALS IN 
2~3 LODGING IN 
2J4 PERSO~AL CA~ IN 
~07 OFFICIAL AI~C~AFT IN 
209 CONFERENCE REG· IN 
210 OFFICIAL Cb.R ________ _ 
211 SUI\JDRY 
2~1 NONTAXABLE ME4LS OUT 
__ _ ___ 2?? T A'< ABlE ME A L S 0 U T 
223 LODGING OUT 
225 COMMERCIAL TRAVELOUT 











37 .. 08 
o .. oJ 
o .. oo 
3 56 1.44 
o .. GO 
2e25 
:J.,co 
20 .. 90 
0 GO 
YEAR-TO-DATE 
b7,98C: .. 98 
[ .. 00 
o .. oo 
9 9-34 
11bb8 
13 be 10 
3 ;:. 10 
5CJC:,10 
1l(oQO 




2 [ .. 90 
9C .. OO 
. --- ----------~---- - ~---- --- . ---- -- ---·- --
523 .. 40 ;L-12 6 79" t:2 
__ --{ __ !_ MAIERIAL & __ SUPPLI~S 1£_ 'it_-------------------------------------------- __________ _ 
50~ ENGINEERING SUPPLIES o.oo 
503 OFFICE SUPPLIES 
______ 50 6 ___ ~_PUBL ICATIO NS _ 
559 ~AFETY SUPPLIE~ 
599 SUNDRY SUPPLIES 
-- -------------- -- - -- ------- ·----- ------- -~ ----- --------~ ---- ------------ -
SUB-TOTALeeseeeeeeee 
__________ _I9_IAL_S_Ul'£9_~_:r. __ .. -~ .. " .. _ .. __________________________________________ _ 
TOTAL SALARIES & SUPPORT •• 
-----------------------
178.59 
__ 44 .. 71 
Q .. [Q 
o .. oo 
223 .. 30 
746_ .. 7D. 
. 1· 40 
Elbe35 
10 £ .. 93 
c:. 62 
3 :: .. 58 
ENCUMBRANCES TOTAL ACTUAL 
o,.oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. co 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
_ 0 eGO 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oa 
4"80 
-------- ________ Q. OQ --- ---
Q .. OO 
o .. oo 
4 .. 80 
- -- ---- __ 4 .. 80 ____ _ 
99 .. 34 
116-68 
136-10 
32 .. 2.G 
599 .. 10 
11J .. 08 
_.466·75 
o .. 9o 
2-25 
5 .. 70 
20e90 
90 .. 80 
J.os .. 93 __ _ 
~ .. 62 
33 .. 58 
664·68 
DIVISION····HIGHWAYS 
FIELD AREA··DISTRICT OFFICES 
BUDGET REPORT 
REPORT #10 
:e: - -:- - OBJECT 
08J 
DETAIL _____ -_ * :lc -
PERIOD COVERED: 07/01/78 THRU (9/30/78 
HOURS - ~ - - - -• * - - - - -
PAGE 1 
EXPENDITURES -





* x SALARIES ~ ~ 
PERMAN~·NT 1?,523·0 51"715 .. 0 
NON- P~~M AN::.NT 910 .. 0 _________ 3_,_Cj18 .. 2 








16"i5b0 .. 60 
93(!e80 
ENCUMBRANCES TOTAL ACTUAL 
o.oo 543-,471-64 
. ___ -·· ____ o. DO. _______ 16 ... 560 .. 60 
94e79 1-,033=5q 
.. 19 2, 4 86 .. 6 7 ---- ---· --- 5 60, 971· 04_ -- ·-- ·---- ___ 9 4 .. 79 __________ 561.,. 1:!65· 83 
* • SUBSISTENCE & TRAVEL ~ * 
____ . _ 201 NON- T b. X ABLE MEALS IN _____ ·--· -------------------------- -----·-· _______ . ·-
212 TAXABLE MEALS IN 
20~ LODGING IN 
204 PERSONAL CAR IN ________ _ 
206. PAR(ING~ TOLLS IN 
207 OfFICIAL AIRCRAFT IN 
2~9 CONFER~NCE REG. IN 210. OFFICIAL CltR . ---------.----- -----------·--·----
211 SUNDRY 
22~ NONTAXA8LE MEALS OUT-·--------· 
222 rAXABLE MEALS OUT 
605 .. 44 
2.,013-j9 
548-21 
o .. cc 
7., c:o 
23 .. 00 
·s7 .. co 
10-.148-43 
28 .. 42 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
-----~ -------------~Ul3:-_TO TAt .. _ .. "-" .. -~-"! .......... _______________ _ ________________ 13"'431 .. 69 
0"1 
*C/5 UTILITIES/RC::NTS/DUES :x :t.: 
301 _____ ELECTRICITY _ 
30~ TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE 
3'J4 TELEPHO,NE- LONG DIS T 
306 -NATURAL GAS 
-·------- 3J5--~-· .WAT€R . -.-
309 GARaAG~ AND LA~DFILL 
3~2 £t2UIPMENT RENTAL __________ _ 
326 SUNDRY RENT 
__________ SUB-TO.TAt.._ .. • " ... • .. • • . .! 
~ * E~TERNAL SERVICES ~ * 
40~ EXTERNAL LABOR 
------- -·404 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS---------··-·--- ------- ----------· --- -- -- -
2 ... 763·31 
1 .. 197-45 
3, 7 57 .. 46 
42 .. 32 
149 .. C5 
DebS 
965-47 
o .. oo 
214 .. 50 
2e45 
2,1sc:.ao 
.5 .. 581-07 
2 .. 36e-37 
l6E·60. 
1 ;: .. 9 5 
1, 3bte 77 




~ .. oo 
-----·--·· ·------ o .. oo ------ 2~1!:9 .. 80 
o.oo 5 ... 881-07 
o .. oo 2,368-37 
C: ·DO ----··-·--·- 165 .. 6!:: ··- __ 
Q .. QQ l2o'l5 
o .. oo . 1,368-77 
____________ o .. oo________ 376 .. oo __ _ 
o .. oo 28,361 .. 06 
o .. oo 97-66 
·-- ··-- o .. 00. -·-·------ -·-· 
o.oo 
1· 7.8 - ·-
s .. oo 
40 ... 79 e .. 06 _________________ o .. oo 
___ 40~ 798 .. 06._ ---·-




28 =· 95 
9( .. 95 
3-,54C:c63 
10 ~ .. 00 
791 .. 35 
r; .. 45 
. -·- --·- -. -- . 0 .. 0 0 -· - -·-- --- -- 6 , 71 0 .. 7 2 
o.oo 2,67£-35 
o.oc 7,548·64 
.. __________ o.oo ______ ,_____ 93 .. 11. 
n.oo =~3-Qs 
o.oo 97-95 
___ ., ______________ Q .. OC! _________ 3,549 .. 63 . 
o.oo 105-00 
_ D· 00 . _ --· -·- __ 21, 064 .. 35 
.. o .. oo -··---- ---
o.oo 
___ 791 .. 35 






* - - - OBJECT 
08\1 





- - - - HOU~S - - - - - -'lt * - - - - - EXPENDITURES -
- - - - - - - -11: 
CU~R~NT· CURRENT 
CODE ~ONTH YEAR-TO-DATE MONTH YEAR-TO-DATE ENCUMBRANCES TOTAL ACTUAL 
---




SUBSISTENCE & TRAVEL * * 
403,529 .. 0 
?5-..561·5 
lh635 .. 2 
1,2o.,,s77.,o 
l55,C:72 .. Q 
33,176 .. 2 
J.., 396, 62 s. 2 
3,075,367 .. 67 
151., 662 .. 13 
112'!1616"00 
9-,0SQ,1S0 .. 68 
66\:n 65c" 52 





666 .. 652:.52 
438,1~6 .. 23 
201 NO~J-TAXA8Lt MC.:ALS IN _______ __ __________ 10'11917 .. 07 34-,22c·33 0 .. 00 ________ 31.l,222e33 
282 TAXABLE MEALS IN 30,951·34 101-..9?4 .. ~2 0.00 101,~7~.,92 
2':3 LODGING D! 11,~27·20 37,44c:.,10 0 .. 00 ::7 .... 44'i .. 1Q 
:::o4- PE=i'SONAL CAR IN _ ___ ________ ___ ___________ ______ 143·10 J.,12c: .. 75 o .. oo 1-..1-c~ .. ?s 
206 PARI(I\JG & TOLLS IN 7 .. 80 1E .. 81 Q,.QQ lt: .. 31 
207 OFFICIAL AIRCRAFT IN 23-00 1,91Cs67 0.00 1-..Ql0-67 
.2Q9_ ___ CO~-!FERENCE REG" IN _______ __ __ _____________ 57 .. 00 471 .. 00 _ 0 .. 00 __________ 471"00 
21J OFFICIAL CA~ 90-,257.,1-13 C:77 .... 511.16 o .. oo 277,511 .. :6 
~ll SUNDRY 684 .. 52 2,792 .. 76 OsOO. 2,792"76 
2~1 NONTAXABL:::: MEALS O!JT _ _______ _ ______ __________ ___ 56? .. 53 1-..5bt·97 Q.,QQ _1.,.~~1:.97 
222 TAXA9LE MEALS OUT 234 .. 23 614.,59 0 .. 00 614.59 
2 2 3 l 0 D GIN G 0 U T 7 7 3" :: 9 2.,. 15 ( " 7 4 0 .. 0 0 2 , 1 E 7 • 7 4 
1---1 221.4 orRSONAL _CAR __ our ___________________________________________________________ o .. oo ___________ 4.£ .. oo ____________ o.oo ___________ 4s .. oo __ 
--m2~S COMMERCIAL TRAV::LOUT 0 .. 00 911 .. 00 0 .. 00 94 .. 00 
\.0 226 PARKING & TOLLS OUT 1 .. :5[ 1·80 (],.QQ 1-c~ 
_____ 2_~ __ (:0NFERE_NC_E __ B_EG .. __ QUI_ _____________________ ----------------------- ___ a .. co ____________ 6[ .. 00 ___________ 0.,00 ____________ hO .. DQ _____ _ 
~ --- - -- ----- --- ·-- ----------~---- -~----------------·------ --- -- --
~ 'lt UTILITIES/RENTS/DUES X 'lt 
311 ~LEC~~ICITY 
_3 0 ~ _____ TEL~ GRAPH... TEL EP HO N ( ___________________________________________ _ 
?03 ELECTRICITY HIGHWAYS 
304 TEL~PHONE-LONG DIST 
27-.185 .. 30 
8-sb02· 39_ 
10 ... 546·96 
1 ;-,. 421" 06 
30 5 fl.EL OIL _________________________________________________________ _ 676 .. 65 
30~ NATURAL GAS 
307 PROPANE GAS 
30_tS __ WATER ____ ______ ~--------------··-- --------------------.,...--- ______________ _ 
3Q9 GARBAGE AND LANDFILL 
-------------
1-,336 .. [4 
1 ... 6E6 .. 42 
2-,110 .. 76 
1,818 .. 65 
462,02::·60 
66,74:= .. 59 o .. oo 
. ---- ---21,. 65[ .. 85 ------ · ______ o .. oo_. ____ 213650e 55 - ---
c4 .... 455s17 
34-..033 .. 18-
1:71:·65 
3,77[ .. 49 
o.oo 24,4E5-17 
o.oo =4 .. 033-~8 
___ o .. oo __________ 6 76 .. 65 
o .. oo 3 .... 770-49 
2,18C·92 o.oo 2-.lo0-92 
__ 4, 701: .. 17 __ . ___________ o .. oo __________ 4, 7.::6 .. 17 
4,9l~e37 OaQO 4,914a37 
DIVISION •••• TRANSPORTATION REG. 
BUDGET REPORT 
REPORT #10 
~ - - - OBJECT DETAIL - - - * * - - - - -
-OBJ - ... ···-· OBJEC·T-- ------·-···-·-- CUR?~NT 
PERIOD COVERED: 07/01/78 THRU 09/=0/78 
HOU~S ~ ~ - - - -* ~ - - - - - - - - - -
PAGE 1 
EXPENDITURES -
- ___ _:-__ ::. _,::_- .:. ---- - - - - _'11-
COD~ DESCRIPTION MONTH YEAR-TO-DATE 
CURRENT 
MONTH 
* * SALARIES * ~ 
PER~ANENT 2,240e0 6,720-0 22,098-00 
__________ NON-P~RMAN~NT -···----- _________ . 252- C! . ·- ------ --· -60 4· 0-- ------ . 1, 909 .. 36 
OVERTIME 0~0 o.o o.oo 
. TOTAL SALA RIE~ .. _ .. • .... -" .... _ ....... , _______ _ 2111_4 9~ .. 0 ______ - ______ ?_, 32 4 .. 0_. --- .... -·- -2 4-v 00 7 .. 36 . 
SUESISTENCE & TRAVEL-* * 
201 NON- TAY A8 L E "MEALS _ _IN ____________________________________ . s .. 50 .. 
45 .. 75 
11-33 




202 TAXABLE MEALS IN 
2CJ"3 LODGING IN 
204 PER~ONAL CAR IN 
206 PA~KING & TOLLS IN 









CONFE~~NCE _REG .. _ IN 
OffiCI:.L CAP 
SUNDRY 
NONTAXABLE MEALS OUT 
LODGING OUT 
PERSONAL CAR OUT 
COMMERCIAL TRAVELOUT 
CONFERENCE REG· OUT 
SUB-TOTAL ..................... _ 
X X UTILITIES/RENTS/DUES * ~ 
- -- ~· --~- -
302 __ ._TELEGRAPH, TELC:PHON~----------
304 TELE~HON~-LONG DIST 
322 EQUIP~ENT R~NTAL 
323. GARAGt RENTAL 
SUB-TOTAL•••••••••"• 
* * EXTERNAL SERVICES ~ * 
402 EXTERNAL LA90R 
_404 ____ FREIGHT AND EXPRESS ____________________________ _ 
412 PRINTING-ADVERTISINb 
---·-. - ------ ----
.. 
b6c .. o1 
[)., 0 0 
o .. co 
o .. oo 
o.co 
lbc 1.18 
o .. oo 
.172 .. 00 
160 .. 00 
749 .. 55 -· 
465 .. 00 
400·31 
30 .. 00 
128 .. 20 
8· 2 5 
15 .. 40 
.. 1 51· 85 
YEAR-TO-DATE ENCUMBRANCES TOTAL ACTUAL 
o .. co 65,966·15 bS, 961:: .. 18 
___ 3"j58C: .. ?S 
o .. oo 




10? .. 40 
[o80 
1.,00[ .. ~2 
20 .. 00 
94: .. 59 
o .. oo o.oo 
___ ·------ Q .. DO--------·-·- 9-50 ----
Q .. OO 
o .. oo 
o.oo -------
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
72 .. :n 
11-33 
10?. 4C _______ _ 
a .. a:J 
1,0CD·62 
______ o .. oo ___ · _______ 2o .. oo 
o .. oo 945 ... 5::::: 
o .. oo 
__________________ o .. oo _____________ ... 101-17 
3( .. 75 
1Q}o17 
361 .. 36 
90.60 
36ca00 -·· 
30 4 .. DO 
3.,424 .. 19 
74 c: .. E5 __ _ 
46 E .. DO 
74:: .. 55 
6[ .. 00 
887.35 
e. .. 25. 
1E· 40 
911 .. 00 
o .. oo 
g .. oo 
361·36 
90 .. 60 
-------------- Q.,QQ ----·---- ___ 3bce00 - ··-
DaDO ·304 .. 00 
···- -- -- 0 G 00 ---------- -· ---- 7 4 9 0 55 -----
OeOO 465.00 
o.oo 743.55 
- -. - - - ·-- . 0 " 0 0 . -- --- --- - 6 0" 0 0 .. 
o .. oo 
o.oo 887-35 
.. o .. oo_______ ___ 8 .. 25 
o.oo 15-40 
______ Q .. OfL _____ __ _ __ 911·00. ___ _ 
( 
~[PORT #10 
ilr - - OBJECT DETAIL -: __ -:_ _- x 




























---- _____ 2 99 
NON-TAXA8LE MEALS IN 
TAXABLE MEALS IN 
LO::>GING IN 
O!:RSONAL CAR IN 
COMMERCIAL TRAVEL IN 
PA~KING & TOLLS IN 
OFFICIAL AIRCRAFT IN 
WEIGH-COM~. SCALESIN 
CONFERENCE REG· IN 
OFFICIAL CAR 
SU~J DRY 
NONTAXABLE MEALS OUT 
TAXABLE MEALS OUT 
LODGING OUT 
PERSONAL CAR OU~ 
COMMERCIAL TRAVELOUT 
PARKING & TOLLS OUT 
CONFE~ENCE REG· OUT 
TRAVI=::L ADVANCE 
SUB-TOTALeeeec~eeeee 
* * UTILITIES/RENTS/DUES * ~ 
301 ELECTRICITY 
302 TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE 
103 ELECTRICITY ~IGHWAYS 
304 TELEPHONE-LONG DI~T 
__________ 3'JS FUEL OIL _________________ _ 
306 NATURAL GAS 
BUDGET REPORT 
P~RIOD COV~RED: 07/01/78 THRJ 09/30/78 PAGE 1 
HOU~S - - - - - -x ~ - - - - - EXPENDITURES - - - -
- - - - - - - - -· CU RR:;:NT 
MONTH 




1 , ~6 9 , 13 0 ., 0 
32 4, 51 .c;. 1 
35,097 .. 6 
lC!L.1 J3o.o 
-. I 
(: ~;; 1 5"4 0 ' 0 
·CURRENT 
t'iONTH 
5,137, 3 5 s" 7 8 
317 .. 224·30 
120-m0LIO .. S8 
32 .. 2.51-23 
46,b91eb3 
41 ... 646 .. 57 
2 .. 249 .. !:9 
o .. oo 
8 s .. 7 5 
10 .. 520· 07 
414·29 
8 71 .. 50 
158 .. 194 .. 6:: 
2,233 .. [8 
1-,395e22 
235 .. 23 
2 .. 606·57 
454 .. 00 
1 .. 862e05 
7 .. 70 
745-GC 
658-25 
67,8::0 .. 03 
36,l.i52 .. 45 
10 ... 774 .. 96 
49 .. 156 ·13 
676.65 
8-..537 .. 98 
YEAR-TO-DATE 
15 , 2 :: 4 , s 1 e .. 3 6. 
1 ... 348 ... 94? .. 14 
"349, 29[ .. 43 
11S,c58-43 
147,86Ea05 
147,727 .. 44 
:17 ... .517 .. 49 
1.5 .. 70 
28 [ .. 16 
45-,64( .. 25 
94 6.·11 
2,41.5 .. 03 
5C2,22C:e18 
7, ::1..5-34 
5., 79 E .. 69 
7oc .. 49 
9,7sc: .. s1 
2, 387-00 
8,394 .. 45 
6.5· 60 
3-. 116.· SQ 
1 ... 21[·83 
179,451:"..69 
71,20:: .. 63 
24..,99be 35 
~1 ... b2E .. 46 
6 76 .. 65 
24'111 395 .. 24 
ENCUMBRANCES 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
122,597 .. 80 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
OsOO 
o.oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
o .. oa 
0"00 
.o .. oo 
o .. oa 
o .. oo 
o .. ao 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
TOTAL ACTUAL 
l.S-.234,518 .. 36 
l-.:?4~,947 .. 14 
471,888 .. 23 
17'2055,353 .. 73 
147,"'~7 .. !14 
17,517 .. 1.!9 
15"70 
2::0 .. 16 




7 .. 315 ... 34 
5,792"69 
708 .. 49 
9,759 .. 51 
2-.387 .. 00 
8,:394 .. 45 
65 .. 60 
3 ... 116 .. 50 
1 .. 210 .. 83 
179-.456m69 
71 ... ~03 .. 63 
24-,996.35 
91,628 .. 46 
__ 0 .. oo -------
o.oo 
676 .. 65 
2'h395 .. 24 
-----· -----·-·---· ---------
R~PORT #10 
l( - - - O_BJE~T 
O~J 
CODE: 
DETAIL -___ - - X 
OBJECT 
DE SC.:UPTION 
:.: * SALARIES if. ~­
PERMANENT 
NON-PERI"iANENT 
- -- ----- ---- -- OVERTIME -
:j( -
D.O.T ......... co~BINED 
BUDGET REPORT 
PAGE 1 PERIOD COVERED: 07/01/78 THRU G9/=0/78 




7 8, 764 G 0 -·. ______ _338, 44 4e 9 
12,657.7 35 ... 378-6 
CURRENT 
f.ONTH 
5,239,979 .. 36 
334,1.140 .. 78 
12111252 .. 37 
YEAR-TO-DATE 
15 .... 5::8~8~5 .. 12 
1.,412,07W .. 22 
352-.192-77 
ENCUMBRANCES 
o .. oo 
o .. oo 
124,523.92 
TOTAL ACTUAL 
15, 538 .. 885·12 
1,412 ... 074 .. 22 
476 ... 722 .. 69 
________ __ T_QT _!~1 __ S_A_LA RIZS .. ~-·- o .. "_.," .. -~~· __ ·- _1_~-~.:!.6_?_~_ .. _7 _______ 2,38f:J,?_7b .. 5 __ _ 5,695 .... 672 .. 51_ -- _1_7-._:3p3_,15~ .. 11 
-·--·---- _124 :a __ $_!; 3 .. 92 ____ 17, 4 27,6 82., 03 
x * SUBSISTENCE & TRAVEL ~ x 
~'J1 ___ NON-TAXABLE tTALS I_N ___ _ 
202 TAXABLE MEALS IN 
203 LODGING IN 
204 PE~SONAL CAR IN 
20 s· --COMMERCIAL TRAVEL IN 
2Q6 PARKING & TOLLS IN 
207 OFFICIAL AIRC~AFT IN 
-----.208 WEIGH-COMM .. SCALES IN-------
209 CONFERENCE R~G. IN 
-~----- _ 21D ____ OFFICIAL_ CAR 
211 SUr'~IDRV 
~ 221 NONTAYABLE MEALS aUT 
~-- _2~_2 ____ 1'_AXABLE_ MEALS_ 
N 223 LODGING OUT 
224 PERSONAL CAR OUT 
225 COMM~RCIAL TRAVELOUT 
------ -- -2 ~ 6 - -PAR!( IN G & T 0 L L S 0 U T 
229 . CONFERENCE REG .. OUT 
______ i; ~ __ j_ _____ TR _AVE I., __ A_D V ~ N~E 
SUB-TOTAL••••••••••• 
* * 
UTILITIE~/RENTS/DUES * ~ 
301 ELECTRICITY 
______ 302 __ TELEGRAPH, _TELEPHONE 
303 ELECTRICITY HIGHWAYS 
304 TELEPHONE-LONG DIST 
305 FUEL OIL 306 ___ .NA-TURAL -GAS _______ ----
----- ---·-- --- --- ---------------------
---·-··-- ---··---- -----~--------"---
··-· ---- -- -- ----- ----- ------~ 
-----------~------------------- ----- ------------
-------- ---------------
-. --· -- - . 3 2 ., 4 9 6 .. 4 9 . - ---- -11 b, 2 6 b" 0 7 ___ . ___ _____ ______ o .. on ______ 116., 2 6 6 " o 7 __ 
46 ... ~15-so 14~ ... 3c~·33 o.oo 145,383.33 
41 ... 9~0-19 148 ... 197-97 ~-00' 148,197-97 
2 ... 306.49 --- 17 ... bbb .. 59 0 .. 0 0 -- ---- -17 , 6 b 6 .. 5 9 -. 
4o00 1c;o70 o .. oo 19.7C 
1:5 .. 7!: 
__ 25,44~·51 
414 .. ~9· 
~c:1 • .so 
_159 .. 624-90 
2-.255 .. 18 
1,504 .. 96 
261-53 
2-v755o95 
454 .. 00 
1 .. 862 .. 05 
7-70 
745-IJQ 
281 .. 46 
___ 99, 7c5· 78 
946·11 
o.oo 281-46 
_______________ o .. oo _________ 99'l?8=·75 
o.oo 946-11 
2-,48!-03 o.oo 2.,485-03 
506-, 041 .. 50 _________ o .. 00 __________ .SOb, 0 41· 50 __ _ 
7,.35;::. 59 o .. oo 7,352 .. 5~ 
5,951-85 o .. oo 5 .. 951-85 
_________ . 76 8o 40 _____________ Q.,QO ____ __ _ 'b~• 40. 
10,051-19 o.oo 10,051-19 
2,357 .. oo o .. oa 2 ... 38? .. oo 
8 , 4 0 7 .. 4 5 . - -- - -------- 0 .. 0 0 -------~_8 "'I 4 0 7 .. 4 5 
65-60 o .. oo 65 .. 60 
3,11!:-so a.oo 3 ... 116-so 
658 .. 25 _______ _ 1.,21c .. 83 . ____________ o .. oo _______ l,21D .. 83 _____ _ 
320 ... 505 .. 24 
68,772 .. 91 
--- ----------- .. -·-- ----- --- 36,7 01 .. 92. 
10 ... 774 .. 96 
49 ... 203 .. 16 
!:76.65 
8,552-30 
1 .. 079., 38 4 .. 95 
1~2 ... 541-65 
71 "D 8 3 7 • 4 6 ----
24 ... 99!:-35 
~15 77 c,. 88 
b76•65 ..... 
24,40'1 .. 56 
o.oo 1 .... 079-,384·95 
o.oo 182,541·65 
_____ o.oo ____________ 71,837·46 ___ _ 
o.oo 24 .... 996-35 
o.oo 91,779-88 
___ , ________ o .. oo ________________ 676 .. 65 ____ _ 
o.oo 24-,409-56 




IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM ABSTRACT 
BUDGET OBJECT RECAPS 
3. CONFIGURATION 
4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 
5. Ll M I TAT I ONS 
6$. RUNNING TIME 
PAGE l OF l 
PROGRAM NO. P 3 4 4 0 2 6 2 
7. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
8. SUBROUTINES 
1. The purpose of this program to produce an object summary recaps 
for salaries and support categories by field areas, main areas, 
districts, bureaus, divisions and top management leased on the 
organization structure within the Financial Relationship file. This 
fi is created and updated by the Office of Budget. 
2.. Six passes thru the data on the Budget Report Master file are needed 
to produce all the reports. Each report has a different sort order 
which requires the additional passes thru the file. All reports are 
basically the same format with the grouping of the data by different 




3 disk drives 
4. OS/VS COBOL. 
5.. None 
6. 8 minutes CPU time. 
7 .. None 
8.. None 
173 
ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: July 1978 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440262 
PROGRAM NAME: BUDGET QB.TECT RECAPS 




CAUSE - File status>zero after open of cost center and function files. 
ACTION - Call programmer/analyst .. 
. MESSAGE - * P3440262 - NO CONTROL CARD - ABEND * 
CAUSE - Self-explanatory .. 
ACT I ON - Include card - rerun· job. 
MESSAGE - * P3440262 - INVALID YEAR ON CONTROL CARD - ABEND * 
CAUSE - Columns 17-18 on control card not numeric. 













DIVISION •••• HIGHWAYS 
AR~A··••••e·DISTRICT #6 MAINT· 
REFORT #5 PERIOD COVERED: 07/01/77 THRU C2/ce/7~ PAGE 37 
X - - - - - FISCAL YEAR 197~ - - - - - * 
-----ORIG.lf-HC _____ BUDGt:_t __ ----- -fO.fi\_C_SiJDf£T ------
BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS AVAILABLE OBJECT SUMMARY 
524-,119 
3-,.192..,524 157-..oo;j 










MATERIAL & SUPPLIES 
_____________ [ Q!-,JIP __ {)_fE5 & D~P_f ____ _ 
EQUIP FURCHASES 
- -- . -- --- - _! - -: - _ - __ -:: _::- _y;: A.R T 0 D AJ_E __ :-__ ._ __ ~ - - - - -~- ______ _ 
ACTUAL 
c,osa ... =~.~o .. 48 
32,9:=3 .. Q3 
18l,cc0·4b 
7 ... C:c7·lc 
127 ... 14~.0~ 
66...,7=4 .. 20 
l-,1.S3,6c.S·84 
% OF BUDGET 
BUDGET REMAINING 
_____________ b6S __ ,_b_f3~_~6 -------------------------------- ________________ _ 








------ ---------· ----------- ·-----·-- -·· -·-- ··---··-- ·-·· . -· ---- -· -- ·----
·-------··-·-----·--------
!] .. [Q 
-··------- -- -- -------- ----·---- ----
' 
---------------..,..,..-----·-
·-·-· -------- --· --------- ----
BUDGET REPORT 




x - - - - - FISCAL YfAR 1978 - - - * 
* - )'E.;~ TO DATE __ -_.=____ __ - -. - .. ~------------------ORI-Gl-~IAL----~-80-DGET TOTAL 8UDG.£T ------~------- --·-·-·---- ---- % OF BUDGET 




"{"-- --------· -- ---~---- --- ---------PERMANENT 
NON-PERMANENT 
__ 0 V_ER Tif'1E 
7-.176-s469 
----------------- ------ --- ---- -- -SUPPORT: 
TRAV~L 
UTIL/~ENT/DUE~/FEES 
·- EXTERNA~ SERVICES . 
MATERIAL & SUPPLIES 
EQUIP OPER & DEPR 
------------- - EQlHP- PURCHAS ZS- ---
l.f ... 344,471-79 
181, 3~be 01 
--- . - --· --- - .. - 255, !::29 .. 56.- -·--- --- -------
144-.482.66 
142 ... 5'i~·=J 
136,7eo .. :=3 
9[8 ... ~67-c:s 
731 ... 1:!::9.33 
. . o .. oo 
66·6 
243, 333 .. 0 
---~~-'!_1 ?,6 'i~------ ___ _ 12 -----~~--~1_?._,_6_4? __ ·-· 'f~IA_L __ ~U_PPQRI~~ ····-~ .... _ ·-~-·-· ...... _,. .. _ .. _ ...... ___ c-,06_4,3_9~ .. 8_7 ____ ~ __ ]Q .. 8 _____ -·--- .853,25~ .. 13 __________ ..: _______ _ 
9, 702 .... 116 3 92, OQO TOTAL SALARIES & . SIJPP-QRT••·····"""" b-d!45-..EE1-23 
D D 0 o .. oc 
-.-------------:;----··· ---- ______ ..._ ____ -------~ 
----------- --·--··-----------·--·--~--- ----·-----------------------... ----,.---- -- -----------------------· ..__ 
--- ·----------
. . ·. .· -· . . . . . . 
-----·-··· --'----- ----
. ------- __________ . ...:. ___ - · --- ------~------....__: --·--· _______ / __ _-.:.:. ___________________ - -- ----- --------- ----- --------------·-· - ----- .. -------
REPORT #3 
~ - - - - - fiSCAL Y~AR 1978 - - - - - * 
----OR!GIIIJAC ________ 8UDGET ___ -- TOTAL BUDGET-
BUDGET DJUSTMENTS AVAILABLE 
BLDGET REPORT 
PERIOD COVERED: 07/01/77 THRU 02/ce/78 
~ -






YEAR TO DATE - - - - - * 
- --- % OF -------- BUDGET 
BUDGET REMAINING 
-- --- 4--~------ ---------
1,,43,563-8 












----- ----------- ___ 1 .. 24 2, ~ (7 .. 4__~ -------------------------- --------------




~XT'::RNAL SERVICES 364, El4 .. 77 
MATERIAL & SUPPLIES b,133,2C8.78 
~QUIP OPER & DEPR 4,011,bb4s8E 
EQUIP--PLRC~fASES ____________________ ----- c.-·o·lj --------------
--'---------~ ------~-- ------- -------- ---------------------------
REPO~.,.. #?. 
~ - - - - - FISCAL Y:A~ 197~ - - - - - * 
ORIGINAL BUDGET TOTAL 3UDGET 
·BUDGET ADJUSTME~TS AVAILA9LE 
0 
£:'UDGET REPORT 
PERIOD COV~~ED: ~7/Cl/77 TM~U Cc/co/?S 
'* -
OBJECT SUMMAR't 
. - ~ -
SALA.RIES: 






844 ... 4:::7.30 
!.,24b,rCS.Q3_ 





MATE~IAL & SUPPLIES 
l,::87-.b(4.::C: 
75::.,7~6 .. 47 
1 ... 13!:: ,cc:. 54 
b-.c2c: ... ::c:4 .. 4:: 
---·-------------------------··---- _____________ EQUIP OPER_ & DEP_R_. __ _ 
EQUIP PURCHASES 




- := ... _37_3-
2 ... 765-.1:::.27 
20"\953,877 TOTAL SUPPORT··················~··· 1::.,535-.507.68 
TOTAL SALARI~S & SUPPORT··••••••••• 4~-.49E,232.64 
----------··-----·-·-·---·-· ··--·- ~--- ·-·· --·- -·----- -·--
co 
0 0 c ··············INCOrE •••••.••••••••• 
---- ------------- ----------·---~--- ·------·--·----------------- ----
DIVISION •••• HIGHWAYS 
PAG~ 10 
Y~AR TO DATE - - - - - * 





---··---------------------·--- --- --·--·--- ---------··--- ---- --------------------------·---
- _· __ .x;..-
~EPOPT ttl 
"" - - - - -
')?1GHJ4L 
AUDG~T 
_____ 25, :;_~_2_ .. _?4 4_ 
-.....] 
\..0 0 
FISC.~:... Y'::~~ 1973 - - - - - " 
3JuG~T TOT~l GUI;G[T -
ADJUSTMENTS AVAILABLE 
3-.89J-.991 66 ... 181-.561 
CUDGET REPORT 
PE~IvD C~VERED: 07/[1/77 T~RU C2/ct/7c 
* -
OBJECT SUMMARY ACTU.Al 
HOURS b,C82-.2QS.5 
SALARIES: 
3c:,7~-r .. c1::.li.: 
l ... ssc:,y::~-16 
- 1 ... 314-,::'13 .. 1[ 
------ ----------- --- -- -Si.J P F 0 R T : 
716_-..473_ 29-,3::1,[17 





~AitRIAL ~ SUPPLIES 
EQUIP OPER & DEPR 
- t QUIP Pl.J9C.-lA S::S 
c-.12k ... ~::3.::e 
;:,CJ5l,:=rs.s: 
2,.s,:J1, ;1::. 9~ 
? .. .s?r ... :=~-r-~2 
4 ... ~5~-..l?l.SG 
ScLl ... !:::=r .. !:d: 
TOTAL SUPPORT·_• .... -.................... 1~ ... e9:: ... t:ce.::4 









- - - - - * 
BL!DGET 
REf'IAINING 
23-.520 ... 847-29 
10 .. 48'( .. 328·~!:: 
51"3310·22 
----· ------------ -. ------------------------------- ------ --------- ---- ---------- -------- -- ----
BUDGET REPORT 
Pt:PORT #1 PERIOD COVER~D: 07/0l/77 T~RU C2/~c/7~ 
~ - - - - - FISCAL YEA~ 1978 - - - - - ~ :t. - - -
---- -6 R I Git~A.r--------- 8-lTDGC:T -·roT AL B U DGf:T 
9UDGET ADJUSTMENTS AVAILA8L~ OBJECT SUMMARY ACTU.dl 
HOURS 









c,:::2'J .. ::t:b.79 
i:-,?7::.,cl4o40 
1!:.,1.57 ... C::=J.75 
1::.,::::2,c:::bo 54 
D.o.r ••••••• (0~8INED 
PAGE 1 
.YE.dR_ TO D.ATE _ ---·- __ . ;;,:_ --- ·-·-·-· --- ---·~ 






EXT[ 0 NAL S~RVICES 
MATERIAD & SUFPLI:::s· 
EQUIP OPER & DEPR 
----- --~- ... ~ QLJ·r·F ?tJRC._, AS ES- ;: ., c 6 ::: , 4 c c: • 4 3 .. - ---- ---· -
718 ... 4?3 
CONS TPUC TION & POW • 
!:-.C13,£38.?2 · 
l3L: ... l?c.,.:;l3·b4 
TOiAL SUPPORT~ •• ; ••••••• ~ •••••••••• 18~ .. E39-.E3C·25 
-~5~_.,_b_l_~_~ _ _"Z.? ____ _:f_.._6_1_~,_.4_6_l! ____ Jk!.;_E1.,_~ ~1- ___ T_.Q_T ~l_ SAL A_RIE S & SlJPP ORT ...... · •• ! •••• 226.,130., ~19· b8. 
co 
0 




618·6 153 ... 031,162·25-
-·-·- -- 23 4. 9 __ -- .. 129..., 8{/:, 8 78.68- --. -- -----·-- ---
·-- .183 ... 281, 0(7. 2·( ____ ··-·-- -
·----------·---
TITLEs 
IOWA D~PARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAM ABSTRACT 
FINANCIAL YEAR-END UPDATE 
PAGE __ 1_ OF _1 __ 
PROGRAM NO.~~ 4 4 O 2~-
PROGRAMMERs ---YJL....JII..J.lM!J..-..I.C..,JO"""til.lJ.JN~E,.cR.,__ _ . 
--------------DATEs ,JULY 19..2fL__ 
1. PURPOSE 3. CONFIGURATION 5. Ll M I TAT I ONS 7. ADD I T ! ONAL REMARKS 
2. PROCEDURE 4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 6. RUNNING TIME 8. SUBROUTINES 
1. The purpose of this program is to prepare the Financial Master file 
(FINMASTR) for the start of the new fiscal years business. 
2. The first part of this program will update each financial master 
record by moving the current year period actuals to the previous 
year period actuals, plus the moving of the current year beginning 
balance to the previous year beginning balance. Delete all 
financial master records with the account numbers of 9999-921 
(Suspense Debit/Credit Accounts). Also, delete all 9998-932 
master records with a data source of '01' or '02-,-.-
3. IBM-370-1148. 
2 tape drives. 
1 card reader. 
4. OS/VS COBOL. 
5. NONE 






PROGRAM NUMBER __ P3 __ 44 __ 02 __ 68 ________ ____ 
PROGRAM NAME FINANCIAL YEAR-END UPDATE 
CARD TYPE CONTROL CARD DATE JULY 1978 
CARD USAGE TO OBTAIN THE FISCAL YEAR END DATE 
a:: 
L5 




a:: 0 a.. 
0:::: 0 
<!: g: 
u tAO. DAY YR. ~ 
~ 
z 
0 0 0 0 0 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
-N~ ~~~~~0-N~~~~~~~O-N~~~~~~~O-N~~~~~~mO-N~~~~~~~O-N~~~~~~mo-N~~~~~~~O-N~~~W~~~O 
o ooooooo ---------NNNNNNNNNNmm~~~~~~~m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ww~ww~www~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 222 2 2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 
~ 3 3 3 3 3 3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 
4 4 4 4 4 4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
5 5 5 5 5 5555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555 
6 6 6 6 6 6666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666 
7 7 7 7 7 7777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777 
8 8 8 8 8~8888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888 
9 9 9 9 9 9999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
SPECIAL iNSTRUCTIONS: 
NOTE: 
CARD TYPE: • cc• 
DATE: MMDDYY 





PROGRAM NUMBER __ P3 __ 44 __ 02 __ 68 ________ ____ 
PROGRAM NAME FINANCIAL YEAR-END UPDATE 
CARD TYPE __ A _______ _ DATE JULY 1978 
CARD USAGE TO CONVERT FROM OLD TO NEW COST CENTERS 
D.O.T. 
w 







( OLD ) C NEW ) 
88888 88888 8888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888 
99999 99999 9999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
CARD FORMAT 
PROGRAM NUMBER _P3_440_2_6_8 __ _ 









c.) (Ql.Dl (!'JEW) 
g ggg 99£ 
0 000 000 
1 1 1 1 111 
2 222 222 
~ 33~ 333 ........ 
4 444 444 
5 555 555 
e 666 66E 
7 777 777 
8888 888 
S999 99S 
B DATE JULY 1978 
















PROGRAM NUMBER _P3_440_2_68 _ _ 
PROGRAM FINANCIAL YEAR-END UPDATE 
CARD TYPE c DATE JULY 1978 
CARD USAGE- TO CONVERT FROM OLD TO NEW FUNCTlONS 
FUNCTION 
w §!: CODES I 
1-
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
22 22 2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 
~ 33 33 3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 
44 44 4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
55 55 5555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555 
66 66 6666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666 
77 77 7777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777 
88 88 8888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888 
99 99 9999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
SPEC lNSTRUCT(QNS: 
ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: JUI,Y 1978 PAGE 1 OFl 
--
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440268 CONSOLE 
PROGRAM NAME: FINANCIAL YEAR-END UPDATE PRINTER 
MESSAGE - P3440268 - DATE CARD MISSING. 
CAUSE Date card not present for running of program. 
ACT 1 ON - Punch up date card per instructions on computer set up 





MESSAGE - P3440268 - TABLE OVERFLOW. 
CAUSE - More than 100 entries in the table. 
ACT I ON - Call programmer/correct program. 
1----- --
MESSAGE- P3440268 - FIN. MASTER RECORDS DELETED = XXXXX. 
CAUSE - END OF JOB. 
ACT I ON - NONE (INFORMATIONAL ONLY) . 
MESSAGE- P3440268 - FIN. MASTER RECORDS DELETED = XXXXX. 
CAUSE END OF JOB. 
ACT I ON - NONE (INFORMATIONAL ONLY) . 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------
MESSAGE- P3440268 - FIN. MASTER RECORDS WRITTEN = XXXXX. 
CAUSE END OF JOB. 
ACT I ON - NONE (INFORMATIONAL ONLY) . 
r--- -----
MESSAGE - P3440268 - RECORD COUNT IN ERROR. ABEND. 
CAUSE Records read - deletions do not equal records written. 
ACT l ON - Call system analyst. 
18 6 
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PROGRAM ABSTRACT PAGE 1 Qf_=..l __ 






4. SOURCE LANGUAGE 
5. Ll M I TAT I ONS 
6 •. RUNNING TIME 
---- DATEs --=J-=U=L::..:::Y=----=1=9:::....7.:_:::_8 __ 
7. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
8. SUBROUTINES 
1. The purpose of this program is to establish the new fiscal year 
beginning balances for the asset and liability accounts within the 
Financial Master (FINMASTR) file. 
2. The program computes a new fiscal year beginning balance per 
seven digit general ledger account number. The new beginning 
balance or balance forward is computed by accumulating together 
the current year beginning balance plus current year periods 







record is created to be used as input to the Financial Transaction 
Update program (P3440200). 
IBM-370-1148 
2 tape drives .. 
1 card reader & punch. 
OS/VS COBOL. 
NONE 





PROGRAM NUMBER _P3_440_Z_69 __ _ 
PROGRAM NAME FISCAL YEAR END BALANCES FORWARD 
CARD TYPE CONTROL CARD 








MO .. DAY YR. ~ 
w 
z 
DATE JULY 1978 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2~222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 
f-' l ~ 3 3 3 3~333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 
4 4 4 ~444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
5 5 5 5 '555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555 
6 6 6 6 666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666 
7 7 7 7 777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777 
8 8 8 8 888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888 
9 9 9 9 999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
SPECiAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
CARD FORMAT 
PROGRAM NUMBER _P3_44_0_26_9 __ _ 
PROGRAM NAME FISCAL YEAR END BALANCES FORWARD 
CARD TYPE MASTER UPDATES DATE JULY 1978 
CARD USAGE TO OBTAIN THE BEGINNING BALANCE AMOUNTS 
I'() 0:: 
u 0 ~ ~ >- a::: I w z LJ.J G/L 1-0 z w t.) 
- uJ 0... a:: 1-
>- ::::> <( 
(._) 
~ 0 ACCOUNT 
Cl) 0:: I-
0 a... en 0 0 0::::: <C NUMBER o::; (._) 






a 0 z 
0 0 I C,.) u 
- z 1-
C3 1- 0 u -
0 LJ.J 1-






>- 0:::: ~uJ BEGINNING 
-laJ ~:::i! 
~2 BALANCE 
wa ~_j AMOUNT 1-uJ 
-u... 
3 3333333333 33333333333333333333333333333333333333333 
4 4444444444 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
5 5555555555 55555555555555555555555555555555555555555 
6 6666666666 66666666666666666666666666666666666666666 
7 7777777777 77777777777777777777777777777777777777777 
8 8888888888 88888888888888888888888888888888888888888 
9 9999999999 99999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: JULY 1978 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440269 
PROGRAM NAME: FISCAL YEAR-END BALANCE FORWARD 
MESSAGE- P3440269: CONTROL CARD MISSING. 
CAUSE - Control card not present for running of program. 
PAGE 1 OFl 
CONSOLE [i} 
PRINTER D 
ACT I ON - Punch up control card per instructions on computer set 
up sheet (BACK SIDE) . Rerun program. 
r-----· --
MESSAGE- P3440269: UNABLE TO OPEN CHART-OF-ACCOUNTS (VSAM) FILE. 
CAUSE - System has determined an invalid open occurred on one of 
the VSAM files. 





















P3440?6'~ LIST GF GENERAL LEDGER ACCUUNTS 
FU~ APPROPKIATION YEAR 1981 
06/30/80 
---------------------------- ----~- ---- ------------·------ ------ ------~ G/L 5EGI:JNING BEG!!';tdNG 
ACCCL.NT FUND DEBIT CREJIT 
CGDE BALANCE BALANCE iJU i'-I_B ER 
ACCCU~T DESCRIPTIO~/ 
. F U~: 0 :.>E SCi\ IPT ICi~ _ 
------------- ·--··- --------------------- -------------------------
1101 C Cn'I!T If\!,_; EJ'H F Uf W 
___________ '!10 ___ . P~I M/\RY ROAD FUND _____________________________ 500 ~000 .. 00 _____________ _ 
1102 PETTY CASH 
------- ----- _!t 1 0 PRIMARY RO~D FUND --- --- -- ------ ---- ------~0-~ 26;>_.00 ----------------------------------------------
1103 CHA\GE FUNJ 
. ________ _?11 ____ MuSCAT i !\i.:: _TULL_ BRIDGE 3 15. 0 Q__ ----------------------------------
1104 CHANGE FUNJ 
--·--------- _?~~--- _ _5A5UL..\ TnLL_ 5j-qOSc 
. -----------· --- -·- .. 2 15 • J 0_ ----- ---- -----------------
1105 CHANGE FUND 
5.31 CLINTO~ TOLL B~IU3~ 1 ?300 .. _OQ __ 
1106 CASH DEPOSIT ~CT ALLCCATED 
911 
912 
uJT _CLEAK.ING ACCOUNT 578,178 .48 ____________________________________________ _ 
DOT. CLEA~ LJG ACCOu:\iT-REflJNDS __________ i25v S6..:;. 81 
_____ 11_.:_]7 __________ CHANGE FU,'~;) 
541 DJBUOvE TOLL oRIJGE 625 .. 00 
--~-1198 __ _ CAS:-l DEPOSIT NOT ALLOCATED _________________________ __ 
----- --------------------
'-0 511 MUSCATINE TOLL B~lJGE 536 .. 25 
f-J 
____ l_l_Q9_ ___ --~ASH DEPGS rT NOT ALLOCATED _ -----------------·-------- . ·-·------------ --- _______________________ [ 
521 SABULA TOLL BRIDGE 
___ 1)._~Q_ _________ c;_;;SH DEPOSIT :·JOT ALLOCATED 
531 
--- _J l_ll_ __ _ 
541 
CLINTCN TOLL BRIO~E 
C ASH 0 E P C S I T :'J 0 ; AlL l; C ATE J 
DU6U~UE TCLL 8RIOGE 
9,351.90 
____ 1_1_)_1 ________ 2_BIM4:~Y R1JAJ FU~;:) 
195 1\TERSTATE & ~ATL JEFENSE HWY 
136 STATE PARKS & I~ST. ROADS 1,486,Sll.57 
___________ 197 _____ ScCCf'iJAI\Y £.. uRD.t.:~ f\.i.JAOS ________ ·___ 500,000.00 
311 NATIO~Al HIGH~AY SAFETY ACT 320,473.96 
410 PRIMARY ROAD FUNJ 9.578,667.26 
----·------ --------··- -·-
1132 CU~RENT F/Y APPROPRIATlONS 
BUDGETED APPR - SAL/SUPPORT 
182.85 
3v039.23 




ADJIT IOf'JAL i..Jc<'~ ~<,;UIPMENT ·- __________________ __ _________ _.. ___________ r.L. oo 
o .. oo 
117 o .. oo 
___________ 1J5 _____ CAPITAL_ li·iPR __ 75..,_77 FIELD_ _ ___________ 50't.82 -----------------------------------
176 CAPITAL I~PR 75-17 STEAM LINE 2,832.28 
177 CAPITAL I'-1Pk 77-79 FIELD 415,719.17 
----------------
____________ L7_8 ___ FIELQ_ CCNST_RUCT_IGr~ _ F~C_ILI T_IES ________ ________ 8J2 v 037_.23 _______ _________________ _ ______________ _ ______________ ____; 
---------------
------------------











LIST Of GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNTS 
- . ffJR APPRUPFUATION YEAR l'nH 
ACCOUNT D~SCRIPTIO~/ 












RE~ODELING AND RENUVATlON 
FIELD LAND AND I~PRUVEME~T 
TRAFFIC h[IGHT SCALES 
462,238.84 l '6 7 7' 0 oo. 0 0-- -·---- ---·- ---------···- -- ---- ---------------·--- ------------------··---·-·-------' 
400,000.00 
9j(u~13 ERED APP RDrR lA T I o:JS --------·------- -- --------- -------·-
ill GuOCETED ~P?R - SAL/SUPPORT 1J,204v8Sl.94 
114 ;:.DJITICi~~l ~~E'" [JUIP:~:fH ___________ _j-_1_,3_79 __ ! 7_5_ _ _____ _ 
171 CAPITAL IMPR 71-73 FIELD 0.00 
172 CAPIT~L I'WK 73-75 FfELD 0.00 
173 CAPITAL I'1PR 73-75 ;1ATLS LAG 0.00 
:-----·---- --l-74 ____ CAP! TAL. --Ir-1P~~ 75-77 SCAlES--·--------------·------------····- -------------·0-.CO---------------------· 
l. 7 5 C A ?I TAl I :·1 P R 7 5- 7 7 F I E LD 0 .. 00 
'---- ----- ·. -~----
1134 HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSI~G FUND 






SERV.&ECUIP. REVOLV!~~ FUND 
INVEI.!TOr-\.Y REVGLVING FUND 
1,514?480.47 e 
__________ _ ________________ 3_13 J 55_5 ._!rO ______ -----------------------·-----------
1136 AIRCRAFT POOL OPERAT ICN FU:'JD 







DOT REVOLVI~G & TRUST 
G~EA T RIVER ROAD Rt.VOL VI NGFUND _________ 456,093.36 -·--------------------
STATE AVIATION TRUST FUND 319,094.83 
LICENSE PLATE FU~D 17,818.31 
SAfETY RE SPU'~SIS ILITY FU!W __________ 310, 244.09 _____________ _ 
217 VEHICLE TITLE SURETY BC~J FUND 68.01 
218 R41LROAD ASSISTANCE FU~O 3,055,271.22 
__________ 219 P.EGIJNAL PEK.·'iiT CEi'HEI:\ _____________ 2 1 485.54 ---------------------·--
220 CITY SAftR OFF-SYSTEM ROAJS 410,433.11 
221 COUNTY SAFE~ GfF-SYSTEM ROADS 547,830.96 
___________ 222 SA r ER R DS&GFF SY S. ft.JRC IT! ES &CO__________ _ 2 8 5, 131 .. 42 __ 
223 OTHER FE~.FUNDS FOR CITIES&CO. 124 7 495.69 
224 MUTOR VEHICLE FUEL TAX-REFUNDS 908v167.68 
250 RED 0,\K AIRPORT CCl'·L•HSSIJi'l _______________ 27.43 ______ _ 
251 OSKALOOSA AI~PORT COMMISSION 10v707.26 
252 HUM30LDT AIRPORT CO~MIS5ION 2,942.56 
, _________ 253 _____ CHARIJON '-i0!'li CI PAL_ AIR PORT___ 1 ,D92 .99 __ 
254 DAVENPJRT AIRPORT COMMISSION 28,234.30 
____ U:>~ _______ EAR!>l_ TG i·!~R.KET RGAJ FUtJ') 
451 FARM TO MARKET HUAD FUND 47,064,350.55 
__ _.........__5 3 _______ Hl GrlYJIAY_ GEAUTI FlCAT I ON _f.UND ___________________ ..... ----· 
441 BEAUTIFICATION 1,402,524.27 
TRANSPOl{TATIO['J GRANTS f. _APPR _________ _ 







__ P_3_4 402 .. ~~-------­i 
I Oi 
LIST OF GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNTS 
· · ·F-cR ___ .A_P-PRG~>R I At faN·· YEAR- i98i -
.... ---···- --·-·· -----------------
. i '----c;TL _____________________ -------------------
.- l !!.CCCWH FUNO ACCOW:T DESCR I PTIGN/ BEGINNING BEGINNING DEBIT CREDIT 
l NU~3ER CUDE FUND DESCRIPTIGN BALANCE BALANCE 
~--- ----- -------------------- ----~------· -- -------------- -------- --------·-------- - -------------------- ---- -------- -------------
4818 RESERVE ~OR SALVAGE&DISP. I~VE 
212 I~VENTORY REVLLVI~G FUND 
-------------------- ---. --· --- - -- ----- ----- ------ ------------- -------------~-1-~-! ?_!..2_~-~-l_ 
TOTAL RESERVC 14,581,637.55 
\-------------------Td-1 AL. ___ A PPROP: &---RESER\; E-$ --------------------3-~;86-l-;3-95 .Q 7--300,611 ~-03s-:f6 ________ _ 
I 
[ ____ 5111 DEFERRED SUR.PLUS 4Td ___ PRI,"lARY ~-GAD Fu~J()------------------------··--· -- o .. oo 
5114 DEFERRED SURPLUS 
~----- --·--45._1 ___ -FAR~ TG iViARKET RbA-DfU/'JO--------------~------- o.oo 
! _____ -----·· ·-- TOTA~ __ _l?_E~Ef3i'_E0 SUF:PLUS __________________________ O.O_Q _________ 9 .Q_O_ 
5211 GENERAL SURPLUS 
410 PRit!.<\R Y ROA_t) FUf>i_[) ___________________ _2_0__!_f?_~_§_!.Q_:?_?_ .. _5~_ -...----------·--· __ _ 
5214 GENERAL SURPLUS 
~--------~2]. ______ _F_AR:1 TQ MAR'(~:_r !{_QA__JJ ___ F_U!{J l9_g 1~_2.L903_.Q_7 ________ _ 
---- --------------
-------------
':.) f--1 5217 GEtJERAL SURPLUS 
~~----'!_It 1 _____ _E[:Al)"'[!_f I C~ T 10 ;i _ --------------------- __ __,1. 6_2.l_!Q.I§_ .. 2~-----------------------
1 w 
5219 GENERAL SURPLUS - AIRCRAFT 
~13 _AIRCRAFT PCCL G_E_ER_AT ION ______________________________________ _32_)._1_,2_20_._3_3 
TOTAL GE~ERAL SURPLUS 109~780.939 .. 23 
. 
-- -------------· -· ----------·-- ---------·---- ----- ----· 
109.780,939 .. 23 
; ____ 691]._ ___ _ DE E_E ~RED FE J f P,;.,. L A I ;J U <'~ o ILl ED ______________ -·----·------·------·--- ________ ---··-
410 PRIMARY ROAD FUND 11'541.140.40 
, ___ f?_9_1_2 _______ Q~FERRED FEDER .\L A I D UNB I:.. LED 
451 FARM TO MARKET RU~D FU~D 
______ T(JT~_l _0 cFERR cO _Rt; VEfW~-- _______________________ O.Q_O _____ ~lJ.5:45 ,J3l_._40. ____ _ 
TOTAL REVENUE o.oo 1,545,737 .. 40 
Gl34ND_l:_Ol:Al ___________________________________ 3]_9_1_639., 246.6 0 _____ 3:1.9, 6.39.,1_46 ._60 _____________ _ 
CODING INSTRUCTIONS 












Card Type = CA 
G/L Number = Four-digit numeric General Ledger Account Number 
Fund Code - Three-digit numeric Fund Code Number 
Account Description - Title description of G/L Account Number 
Fund Description - Title description of Fund Code Number 
Add = "X" when adding new G/L number, Fund Code, Account 
Description and Fund Description. 
Change = "X" when changing Account Description or Fund 
Description 
Delete == "X" when deleting G/L number, Fund Code~ Account 
Description and Fund Description 
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1 - 4 
5 - 6 
8 - 8 
9 - 10 
11 - 12 
13 - 14 
COLUMN DESCRIPTION 
Cost Center - Four-digit numeric code identifying accounting 
and budgetary resources control. Reference Policy and 
Procedures Manual #2, Policy No. 100.91. Must be a valid 
cost center that exists on the P3440120 - Financial Validity 
File. 
Program Category Indicator - Must be one of the following 
two-digit codes: 
01 - TRANSPOR'rATION REG .. BOARD 
02 - PUBLIC TRANSIT 
03 - RIVER 
04 - RAILROAD 
05 - GENERAL COUNSEL 
06 - ADMINISTRATION 
07 - PLANNING AND RESEARCH 
08 - AERONAUTICS 
09 - MOTOR VEHICLES 
10 - HIGHWAY 
Appropriation Type Indicator - Must be one of the 
following two-digit codes: 
01 - OPERATION 
02 - SPECIAL PURPOSE 
03 - CAPITAL OUTLAY 
0 4 - I~-1PROVEMENT S 
05 - REVOLVING AND TRUST 
06 - OTHER 
Division Code Indicator - Must be one of the following 
two-digit codes: 
00 - NO DESIGNATION 
01 - TRANSPORTATION REG. BOARD 
02 - PUBLIC TRANSIT 
03 - RIVER 
04 - RAILROAD 
05 - GENER~L COUNSEL 
06 - ADMINISTRATION 
07 - PLANNING AND RESEARCH 
08 - AERONAUTICS 
09 - MOTOR VEHICLES 
10 - HIGHWAY 
Bureau Code Indicator - Must be one of the following 
two-digit codes: 
00 - NO DESIGNATION 
01 - OPERArriONS 
02 - DEVELOPMENT 
03 - HIGHWAY ADMIN. 
04 - STAFF 
05 - OPEN 
06 - SUPPORT SERVICES 
07 - PLAN ADMINISTRA'riON 
District Code Indicator - Must be one of the following 
two-digit codes: 
00 - NO DESIGNATION 
01 - DISTRICT #1 
02 - DISTRICT #2 
03 - DISTRICT #3 
200 
04 - DISTRICT #4 
05 - DISTRICT #5 
06 - DISTRICT #6 
CARD 
COLUMNS 
15 - 16 
17 - 18 
COLUMN DESCRIPTION 






















DISTRICT 1 CONSTR. 
DISTRICT 2 CONSTR. 
DISTRICT 3 CONSTR. 
DISTRICT 4 CONSTR. 
DISTRICT 5 CONSTR. 
DISTRICT 6 CONSTR. 
DISTRICT 1 MAINT. 
DISTRICrr 2 MAINT. 
16 - DISTRICT 3 MAINT. 
17 - DISTRICT 4 MAINT. 
18 - DISTRICT 5 MAINT. 
19 - DISTRICT 6 MAINT. 
20 - STATE MAINT. GROUP 
21 - CONTRACT MAINT. 
2 2 - H~VY BEAUTIFICATION 
23 - S & E REVOLVING FUND 
24 - INV REVOLVING FUND 
25 - MUSCATINE BRIDGE 
26 - SUBULA BRIDGE 
2 7 - CLIN~rON BRIDGE 
28 - DUBUQUE BRIDGE 
Field Area Code Indicator - Must be one of the following 
two-digit codes: 
00 - NO DESIGl'1ATION 
01 - DISTRIC~ 0FFICES 
02 - CONSTRUCTION 
201 
03 - MATERIALS 
04 - MAINTENANCE 
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l - 2 
3 - 4 
5 - 8 
9 - 10 
11 - 12 
13 - 15 
16 - 18 
19 - 21 
22 - 24 
25 - 27 
28 - 30 
31 - 37 
38 - 44 
45 - 62 
63 - 80 
COLUMN DESCRIPTION 
Card Type - Cl, or C2, or C3. 
Appropriation Year - 74 or 75 or 76 or 77 or 78. 
Cost Center - 4-digit cost center that exists on the 
Validity File .. 
Sequence Number -Always 'Ol' unless the same appr. year, 
cost center, and data source used again for another control 
account record. 
Data Source - Must be a valid data source code per Accounting 
Intradepartmental Policy and Procedures M~nual. 
Object Code - Must be one of the following: 
(1) 'THR' coded in 16-18 only 
(2) 'ALL' coded in 13-15 ohly 
(3) The valid three-digit function code as exists on the 
Validity File 
Function Code - Must be one of the following: 
(1) 'THR' coded in 25-27 only 
(2) 'ALL' coded in 22-24 only 
(3) The valid three-digit function code as exists on the 
Validity File 
G/L Account (To Debit) - The valid seven-digit code as 
exists on the Chart of Accounts file. 
G/L Account (To Credit) - The valid seven-digit code as 
exists on the Chart of Accounts file. 
D. M. Account (To Debit) - The valid 14-digit code (left 
justified) per Comptroller's Listing. 
D. M. Account (To Credit) - The valid 14-digit code (left 
JUStlfled) per Comptroller's Listing. 
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1 - 2 
3 - 6 
Column Description 
Appropriation Year ~ '76 or '77 or '78 or '79 or '80 or Bl0 
Cost Center - Four-digit cost center that exists on the 
Validity File .. 
7 Card Type - 1 Function 
2 Object 
3 Delete Cost Center 
8 A, D, or T -A Add function or Object 
9 - 80 
D Delete Function or Object 
T Add Cost Center 
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BUDGET UPDATE SHEETS 
COLUMN DESCRIPTION 
CARD TYPE - 'BC' 
DATA SOURCE - '01' - BUDGET (ORIGINAL) 
'02' - BUDGET (ADJUSTMENT) 
G/L ACCOUNT NUMBER - Seven digit numeric code 
identifying the General Ledger Account and Fund 
Code established within the chart of accounts 
'9998932' Memo Account - for posting the Labor 
and Vehicle Cost Distributions. 
APPROPRIATION YEAR - Must always be coded with the 
current appropriation year. 
COST CENTER - Six digit numeric code identifying 
budgetary resources control. Reference Policy 
and Procedures Manual #2, Policy No. 100.01. 
Must be a valid cost center that exists on the 
P3440120 - Financial Validity File. 
18-02 0 
LOCATION - Always coded 'OO'. Future expansion area. 
OBJECT CODE - Three digit numeric code to classify 
expenditures or revenue in prescribed terms of their 
physical or service characteristics. The following 
three digit series codes will always be coded for the 
budgetary entries: 
100 - BUDGET Hours or Salary Dollars. 
200 - BUDGET SUPPORT DOLLARS. 
ACTIVITY CODE - Three digit numeric code to identify 
a set of functions which allows grouping of expenditure 
and/or revenue costs for budgeting and variance analysis. 
TYPE OF SALARY - 0 - NO DESIGNATION 
207 
1 - BUDGET PERMANENT 
2 - BUDGET NON-PERMANENT 
3 - BUDGET OVERI'IME 
------------ -------












. : ~! ; : 
DEPARTMENT OF TRP,d'ISPORT ATION 
. , .. 
DIVISION .. ·• r;-.,,.,c;, ~~- &~ 
OFFICE···~·· /-;. ...... ,:-;.. ,-t:£;_ • .cr,-_./. 
BUDGET REPORT DIST OR SEC. r 
RESIDENCY··· 
PERIOD CO . .:...V_E_R_ED'-----~....._....__ . ...__ ______ ---..·;::;-;-;::;;--;P=A.-G-;E~ . COST __ CENTER r:::?L~~ 
----------- YEAR TO DATE -----------------
% OF BUDGET 











MATERIAL & SUPPLIES 
EQUIP OPER & DEPR 
EQUIP PURCHASES 
TOTAL SUPPORT .••.. ··.·· · · · · · · • · · • • • · • · • • · 
TOTAL SALARIES & SUPPORT·-··············· 






Co 1 unms 
1 - 2 









P3440200 - MASTER UPDATE SHEET 
Column Description 
~ard Type - 'MC' 
Data Source - '03' Beginning Balances for G/L Accounts. 
G/L Account Number - The Valid Account Number as Exists on the 
Chart of Accounts listing. 
Appropriation Year - Must be coded 74 or 75 or 76 or 77 or 78. 
Cost Center- (1) Must be a Valid Cost Center as Exists on 
the Validity File, or (2) coded ZEROES. 
Object Code- (1) Must be a Valid Object Code as Exists on 
the Validity File, or (2) coded ZEROES. 
Function Code- (1) Must be a Valid Function Code as Exists 
on the Validity File, or (2) coded ZEROES. 
Type of Salary - '0' No Designation 
Field Number- '16' Beginning Balance Accumulator Field. 
Beginning Balance Amount - Always Numeric; Credit Balances 
Will Always Have a Negative '-' Sign Over the Units Position. 
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GENERAL LEDGER JOURNAL VOUCHER 
Column Description 
Card Type - TC 
Data Source - Two-digit numeric code used as a means of 
Tdenti'fying source document origin. Reference Accounting 
Intradepartmental Policy and Procedures Manual, Section 
EDP System, Policy No. 4. 
G/L Account Number - Seven-digit numeric code identifying 
G/L Account Number and Fund Code established in the chart 
of accounts. 
Appropriation Year - '74 or '75 or '76 or '77 or '78 
Cost Center Number - Six-digit numeric code identifying 
budgetary resources control, when applicable. Reference 
Policy and Procedures Manual #2, Policy No. 100.01. When 
cost center number is not used this field will be coded 
with six zeroes (000000). No G/L cash accounts will 
accept zeroes for cost centers. 
Object Code·- Three-digit numeric code to classify revenue 
or expenditures in prescribed terms of their physical or 
service characteristics. Reference Policy and Procedures 
Manual #2, Policy No. 100.02 for object codes and descrip-
tions. If entry does not require object coding theee 
zeroes (000) will be placed in the field. No G/L cash 
account will accept a three-digit zero entry. 
Function Code - Three-digit numeric code to classify revenue 
or expenditures in terms of the purpose, end, or reason 
for which incurred. Reference Policy and Procedures 
Manual #2, Policy No. 100.03, for function codes and 
descriptions. If entry does not require function code, 
three zeroes (000) will be placed in this field. No G/L 
cash account will accept a.three-digit zero entry. 
Type of Salary - 0 - Hand Journal Entry 
1 - Budget Permanent 
2 - Budget Non-Permanent 
Reference ID & Number- Column 27 Reference Identification: 
P - Payroll Abstract 
E - Expense Abstract 
D - Des Moines Abstract 
M - Misc. Bills Abstract 
J - Journal Abstract 
A - Adjustment Abstract 
211 
General Ledger Journal Voucher 
Page 2 
Card 
Column Column Description 







L - Labor (Cost Distribution) 
V - Vehicle (Cost Distribution) 
H - Hand Journal Entry 
Columns 28-29 Current Appropriation Year '78. 
Col~mns 30-32 Sequence Numbering Series (000 thru 999). 
Month - Calendar months ~1 thru 12. 
£~- Calendar days 01 thru 31. 
Yea~- Calendar year '77 or '78. 
Debit Amount - Numeric debit entry amount of journal coding. 
Credit Amount - Numeric credit entry amount of journal coding. 
-pescription - Item description of journal entry being coded. 
May be numeric or alpha. 
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BALANCE SHEET FORMAT 
REPORT WRITER 
Column Description 
?eport Type - BS (Balance Sheet Report} 
Report Number - Two-digit numeric code that identifies 
the Balance Sheet Fund Report Number: 
01 - Primary Road & Budget Ops. 
02 - Farm to Market 
03 - Highway Be~utification Fund 
04 - Matls. & Equipment Revolving Fund 
05 - Aircraft Pool Operation 
06 - Muscatine Toll Bridge 
07 - Sabula Toll Bridge 
08 - Clinton Toll Bridge 
Page Number - Two-digit numeric code that identifies the 
page number (01 thru 99) of the Balance Sheet, which 
literal line number, line type, Item Description, calcula-
tion, and grouping of accounts (42 thru 80) is to be 
written. 
Line Number - Three-digit numeric code that identifies 
the line number on the Balance Sheet, which line type, 
Item Description, calculation and grouping of accounts 
(42 thru 80) is to be written. Line Type R (Report Title) 
will be identified with 000 in the field. Line Type M 
(Main Heading) will be identified with 001 in the field. 
Remaining line number will commence with 010 in series of 
tens (010, 020, 030) which permits additional line numbers 
to be added if necessary. · 
Line Type -Alpha code that identifies Item Description 
within body of Balance Sheet. Code as follows: 
R - Report Title (Use 000 Line Number) 
M - Main Heading (Use 001 Line Number) 
H - Heading Line (Literal ID only) 
D- Detail Line (Use only when calculation of grouping of 
accounts are identified) 
S- Sub-Total (Net total of all prior Detail Lines) 
F - Final Total (Net total of all prior Sub-Total Lines) 
N - Net Diff. Total (Net total of all prior Final Total Lines) 
J.te.m_O_~-~G_rj_pJj_g_n - Descriptive literal which identifies items 
reported within the Balance Sheet. 
Heading (ll-12) ~1ajor account grouping identification, etc., 






Detail (13-14) Sub-Major account grouping identification, etc., 
current assets or receivables. 
Sub-Total, Final Total and Net Diff. Total will start with 
Column 13. 
Total (15-40) Finance Statement description line item literal. 
Calculation - Item of note; when determining calculation of 
+ (Add) or - (Minus): G/L Account Balance of debit or credit 
must be evaluated prior to assignment of calculation (net 
value will result). · 
+ = Add 
- = Minus 
G/L Account #1 thru #8 - Four-digit numeric field for assign-
ment of G/L Account number within existing Chart of Accounts 
that must be combined or netted to produce desired .line item 
on the Balance Sheet. 
G/L Account Number & Fund Code - Seven-digit numeric field for 
~ssignment of G/L Account numb~r and Fund Code within existing 
chart of accounts that must be combined or netted to produce 
desired line item on the Balance Sheet. 
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OPERATING STATEMENT FORMAT 
REPORT WRITER 
Column Description 
Report Type = OS (Operating Statement) 
Report Number - Two-digit numeric code that identifies the 
Operating Statement Report Number: 
~l - Primary Road & Budget Ops. 
~2 - Farm to Market 
~3 - Highway Beautification Fund 
04 - Matls. & Equipment Revolving Fund 
05 - Aircraft Pool Operation 
06 - Muscatine Toll Bridge 
~7 - Sabula Toll Bridge 
~8- Clinton Toll Bridge 
Page Number - Two-digit numeric code that identifies the page 
number (01 thru 99) of the Operating Statement, which literal 
line number, line type, Item Description, calculation, and 
Grouping of Accounts (42 thru 80) is tfr be written. 
Line Number - Three-digit numeric code that identifies the 
line number on the Operating Statement, which line type, Item 
Description, calculation and Grouping of Accounts (42 thru 80) 
is to be written. Line TypeR (Report Title) will be identi-
fied with 00~ in the field. Line Type M (Main Heading) will 
be identified with 001 in the field. Remaining line number 
will commence with 010 in series of tens (010, 020, 030) 
which permits additional line numbers to be added if necessary . 
. h_tn~y~- Alpha code that identifies Item Description within 
body of Operating Statement. Code as follows: 
R- Report Title (Use 000 Line Number) 
M- Main Heading (Use 001 Line Number) 
H - Head i n g L i n e ( L i t era 1 I D 'only ) 
D- Detail Line (Use only when ca1culation of grouping of 
accounts are identified) 
S - Sub-Total (Net total of all prior Detail Lines) 
F - Final Total (Net total of all prior Sub-Total Lines) 
N - Net Diff. Total (Net total of all prior Final Total Lines) 
Jt~m DescriQtion - Descriptive literal which identifies items 
reported within the Operating Statement. 
Heading ('11-12) ~1ajor account grouping identification, etc., 
Income or Expense. 
Sub-Total - Final Total and Net Diff. total will start with 
Column 13. 






CalculatioQ- Item of note; when determining calculation of 
+(Add) or- (Minus): G/L Account Balance of debit or credit 
must be evaluated prior to assignment of calculation (Net 
value will result). 
+ = Add 
- = Minus 
§/L Account #1 thru #8 - Four-digit numeric field for assign-
ment of G/L Account number within existing Chart of Accounts 
that must be combined or netted to produce desired line item 
on the Operating Statement. 
G/L Account number & Fund Code - Seven-digit numeric field for 
assignment of G/L Account number and Fund Code within existing 
Chirt of Accounts that must be combined or netted to produce 
desired line item on the Operating Statement. 
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KEYPUNCH INSTRUCTIONS 
JOB NRME FINANCIAL VALIDITY UPDATE - P3440120 
INPUT DOCUMENT VALIDITY CODE SHEET CHARGE CODE 18-100 








F I E L 0 
APPROPRIATION YEAR 
COST CENTER 
CARD TYPE - 1 = FUNCTION 
2 = OBJECT 
N R M E 
3 = DELETE COST CENTER 
TRANSACTION TYPE - A = ADD FUNCTION OR OBJECT 
D = DELETE FUNCTION OR OBJECT 
T = ADD COST CENTER 
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I t 1 _1_ 
~GTE: CARD TYPE 1 - FUNCTION, 2 = OBJECT. 3 - DELETE COSTCENTER 
:.. - A:'f1 !=l!i~CTir~ 1 r"'.q OB.If=-"' D- "~',..IE r·"'"'.,..!ON ~"" ~--JEC~ --AD -·-TeE~·-· 
KEYPUNCH INSTRUCTIONS 
JOB NRME FINANCIAL TRANSACTION UPDATE - P3440200 
INPUT DOCUMENT MASTER UPDATE SHEET CHARGE CODE 18-100 . 
CRRO 5081 COL OR _w_H_IT_E ___ _ 
CRRD I~ u F I E L 0 N R M E a: ~8 COLUMNS w X: ::::> :z 
1- 2 CARD TYPE - 'MC' X 
3- 4 DATA SOURCE X 
5-11 GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNT NUMBER X 
12-13 APPROPRIATION YEAR X 
14-19 COST CENTER X 
20-22 OBJECT CODE X 
23-25 FUNCTION CODE X 
2 6-.2 6 TYPE OF SALARY CODE X 
27-28 FIELD NUMBER X 
29-58 CHANGE DATE - LENGTH OF FIELD DEPENDS UPON CARD 
TYPE .. X 
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KEYPUNCH INSTRUCTIONS 
JOB NRME FINANCIAL TRANSACTION UPDATE - P3440200 
INPUT DOCUMENT DELETE MASTER SHEET CHARGE CODE 










2 6-.2 6 
27-80 
CARD TYPE - 'DM' 
DATA SOURCE - '**' 
GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNT NUMBER 
APPROPRIATION YEAR 
COST CENTER 
OBJECT CODE - '***' 
FUNCTION CODE - '***' 
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KEYPUNCH INSTRUCTIONS 
JOB NRME FINANCIAL TRANSACTION UPDATE - P3440200 
GENERAL LEDGER 
INPUT DOCUMENT JOURNAL VOUCHER SHEET CHARGE CODE 18-100 
CRRD 5081 COL OR _w_H_IT_E ___ _ 






1- 2 CARD TYPE - 'TC' 
3- 4 DATA SOURCE X 
5-11 GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNT NUMBER X 
12-13 APPROPRIATION YEAR X 
14-19 COST CENTER X 
20-22 OBJECT CODE X 
23-25 FUNCTION CODE X 
2 6-·2 6 TYPE OF SALARY X 
27-32 REFERENCE IDENTIFICATION AND NUMBER 
33-38 EFFECTIVE DATE (MMDDYY) X 
39-49 "DEBIT" AMOUNT X 
50-60 "CREDIT" AMOUNT X 
61-8 0 JOURNAL VOUCHER DESCRIPTION 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
(1) Keypunch leading zeroes for all amount fields. 
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KEYPUNCH INSTRUCTIONS 
JOB NRME FINANCIAL REPORT CREATION - P3440230 
INPUT DOCUMENT BALANCE SHEET FORMAT CHARGE CODE 18-100 
CRRO 5081 cOL OR _W_HI_T_E ___ _ 
CRRD ~~ w F I E L 0 N R M E a: ~~ w COLUMNS X: ,:::) 2 
1-2 Report Type - 'BS' X 
3-4 Report Number X 
5-6 Page Number X 
7-9 Line Number X 
10-10 Line Type X 
11-40 Line Item Description X 
41-41 Calculation X 
42-45 G/L Account #1 X 
46-49 G/L Account #2 X 
50-53 G/L Account #3 X 
54-57 G/L Account #4 X 
58-61 G/L Account #5 X 
62-65 G/L Account #6 X 
66-69 G/L Account #7 X I 
70-73 G/L Account #8 X 
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KEYPUNCH INSTRUCTIONS 
JOB NRME BUDGET ANALYSIS - P3440260 
INPUT DOCUMENT ACTIVITY TABLE CARDs CHARGE COOE __ 1_s-_1_oo 






F 1 E L 0 N A M E 
BUDGETARY ACTIVITY CODE 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 
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ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: October 17, 1977 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440020 
PROGRAM NAME: FINANCIAL MASTER TAPE TO DISK 
MESSAGE - I/0 ERROR DURING OPEN: STATUS = XX 
CAUSE - VSAM error on open 
ACT I ON - Job terminates 
PAGE 1 OF 1 
CONSOLE D 
PRINTER [K) 
MESSAGE - I/0 ERROR: STATUS = XX KEY = XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
CAUSE VSAM error on write 
ACT I ON - Record bypass.ed 
~--------·----·-------------------------------------------------------~ 
MESSAGE - RECORDS READ = XXXXXXXX 
CAUSE End of job 
ACTION -
1------·-·-----------------------------------·---t 
MESSAGE - RECORDS BYPASSED = XXXXXXXX 
CAUSE End of Job 
ACTION -
1-------------------------------------------------------------------------
MESSAGE - RECORDS WRITTEN = XXXXXXXX 





ACT I ON --
245 
ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: October 17, 1977 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440200 
PROGRAM NAME: FINANCIAL TRANSACTION UPDATE 
MESSAGE - INVALID DATA SOURCE 
CAUSE -
ACT I ON - Card bypassed 
PAGE 1 OF 4 
- --
CONSOLE D 
PRINTER [iJ J J 
ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: October 18, 1977 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P 34 4 02 00 
PROGRAM NAME: FINANCIAL TRANSAC'riON UPDATE 
MESSAGE - INVALID TYPE OF SALARY 
CAUSE -
ACT I ON - Card bypassed 
MESSAGE - INVALID FIELD NUMBER 
CAUSE --
ACT I ON - Card bypassed 
MESSAGE - NON-NUHERIC/MISSING AMOUNT 
CAUSE -
ACT l ON - Card bypassed 
MESSAGE ··· REF-ID & NUMBER MISSING 
CAUSE -
ACT I ON - Card bypassed 
MESSAGE - INVALID UPDATE DATA 
CAUSE Data invalid for field specified 
ACT I ON - Card bypassed 




MESSAGE ~- DATA SOURCE & FIELD NUMBER CONFLICT 
CAUSE -
ACT I ON - Card bypassed 
24 9 
ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: October 18, 1977 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440200 
PROGRAM NAME: 
MESSAGE - INVALID DATE 
CA.USE - Non-numeric date 
ACTION - Card bypassed 




MESSAGE - ONLY ONE M'lOUNT ALLOWED 
CAUSE - Debit and credit amounts on one card 
ACT I ON - Card bypassed 
MESSAGE - NO RECORD FOUND WITH THESE CONTROLS 
CAUSE -
ACT I ON - Not updated 
~------------------------------------------------------------~---------·-------
MESSAGE - INVALID G/L ACCT NUM FOR THIS CARD TYPE 
CAUSE -







DELETE OPTION NOT AUTHORIZED FOR THIS RUN 
Validation parameter missing 
If delete is necessary, consult analyst or programmer to 
obtain delete authorization 
INVALID ACCT-NUM FOR THIS DS 
ACT I ON - Card bypassed 
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ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: October 18, 1977 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440200 
PROGRAM NAME: 
MESSAGE - INVALID CARD TYPE, CARD BYPASSED 
CAUSE -
ACTION -
MESSAGE - I/O ERROR OPENING FILES; STATUS CODES ARE: 
CAUSE 
FINCHART=XX, FINMASTR=XX, VALIDITY=XX 
ACT I ON - Job terminates 
~--------·----·----------------------------------
MESSAGE - I/0 ERROR: DDNAME=FINMAST, STATUS=XX 
CAUSE -
ACTION - Job terminates 





MESSAGE - ****INSUFFICIENT SPACE; TRY AGAIN***** 
CAUSE FINMASTR file exceeded available disk space 
ACTION -
1------··---:--------~ 








ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: JULY 1978 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440230 
PROGRAM NAME: REPORT CREATION AUDIT 
MESSAGE - INVALID REPORT TYPE o 
CAUSE - Report type not equal to a 'BS' or 'OS' 
ACT 1 ON - Correct and resubmit o 
PAGE 1 OF 3 
CONSOLE D 
PR I.NTER [iJ 
--= 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------··------
MESSAGE - NON-NUMERIC REPORT NUMBER. 
CAUSE - Report number is a non-numeric value 
ACT I ON - Correct and resubmit. 
MESSAGE - NON-NUMERIC PAGE NUMBER. 
CAUSE - Page number is a non-numeric value. 
ACT I ON - Correct and resubmit. 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MESSAGE - INVALID LINE TYPE. 
CAUSE - Line type not equal to a R,M, H, D, S, F, or N .. 
ACT I ON - Correct and resubmit. 
MESSAGE - INVALID CALCULATION CODE (X) • 
CAUSE - Calculation code not equal to a '+' or '-' . 
ACT I ON - Correct and resubmit. 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MESSAGE - INVALID GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNT NUMBER -(XXXX). 
CAUSE - General ledger account number not valid on Chart of Account 
file. 
ACTION - Correct and resubmit. 
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ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: JULY 1978 PAGE _2_ OF _3_ 
PROGRAM NUMBER: ___p_3__ti:_O....., 2"'-'"3'-"'0'-------




MESSAGE- INVALID GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNT NUMBER AND FUND CODE -(XXXX.XXX). 
CAUSE - General ledger account number and fund code not valid on 
Chart of Accounts file. 
ACT I ON - Correct and resubmit. 
1-----------------·------------------------------
MESSAGE - INVALID REPORT NUMBER .. 
CAUSE - Report number not equal to 1 thru 10 value. 
ACT l ON - Correct and resubmit. 
MESSAGE - INVALID PAGE NUMBER. 
CAUSE - Page number not equal to 1 thru 50 value. 
ACT I ON - Correct and resubmit. 
MESSAGE - LINE TYPE NOT COMPATIBLE WITH LINE NUMBER. 
CAUSE - Line type 'R • must be coded with a line number '000'. 
Line type 'M' must be coded with a line number '001'. 
ACT I ON - Correct and resubmit. 
MESSAGE - LINE TYPE NOT COMPATIBLE WITH CALCULATION CODE. 
CAUSE - Line type 'D' must be coded with a calculation code of '+' 
or '-'. 
ACT I ON - Correct and resubmit .. 




- Correct and resubmit. 
253 
ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 1 
DATE: JULY 1978 PAGE 2 OF 2 __ _.__ 
-
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440250 CONSOLE D I 
PROGRAM NAME: BUDGET SELECT PRINTER [iJ I 
MESSAGE - INVALID FUNCTION ON FINMASTER FILE - XXX. 
CAUSE - Function code does not exist on the function description file. 
ACT 1 ON - Correct function description file before next run .. 
~----~----------------~~ 
MESSAGE - INVALID FUNCTION ON ENCUMBRANCE FILE - XXX. i 
CAUSE - Function code does not exist on the function description file. 
ACT 1 ON - Correct function description file before next run. 
~------------~------------------~ 
MESSAGE - COST CENTER XXXX NOT ON RELATIONSHIP FILE. 
CAUSE - Cost center does not exist on the relationship file. 

















ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: 11-15-77 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440260 
PROGRAM NAME: BllDGET ANALYSIS 
MESSAGE - AREA CODE BYPASSED - INVALID AREA = XX 
CAUSE Area code on area card not numeric or area code< 1 or > 25. 
ACT I ON - None. 




MESSAGE - BUREAU CODE BYPASSED - INVALID BUREAU = XX 
CAUSE Bureau code on bureau card not numeric or bureau code (1 or )25. 
ACTION - None. 
-· --
MESSAGE - NO ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION FOR ACTIVITY CODE XXX. 
CAUSE ·- No matching activity code found in activity cards. 
ACTION - None. 
~-------------·-----__1 INVALID READ OF FUNCTION FILE 
INVALID FUNCTION = 999 MESSAGE -· 
STATUS KEY = 99 




INVALID READ OF COSTCENTER FILE 
INVALID COSTCENTER = XXXXXX 
STATUS KEY = 99 
CAUSE -- Status key> 0 after read of costcenter file. 






ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: July 1978 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440261 
PROGRAM NAME: BUDGET OBJECT ANALYSIS 
MESSAGE - CONTROL CARD IS MISSING 
JOB P3440~61 TERMINATES 
CAUSE - See above 
ACT I ON - Check control card and try again. 
MESSAGE - NON-NUMERIC DATES ON CONTROL CARD 
CAUSE - Non numeric date field on control card 
ACT I ON - Check control card and try again~ 
MESSAGE - NON-NUMERIC CODE ON MAIN-AREA-TABLE CARDS 
CAUSE - See above 
ACT I ON - Contact programmer/analyst 




MESSAGE - NON-NUMERIC CODE ON FIELD-AREA-TABLE CARDS 
CAUSE - see above 
ACT I ON - Contact programmer/analyst 
MESSAGE - NON-NUMERIC CODE ON BUREAU-CARDS 
CAUSE - See above 





ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES 
DATE: July 1978 
PROGRAM NUMBER: P3440262 
PROGRAM NAME: BUDGET OBJECT RECAPS 




CAUSE - Area code on area card not numeric or area code.J-1 or>25. 
ACT I ON - None. 
~-------------·----------------------------------------------------------~ 
MESSAGE - BUREAU CODE BYPASSED - INVALID BUREAU = XX 
CAUSE - Bureau code on bureau card not numeric or bureau code<or>25 .. 
ACT I ON ·- None. 
~--------------------------------------------------------·---------------------
MESSAGE - INVALID READ OF COSTCENTER FILE 
INVALID COSTCENTER = XXXXXX 
STATUS KEY = 99 CAUSE Status key>O after read of costcenter file. 














A P P E N D I X 
I A IEPARTr'El~T OF TRPNSPORf ATI ON ACCOU>lT CODE STRUCTUff 
F I NP.N C IAL r·VV~AGEJ''ENT COif 
II 










G/L f\CCOUHT CODE 
G/L ACCOU~T COil STRUCTURE 
'/XY0( 
T TYPE OF AC(]UH 
SUB-Vl/\JOR ACCOU'~T GROUP 
fvll\JOR ACCOU~IT GROUP 
•.' 
_..., - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - """""' - - - - - - _..:, - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - ........ - . -· 
FUND COI£ STRUCTURE 
XXX 
I T TYPE OF FUND 






























ACCOUNT NUMBER SERIES 





INVENTORY & CAPITOL ASSETS 
OTHER ASSETS 





ALLOCATION OF APPROPRIATION 
CONSTRUCTION EXPD. 
BUDGETED EXPD .. 
TOLL'BRIDGE EXPD. 
OTHER EXPD. 




ROAD USE TAX RECEIPTS 
FEDERAL AID REVENUE 
CONSTRUCTION REVENUE 
REVOLVING FUND REVENUE 
INTER-DEPT RECEIPTS 
OTHER REVENUE 






























*RESERVE FOR APPROPRIATION CLEARING ACCOUNT NUMBER 4811.979, 4811.980, 
and 4811.981 will carry a debit balance. 
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
CONTROL ACCOUNTS FILE 
NORMAL POSTING 
Normal Sign Abnormal 
for STR For STR 
DS 11 DR CR 
DS 12 DR CR 
DS 21 DR CR 
DS 31 DR CR 
DS 32 DR CR 
DS 33 CR DR 
DS 34 CR DR 
DS 35 DR CR 
DS 4X DR CR 
DS 5X DR CR 
DS 60-66 & 69 CR DR 
DS 68 CR DR 
DS 72 CR DR 
DS 73 DR CR 
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FINANCIAL CONTROL SUB-SYSTEM 
REFERENCE REFERENCE 
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
p 78~~1 PAYROLL ABSTRACT 
E 78001 EXPENSE ABSTRACT 
D 78001 DES NOINES ABSTRACT 
M 780flJ1 MISCo .BILLS ABSTRACT 
' 
J 78001 JOURNAL ABSTRACT 
A I 780~1 ADJUSTMENT ABSTRACT 
T 78001 TRANSNITTAL LETTER 
l 78001 LABOR (COST DISTRIBUTION) 
f 
v 78001 VEHICLE (COST DI STRI BUTrb,N) 
H 78~~1 HAND JOURNAL ENTRY 
X 
T SO~RCE DESCRIPTION 
APPROPRIATION YEAR 
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